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Abstract 
 
Turbulence onset within an initially laminar flow is one of the most common phe-
nomenon in Fluid Mechanics, yet is an open field of research. This is due to the many 
and diverse causes that can trigger turbulence, which often add to each other, change 
their effect upon the flow velocity, and are difficult to single out in real-world situa-
tions. This is why laminar-to-turbulent transition experiments have been and still are 
a fundamental tool for the researcher. 
This thesis work has addressed the study of turbulence onset in supersonic flows 
from an experimental point of view. Two test campaigns have been carried out  each 
in a dedicated supersonic wind tunnel. The first aimed at tracking turbulence onset 
triggered by a single tetrahedral roughness element. It has been carried out in a mul-
tiple-Mach-number supersonic wind tunnel whose qualification campaign has been 
completed within this thesis work. Two roughness heights were tested, both for two 
Mach numbers, 1.6 and 2.3. The second test campaign has investigated the effects of 
an oblique shock wave impinging onto a Mach-2 transitional boundary layer. The 
transitional state of a boundary layer is that state during which the boundary layer 
passes from fully laminar to fully turbulent. This passage can be either induced or 
natural, and it was represented in this thesis work by the trigger wake and by the 
boundary layer flow downstream of the release point of an electric spark, respective-
ly.   
Surface sensors, as thin-films and piezoelectric pressure transducers, were used to 
measure steady and unsteady high-frequency flow evolutions. Different wall tem-
peratures were set for the thin-films insert as to allow the experimental estimation of 
the recovery temperature. Convective heat-flux trends have been extracted from the 
steady measurements, which, together with the recovery temperature trends,  al-
lowed the calculation of the Stanton number trends. All these quantities let to con-
clude on the general state of the boundary layer investigated in the first test cam-
paign. 
The post-processing of the unsteady measurements yielded temperature and pres-
sure fluctuations spectra and RMS streamwise evolutions, along with spectral time 
evolution at a given position. For the first test campaign, they allowed the characteri-
zation of the unsteadiness produced by the roughness within the supersonic bounda-
ry layer at different downstream locations. In so doing, they helped conclude on the 
state of the boundary layer, thus on the effectiveness of the roughness in triggering 
transition to turbulence. For the second test campaign, they allowed to single out the 
unsteady effects of the shock impinging downstream of the single roughness and 
downstream of the electric spark release point. In this way, differences in the shock 
effect between the roughness configuration and the clean-plate configuration have 
been highlighted, and the effects of different spark release frequencies compared. 
  
Resumen 
 
El desarrollo de la turbulencia en el interior de un flujo inicialmente laminar, a pesar 
de ser uno de los fenómenos más comunes en la mecánica de fluidos, continúa sien-
do un campo abierto de investigación. Esto es debido a las muchas y diversas causas 
que condicionan la transición de flujo laminar a régimen turbulento, a menudo ac-
tuando de modo combinado, cuyo efecto cambia con la velocidad del flujo y las cua-
les son difíciles de aislar en situaciones reales. Este es el motivo por el cual los expe-
rimentos que estudian la transición de régimen laminar a turbulento han sido y con-
tinúan siendo una herramienta fundamental para el investigador. 
Esta tesis doctoral ha abordado el estudio del comienzo de la turbulencia en flujos 
supersónicos desde un punto de vista experimental. Dos series de experimentos 
fueron realizados, cada uno en un túnel de viento supersónico específico. La primera 
serie tuvo como objetivo el seguimiento del inicio de la turbulencia causado por un 
único elemento de rugosidad de forma hexaédrica. Este tipo de experimentos fue 
realizado en un túnel de viento supersónico capaz de operar en un cierto rango de 
números de Mach, cuya caracterización fue completada en paralelo a esta investiga-
ción. Los experimentos fueron realizados a dos números de Mach, 1.6 y 2.3, y dos 
niveles de rugosidad diferentes variando la temperatura de pared. 
El objetivo de la segunda serie de medidas consistió en investigar los efectos del 
impacto de una onda de choque oblicua en una capa límite transitoria, en un flujo a 
Mach 2. El estado transitorio de una capa límite es aquel durante el cual la capa lími-
te pasa de enteramente laminar a enteramente turbulenta. Esta transformación puede 
ser tanto natural como inducida. Ambos escenarios han sido reproducidos en esta 
tesis. La transformación natural ha sido representada mediante la presencia de un 
elemento de rugosidad, mientras que la transformación inducida se corresponde con 
el desarrollo de la capa límite aguas abajo del punto de liberación de chispas eléctri-
cas. 
Para medir la evolución de flujos estacionarios y no estacionarios de alta frecuencia 
se emplearon sensores superficiales tales como thin-films y transductores piezoeléc-
tricos de presión. Para determinar experimentalmente la temperatura de recupera-
ción (recovery temperature) se aplicaron distintas temperaturas de pared a la pieza 
contenedora de los thin-films. De las medidas estacionarias se extrajeron las diferen-
tes distribuciones del flujo de calor por convección, las cuales, junto con la distribu-
ción de la temperatura de recuperación, permitieron el cálculo de la distribución 
espacial del número de Stanton. Estos resultados permitieron llegar a una conclusión 
sobre el estado general de la capa límite investigada en la primera serie de experi-
mentos. 
Las medidas no estacionarias proporcionaron espectros de fluctuación de temperatu-
ra y presión, y evoluciones longitudinales de residuos cuadráticos medios (MSR), así 
como espectros de evolución temporal en una posición dada. Estos datos permitieron 
caracterizar, en la primera serie de experimentos, la inestabilidad producida por la 
rugosidad en la capa límite supersónica en distintas posiciones aguas abajo. Ayuda-
ron, por tanto, a determinar el estado de la capa límite y, con ello, concluir en la efec-
tividad de la rugosidad para provocar la transición a régimen turbulento. En la se-
gunda serie de experimentos se pudieron señalar los efectos no estacionarios de la 
onda de choque incidiendo aguas debajo del elemento de rugosidad, y los efectos no 
estacionarios de la onda incidente aguas abajo del punto de liberación de chispas 
eléctricas. De este modo, se han identificado las diferencias entre el efecto de una 
onda de choque en presencia de un elemento de rugosidad y en el caso de la configu-
ración limpia, y se han comparado los efectos del uso de diferentes frecuencias de 
descargas eléctricas. 
  
iHippocrates, c. 460 BC-c. 370 BC
[Life is short,
and art long,
opportunity fleeting,
experience perilous,
and judgment difficult.]
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction
Long range flights around the world must be relied upon more and more
frequently as our planet becomes more economically, politically, and cultur-
ally multi-polar. As the frequency of long-range flights increases, practical
and economical considerations have raised the need of a sensible decrease
of their duration. And matching long ranges with short flight inevitably
amounts to the use of faster airplanes. That is, supersonic or even hyper-
sonic airplanes. This means that their velocity will be sensibly higher than
that of the current airplanes, and, to achieve it, more powerful propulsion
systems have to be designed. This implies more advanced, or entirely novel,
engine components.
Among the main components of an air-breathing propulsion system, the
intake has a key role to compress the incoming air stream into the engine
core. In supersonic flight, this compression is accomplished partly outside
of the intake by means of oblique shock waves generated upstream of the
inlet entrance. After their generation they usually impinge and get reflected
along the intake [e.g., 1, 2].
To ensure an efficient engine operation, boundary layer separation must
be avoided, and laminar boundary layers are more prone to separation than
turbulent boundary layers [e.g., 3, 4]. One of the most dangerous causes
of separation is found to be the impingement of a shock wave. Thus, a
turbulent boundary layer has to be preferred along the inlet ramps, and, if
it does not occur naturally, has to be promoted to assure inlet performance.
This promotion can be done with turbulence triggers [e.g., 5]. These triggers
usually generate the turbulent boundary layer at some distance downstream
of their location, or, if properly designed, just downstream of it. Hence,
the designer can locate them only upstream of that part of the inlet where
separation is more likely. In so doing, the drawbacks of a turbulent boundary
layer, like increased friction and heat transfer, more and more severe as flight
speed increase, can be kept at a minimum.
Turbulence triggers are designed by the means of wind-tunnel testing,
flight testing, and CFD computations (notably, DNS simulations). However,
the last two means show important drawbacks.
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Flight tests, would be the optimal solution, since, in principle, they can
reproduce exactly the flight conditions of the airplane. But they are usually
very expensive, rather complex and risky, and at present reserved only to
few research groups for the supersonic or hypersonic regimes.
DNS computations, on the other hand, may often fall short in dealing
with the high Reynolds numbers of supersonic inlet flows. This is because
of the dramatic increase in the required computational power, that often
cannot be coped with.
Therefore, wind tunnel testing often times, if not usually, cannot be dis-
pensed of in the design of effective boundary layer turbulence triggers for
high speed applications.
1.2 Objectives of the research
Supersonic wind-tunnel testing requires specific facilities with specific fea-
tures. And the fundamental feature of a supersonic wind tunnel is its correct
start. This means that a shock-free expansion to supersonic velocity has to
happen within the wind tunnel divergent part. If this is not the case, test
conditions are not reached, and the facility cannot be used for supersonic
flow experiments. If this is the case, instead, the wind tunnel will inevitably
produce some degree of disturbances on the measurement of the flow quan-
tities of interest [e.g., 6, 7]. This means that there will be a difference
between the values obtained from the wind tunnel tests and those in real
flight. It is important to quantify these disturbances as to be able to esti-
mate this difference. The verification of the wind tunnel correct start and
the quantification of its disturbances are the main parts of the qualification
of a supersonic wind tunnel. A multiple-Mach-number supersonic wind tun-
nel for induced boundary-layer transition experiments has been designed
and built at the von Karman Institute. And the qualification of such
multiple-Mach-number wind tunnel has been the first objective of the
present research. Since, this wind tunnel has been designed to operate at
different Mach numbers, the correct start verification and the disturbances
assessment have been carried out for more than one Mach number.
The effects of single or multiple roughness elements in boundary layer
transition have been so far studied extensively only in some ranges of Mach
numbers [e.g., 5, 8, 9]. Therefore, a dearth of data in the low-supersonic
Mach range is felt in the aerospace community, especially in Europe. Fur-
thermore, the interplay of wall temperature and single roughness presence
is an aspect of roughness induced transition not yet fully addressed, but of
design interest. Finally, most of the studies so far produced on roughness-
induced transition were based almost exclusively on steady data, thus ne-
glecting the unsteady characteristics of the roughness effects. Once qualified,
the multiple-Mach-number wind tunnel has been used for an experimen-
tal study of the steady and unsteady effects of a single roughness
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element on supersonic laminar boundary layers at different wall
temperatures.
It is often the case that the turbulent boundary layer induced by the
roughness does not start at the roughness location, but further downstream
of it [e.g., 5, 10, 11]. Then, in case of natural transition to turbulence, the
turbulent part and the laminar part of the boundary layer are not separated
by a well defined line. Instead, they are separated by a zone, where lumps of
turbulent flow (turbulent spots) are generated and evolve within disturbed,
but still laminar, surroundings. In this zone, and in the roughness wake
between the roughness position and the start of full turbulence, the bound-
ary layer is in the transitional state, which is an intermediate state between
the fully laminar and the fully turbulent [e.g., 12]. Since such transitional
boundary layers may be found along the external part of a supersonic jet-
engine inlet, it was considered of interest to experimentally assess the effects
of an oblique shock wave impinging onto them. Therefore, the third objec-
tive of the present research has been the experimental study of the
effects on a Mach-2 transitional boundary layer of an impinging
oblique shock wave.
1.3 Research methodology
In order to accomplish the three research objectives above presented, steady
and unsteady measurements were taken in two different supersonic wind
tunnels, and visualizations were made in a low-speed facility.
The qualification of the multiple-Mach-number wind tunnel consisted in a
test campaign carried out to assess the range of the facility Mach numbers,
and to measure the freestream disturbances in the test section. The Mach
range assessment has been carried out by measuring the streamwise evolu-
tion of the static pressure within the divergent. These measurements were
made by fifteen piezoresistive pressure transducers. The measured static-
pressure streamwise trend was checked against the analytical, isentropic-
expansion trend for the same test conditions. Two-dimensional CFD of the
whole wind tunnel supported these pressure measurements. The multiple-
Mach-number wind tunnel was designed with two specific features to reduce
its freestream disturbances: suction slots at the wind-tunnel throat, and
mirror-polishing of all the internal surfaces. The effectiveness of such fea-
tures was assessed by two-dimensional CFD computations of the whole wind
tunnel, and by hot-wire measurements of freestream fluctuations. The com-
putations verified the absence of a recirculation bubble in the proximity of
the bleed slot lip, while the hot-wire measurements yielded the RMS inten-
sity and the spectrum of the freestream mass-flow fluctuations. Both the
computations and the hot-wire measurements were repeated for two differ-
ent Mach numbers. The inspection of the fluctuations frequency spectrum
gave some hints about the possible causes of the freestream noise.
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To assess the effects of the single roughness element on two different su-
personic boundary layers, steady and unsteady wall-temperature measure-
ments, and unsteady wall-pressure measurements, were taken. Joule heaters
at the bottom of one instrumented insert varied the temperature of the wall
downstream and around the single roughness. All measurements were made
at first for a reference clean configuration, and then repeated for the con-
figurations with the roughness. The steady wall-temperature measurements
made possible the calculation of the convective heat-flux at each sensor
location, hence of its streamwise trend. This, in turn, allowed the calcu-
lation of the adiabatic-wall temperature and the Stanton number trends.
The adiabatic-wall temperature trend, verified against analytical results for
fully laminar and fully turbulent regimes, has been used to conclude on
the general state of the roughness wake. CFD computations verified the
correctness of these analytical trends for the test cases under evaluation.
Also the Stanton number trends gave the picture of the general state of
the roughness wake, but, more specifically, without accounting for the wall-
temperature effects. The unsteady wall-temperature and -pressure measure-
ments allowed the characterization of the roughness wake unsteadiness; they
complemented the results from the steady measurements. This characteriza-
tion was made by tracing the streamwise evolutions of the fluctuations RMS
and frequency spectrum downstream of the roughness, by cross-correlating
wall-temperature signals from consecutive sensors, and by calculating the
frequency-time evolution of the signals at each sensor location.
To evaluate the effects of shock impingement on transitional boundary
layers, the single-roughness wake and the naturally occurring transitional
boundary layer have been reproduced along a flat plate in a Mach-2 facil-
ity. The single roughness was one of the two used in the test campaign in
the multiple-Mach-number wind tunnel. The naturally transitional bound-
ary layer, instead, was simulated by the release of electric sparks within
the supersonic laminar boundary layer to try to produce turbulent spots.
An oblique-shock generator above an instrumented flat plate produced the
oblique shock. The impact location was such as to assure the presence of
some sensors upstream of it to capture the differences induced by the shock
impingement. The sensors used for these measurements were of the same
type as for the test campaign in the multiple-Mach-number wind tunnel.
However, no steady data from the wall-temperature measurements were ac-
quired, but only unsteady wall-temperature data. For this reason, the RMS
streamwise trends and the frequency-time signal evolutions at the sensors
locations were used to draw conclusions. The set-up for the electric spark re-
lease was conceived, designed, built, and tested during the present research
project. These preliminary tests were carried out in a low-speed wind tun-
nel, where high-speed-camera visualizations of an incompressible boundary
layer flow were taken. The examination of the spark effects on this bound-
ary layer allowed to decide the best gap between the electrodes and their
best distance from the wall. Since the spark release was designed to be tun-
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able, the visualizations also verified the multiple-frequency capability of the
set-up, and, finally, the presence of distinguishable effects on the boundary
layer for different spark frequencies.
1.4 Thesis outline
This dissertation consists of five chapters, three main chapters plus this
introduction and the chapter for the general conclusions. Each of the three
main chapters is dedicated to one of the thesis objectives. They have the
same structure: a general introduction to the chapter topic; a main body,
where the chapter topic is dealt with; and a final section dedicated to the
conclusions.
Chapter 2 begins with the description of the multiple-Mach-number wind
tunnel in Section 2.1. This includes the description of the facility low-noise
features, typical cycle operation, and instrumentation. The presentation
and discussion of the qualification campaign results follows in Section 2.2.
This comprises the facility Mach range successfully span, the freestream
noise quantification, and the investigation of its possible causes.
Chapter 3 begins with the description of the measurements techniques
for wall-temperature and wall-pressure in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. Specifically,
calibrations for both thin-films and piezo-electric pressure transducers are
described, along with the sensitivity analysis of the thin-films. Section 3.3
follows by describing the use of CFD for the test campaign, and the insights
on the boundary layer flow that its results have provided. Then, the results
from the steady data post-processing are presented and commented in Sec-
tions 3.4 to 3.5, while the results from the unsteady data post-processing
are presented and commented in Sections 3.6 to 3.8.
Chapter 4 begins with the description of the electric set-up for the spark
generation (Section 4.1), and proceeds with the description of the prelimi-
nary tests made to ready it for the main Mach-2 test campaign (Section 4.2).
Following Section 4.3 is dedicated to the Mach-2 test campaign, and de-
scribes the facility used, the specific data post-processing required by the
signals from the spark tests, and the results from the unsteady measure-
ments.
Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes all the results of this work and outlines
the main conclusions.
6 Chapter 1. Introduction
Chapter 2
Design and qualification of a
multiple-Mach-number supersonic
wind tunnel
This Chapter describes the design and the qualification test campaign of a
multiple-Mach-number supersonic wind tunnel conceived at the von Karman
Institute for Fluid Dynamics (Fig. 2.1). This wind tunnel allows supersonic
testing at different Mach number in the same facility by the sole setting of
the divergent angle. This divergent, in fact, is made of two movable straight
ramps and two fixed vertical walls. Not only the divergent of the wind tunnel
is shaped along the movable ramps but also its throat and the part of the
convergent between the throat and the suction-slot lip. Since also the rest
of its convergent is comprised of two contoured part between two vertical
walls, the whole wind tunnel features a rectangular cross section.
The suction slots are a feature introduced in the design to limit its noise,
and for this purpose are complemented by an accurate mirror polishing of
all the wind tunnel internal metal surfaces. They prevent that the boundary
layer coming from far upstream through the convergent can flow along the
divergent as thick and highly perturbed as it usually becomes [13, and ref-
erences therein]. In so doing, they also let the instrumentation of the lower
ramp so to carry on experiments directly on it.
This supersonic wind tunnel is fed by a compression tube and evacuates
into the atmosphere. In this Chapter after the description of the wind
tunnel characteristics, the operation of the facility is described, and finally
the results of the qualification test campaign are presented.
2.1 Description of the wind tunnel test section
The supersonic wind tunnel is realized by removing or substituting some
parts of a compression-tube short-duration blow-down facility designed and
used to test turbo-machinery airfoils. The main modifications are the addi-
tion of the divergent-convergent nozzle to generate the supersonic flow, and
the removal of the piston used to compress the air in the compression tube.
To these modifications add the evacuation into atmosphere instead of into a
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Figure 2.1: The facility of the supersonic multiple-Mach-number wind tun-
nel
vacuum tank, and the use of this vacuum tank as part of the boundary-layer
aspiration system. The air enters the nozzle convergent from the compres-
sion tube by the opening of a slide/shutter valve and is finally vented out
to atmosphere through a silencer. Figure 2.1 shows the wind tunnel general
arrangement.
Since the original function of the facility had to be preserved, all of the
overall dimensions had to be kept. This yielded a series of constraints on the
design of the supersonic wind tunnel, whose most evident are the fixed test
section width and length . These constraints, along with the requirement of
a movable divergent to allow different Mach numbers, prevented the presence
of a constant-section zone to be used as constant-freestream-properties test
section. Therefore, the divergent itself had to be used as test section with
consequent freestream properties varying streamwise(Fig. 2.2). Specifically,
the lower of the two movable ramps have been equipped with instrumented
inserts and test articles.
The movable ramps constitute the divergent part of the supersonic noz-
zle. Changing their angle allows to control the degree of the supersonic
expansion, hence the Mach number values through the divergent. This an-
gle change is made operating on two screws per ramp that allow vertical
movements in two distinct positions. In this way the throat area, thus the
mass flow, can be kept constant as the Mach number changes (Fig. 2.2).
To avoid strong pressure disturbances in the test section the boundary
layer must be laminar on those parts of the wind tunnel from where it could
radiate noise onto the test article. In the present case this rationale applies to
the upper ramp, but becomes a compelling requirement for the lower ramp,
because it is along this ramp that transition tests are carried out. The
boundary layer along the ramps, then, is kept laminar by using suction slots
just upstream of the nozzle throat, and by accurate wall polishing. These are
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Figure 2.2: The test section with the mechanical arrangement of its mov-
able ramps, and the bleed slots detail
the two main solutions currently used in quiet wind tunnels used for research
in natural (i.e., not induced) boundary layer transition to turbulence [9, 14].
2.1.1 The suction slots and the aspiration system
Suction slots (Fig. 2.2) are openings upstream of the throat of the wind
tunnel that ingest the boundary layer formed and grown along the walls of
the convergent. In this way, the boundary layer that enters the supersonic
part of the wind tunnel arises as new at the leading edge of the suction
slot (the lip). And it is much less contaminated by disturbances than the
ingested boundary layer. Therefore, it is much more prone to stay laminar
throughout the test section [14]. In the present design it has been possible
to apply a suction slot only to two sides of the wind tunnel throat: the upper
and the lower, that is the two movable ramps.
The boundary layer ingestion in the present arrangement is activated
by an aspiration system downstream of the suction slots. This system is
comprised of a large vacuum tank beneath the test section of the wind
tunnel (Fig.2.1), connected to the suction slots through a total of four tubes.
The tank is complemented by the void part between ramps and the casing
downstream of the slots throat (Fig. 2.2). When the valves of the tubes
open, the vacuum tank starts aspirating air from the slots at a flow rate that
chokes the slots throat and make the flow highly supersonic downstream of
them.
It is clear that the slots themselves should not produce sensible distur-
bances in the newly created laminar boundary layer. The possible sources
for these disturbances are recirculation bubbles on the slots surface along
which the boundary layer grows (inner wall), and/or recirculation bubbles
on the surfaces of the remaining parts of the suction system (outer wall).
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For this latter case, the remedy is to assure a sonic throat in the duct down-
stream of the slot entrance so that no disturbances generated in the suction
system can move up into the wind tunnel flow. To avoid recirculation bub-
bles along the inner walls, instead, a special contour of the slot lip must be
designed.
A recirculation bubble can be generated by two different suction regimes,
strong and weak, and both of them have to be dealt with to avoid distur-
bances within the boundary layer (Fig. 2.6, top row) [14].
In the case of strong suction, a stagnation point will occur on the side of
the suction-slot lip toward the wind tunnel center-line (inner wall). Thus
the subsonic boundary layer flow to be ingested by the slot experiences an
acceleration around the lip just followed by a deceleration flowing down-
stream along the straight surface of the outer wall. In the case of weak
suction, on the other hand, the stagnation point moves to the outer surface
of the lip, leading to a recirculation bubble on the inner wall. Both of these
configurations can cause dangerous perturbations in the boundary layer flow
heading to the divergent. The configuration due to the weak suction may
be particularly harmful because it creates noise directly in the downstream
flow increasing the risk of early transition of the boundary layer on the tun-
nel walls. The case of strong suction could also cause perturbations in the
main flow, if the mass flow through the slot becomes unsteady and produces
oscillations on the stagnation point on the suction lip.
To avoid both dangerous regimes, an adapted suction regime has to be
achieved by designing the suction lips with a specific shape [14]. In fact,
a perfectly round lip as in Fig. 2.6 (the most straightforward shape, and
historically one of the first configurations used) was soon found too prone
to form highly unsteady recirculation bubbles, and new contours were in-
vestigated. The most promising resulted the modified super ellipse contour
described by the following equation
(y
b
)2
+
(
a− x
a
)m
= 1 (2.1)
m = 2 +
(x
a
)2
(2.2)
where a and b are the major and minor axes of the ellipse. With this
profile, the curvature goes continuously to zero as x→ a [15]. This contour
has been selected for the suction lips of the wind tunnel here presented, and,
to verify its effectiveness, 2-D CFD computations of the flow field around
them have been performed. They are presented in the following paragraph.
2.1.1.1 Numerical verification of the suction lip design
The verification of the correctness of the suction lip design required laminar
computations to be performed, since this is the state of the boundary layer
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Figure 2.3: Example of 2-D CFD computations made to investigate the
effectiveness of the suction-slot lip design (divergent angle of 4.7◦, Mach
number =2.3)
that the suction slots are designed to preserve. To perform such computa-
tions the commercial software CFD++ was selected because of its proven
reliability in dealing with supersonic flows. Considering the geometry of the
whole wind tunnel, 2-D computations were set up. Measured quantities as
total pressure, total temperature, wall temperature, and nozzle exit static
pressure were used as boundary conditions for all these laminar computa-
tions. Along with the whole suction slot, the entire supersonic wind tunnel
was resolved from the compression tube downstream to the main divergent
exit (Fig. 2.3).
In view of the test campaign to be discussed in Chapter 3, the computa-
tions were made at two Mach numbers, 1.6 and 2.3. Figure 2.4 shows the
detail of the structured mesh in the central part of the wind tunnel with the
suction lip upstream of the sonic throat. Figure 2.5, instead, zooms in on
the mesh structure around the suction-slot lip. From this picture one can
also appreciate the mesh refinement used for the boundary layer: 200 nodes
are allocated normally within 2 mm from the wall along the entire boundary
layer developing from the lip tip downstream through the main divergent on
one side, and the suction-slot divergent on the other side. This refinement
resulted in y+ values always below 1.
The bottom row in Fig. 2.6 shows the results of the computations per-
formed to verify the lip design. The plot on the right refers to the widest
possible ramp angle, 4.7, that corresponds to Mach 2.3. It shows the flow
streamlines and the field of the velocity axial component around the modi-
fied super-elliptical tip.
The streamlines pattern shows that no laminar recirculation bubble is
caused by the elliptical suction tip; neither on the immediate outer wall
nor on the inner wall. It also explains why negative values of the axial
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Figure 2.4: Detail of the structured mesh around the central part of the
wind tunnel (divergent angle of 4.7◦)
component of the flow velocity appear in the field: the flow moves up from
the stagnation point around the tip, and, in so doing, moves back a short
axial distance.
Practically, the same flow picture comes from the plot on the left, which is
for the smallest ramp angle qualified, 1.2, corresponding to Mach 1.6. Again
streamlines and the field of the velocity axial component are presented,
and they show no sign of a recirculation bubble. In the end, the CFD
computations show that no recirculation bubble is present around the slot
tips for the largest and smallest divergent angle qualified, thus for the two
most extreme tip positions possible. Now, recirculation bubbles are usually
formed because of strong adverse pressure gradient in the boundary layer.
In the present situation these adverse pressure gradient can come only from
the tip angle of attack respect to the flow. This in turn is determined only by
the ramp angle. Thus proving that no recirculation bubble appears for the
smallest and the largest ramp angles possible, one can plausibly conclude
that it will not appear neither for all the intermediate ramp angles, and that
the tip design is finally effective for all the Mach numbers possible by the
facility.
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Figure 2.5: Detail of the structured mesh around the suction-slot lip (di-
vergent angle of 4.7◦)
2.1.2 Surface treatment of the nozzle walls
Even the most sophisticated and performing boundary layer removal tech-
nique can result useless if not complemented by very highly polished nozzle
surfaces. In fact tests showed that the wall and freestream pressure fluctu-
ations were found to scale with the mean wall shear for all Mach numbers
[16]. Refining the smoothness of the nozzle from a RMS of 2-10 µin. to a
RMS of 1-3 µin. improved the Reynolds number at which the NASA- Lang-
ley Mach-3.5 tunnel is quiet by a factor of two. Quiet is usually called that
wind tunnel whose interference to the boundary layer flow along the test
article is so low that it allows the fair reproduction of the natural transition
process as in flight conditions. Therefore, high aerodynamic smoothness is
deemed important, especially for the throat surface, and has been achieved
throughout the internal walls of the present wind tunnel.
The ”aerodynamic smoothness” of a surface can be judged taking as a
reference the thickness of the laminar sub-layer of a hypothetical turbu-
lent boundary layer at the location of interest. This hypothetical turbulent
boundary layer has to be compatible with the properties of the flow under
exam. Then, a surface can be considered smooth if the RMS value of its
roughness height is less than the thickness of the laminar sub-layer of the
hypothetical turbulent boundary layer [17].
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Figure 2.6: Top row: typical flows around the lip of a suction slot; bottom
row: streamlines and velocity contours around the lip tip for α = 1.2◦ (left)
and α = 4.7◦(right)
Usually the thickness of the laminar sub-layer is y+ = 5− 6 [18] with
y+ =
y · uτ
ν
(2.3)
uτ =
√
τw
ρ
(2.4)
τw =
ρ∞u2∞
2
Cf (2.5)
and the approximate maximum value for the Cf to be expected for M∞ ∈
[1÷ 3] can be evaluated as 5 · 10−3, taking into account the expected total
temperature, thus the expected Reynolds number. This corresponds to a
height of the laminar sub-layer in the range 6− 11 µm, and this range was
taken as reference for the wall polishing.
Both ramps, the convergent walls, and the divergent lateral walls have
been mirror-polished, and their degree of smoothness was measured. These
measurements were taken on one of the ramps by a roughness-meter Mitu-
toyo SJ-201P in five different locations across its entire width (see Fig. 2.7).
More than one roughness measurement was taken as to check repeatability,
and two quantities have been recorded: the RMS, Rq, and the average value,
Ra, of the roughness height. The roughness standard selected was ISO. The
measurements yielded an average value in the range [0.06 ÷ 0.11]µm and
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Figure 2.7: The roughness meter Mitutoyo SJ-201P on one of the nozzle
ramps
an RMS in the range [0.08 ÷ 0.14]µm, i.e. two orders of magnitude less
than the calculated laminar sub-layer thickness. These measurements lead
to the conclusion that the ramps resulted smooth enough to prevent turbu-
lence onset due to distributed roughness. Eventually, no quantification of
the roughness height has been possible for the vertical side walls. This is
because the roughness-meter works only on horizontal surfaces, while these
walls were kept vertical during the polishing. Their weight and integration in
the facility prevented the necessary displacement and horizontal positioning
for the measurement.
2.1.3 Typical test cycle operation
Here it is now described the procedure by which the new supersonic wind
tunnel has been operated. Initially the shutter valve is closed isolating the
test section from the compression tube. Air is fed into this tube as to
reach the total pressure required for the test. Total temperature increases
in consequence of the compression process.
As the total pressure reaches the desired value the shutter is opened,
and air starts its expansion through the convergent-divergent nozzle to the
wanted test conditions. However, these conditions would not stay steady if
only the air compressed at the beginning were used for the test. In fact,
the air flow out of the compression tube would automatically decrease the
pressure in it, and reduce the total pressure of the test. This, in turn, would
prevent any interval of time long enough to allow measurements at steady
total conditions. This situation is avoided by throttling a second air-feeding
system that lets high-pressure air into the compression tube, and keeps the
pressure inside it (thus the total pressure of the test) as constant as possible
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Figure 2.8: Static-pressure time evolution during a wind tunnel run (Mach
=2.3 at 90 cm from the sonic throat)
throughout the wind tunnel run.
The supersonic wind tunnel takes a finite time to start and establish
the isentropic supersonic flow throughout the divergent. At the end of the
run, then, air conditions come back to initial values also in a finite time.
Figure 2.8 illustrates this process showing the signals of four pressure taps
flush-mounted at the end of the upper ramp (see Fig. 2.12). There appears
how the flow starts at 0 seconds and how steady signals establish after
about 0.2 seconds. They stay steady for about 0.3 seconds, then they start
decreasing, and at about 0.65 seconds start gaining back the pre-test values.
After 0.9 seconds the run is practically over.
Finally, the valves of the aspiration system open 0.1 seconds before the
shutter so that the boundary layer removal is already operative before the
supersonic test conditions are reached.
2.1.4 Parameters regulation
The unit Reynolds number of each test depends on the setting of the total
pressure (p0) and total temperature (T0). This dependency happens through
the variations of freestream density and viscosity. The supersonic Mach
number, instead, once the throat is chocked, depends only on the divergent
angle. Therefore, in principle, one can test for a given divergent angle in
a range of Reynolds numbers just varying the values of total pressure and
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total temperature.
The total pressure value for each divergent angle has been assigned upon
the successful starting of the wind tunnel. That is, the value of the total
pressure for a test at a given divergent angle is the minimum value among
those that succeeded in starting the wind tunnel during the qualification
test campaign ( Section 2.2). The mechanical limits of the facility, then, set
the highest safe total pressure at 5 bar. This value turned out to be the one
needed to operate the wind tunnel at the widest divergent angle, that is,
for the highest Mach number possible. This signals that the total pressure
change becomes more and more limited with the required Mach number.
On the other hand, the total temperature can be varied more extensively
acting on the initial pressure (pin) of the compression process that builds up
the test total pressure value. The facility, in fact, allows initial pressure val-
ues either lower or higher than ambient, thus the same compression process
can yield different total temperatures as from
Tf
Tin
= (
pf
pin
)
γ − 1
γ (2.6)
Here pf = 0.995 · p0, Tin = Tamb and Tf = 1.11 · T0 , with 0.995 and 1.11
empirical coefficients that account for the deviation from the ideal isentropic
compression.
The two plots in Fig. 2.9 are for the smallest and largest ramp angles
qualified, and show the unit Reynolds number evolution throughout the di-
vergent for five T0 values. The maximum total temperature is such that
the lowest pin is about 0.4 bar, an usual value for turbo-machinery testing,
whilst the minimum is such that the lowest possible freestream tempera-
ture is always higher than 90 K. Reynolds numbers are plotted against the
axial direction spanning the length of the lower ramp section that can be
instrumented ([720÷ 1120] mm).
Both plots show that the unit Reynolds number decreases with total tem-
perature and with the length flown, if T0 is fixed. This is because at fixed
total pressure, an increase of total temperature yields an increase of dy-
namic viscosity and a decrease of density, both leading to the decrease of
the unit Reynolds number. Then, as the flow expands through the diver-
gent, at fixed total temperature and pressure, density and viscosity decrease,
and the Reynolds number also decreases because density changes are more
important than viscosity changes. However, the streamwise decrement is
not very large: +19% at maximum, which happens for the widest diver-
gent angle (4.7◦) and the highest total temperature (T0 = 610 K). The
minimum is +6% for the narrowest angle (1.2◦) and the lowest total tem-
perature (T0 = 210 K). This is the difference in percentage between values
of the unit Reynolds number at the beginning of the instrumented section
and at its end.
Another parameter that can be varied is the test time. It can be increased
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Figure 2.9: The unit Reynolds number evolution through the divergent at
different total temperatures (top plot:α=1.2); bottom plot:α=4.7)
by reducing the throat area, for the same initial conditions. In fact, it can
be estimated upon the mass flow through the nozzle and the mass of air
prepared for the test inside the compression tube. The mass flow through
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the supersonic nozzle is the critical mass flow of the throat section (i.e. the
mass flow for sonic velocity at the throat) and depends on the throat area,
the total pressure, the total temperature, and the ratio of specific heats:
m˙∗ = (h · w)∗
( 2
γ + 1
) 1
γ − 1 ·
√
2γ
γ + 1
 p0
RT0
(2.7)
where h and w are the throat height and width, respectively. Given
mtube = ρ0 · Vtube as the mass of air inside the compression tube ready to
be blown through the nozzle, the test time depends inversely on the throat
area as
m˙∗ ' mtube
ttest
⇒ ttest ∝ mtube
A∗
∝ Vtube√
T0A∗
(2.8)
Thus reducing the throat area will increase the test time. (Note also that
the test time does not depend on the total pressure because of the linear
dependency on total pressure of both mtube and m˙∗.) Since the width of
the entire wind tunnel is fixed, the only way to reduce the throat area is
to reduce its height. Figure 2.10 shows the theoretical test time versus the
possible throat heights in the same range of total temperatures as for the
plots in Fig. 2.9.
This figure shows that the test time decreases with the throat height
for a given total temperature, as expected, while it decreases with total
temperature for a given throat height. This latter behavior is also expected
as from Equation 2.8.
2.1.5 Wind-tunnel standard equipment
To command the correct function of the wind tunnel and to check the correct
establishment of the supersonic flow, the compression tube, the boundary-
layer injection system, and the wind tunnel divergent are permanently in-
strumented.
The total pressure in the compression tube is monitored by a Valydine
DP15 variable-reluctance differential pressure transducer, and the total tem-
perature by two type-K thermocouples. The pressure sensor is relied upon
for opening the shutter as the wanted total pressure is reached, and thus
starting the flow, and for controlling the total pressure steadiness through
the test time. Thermocouples are used to measure the total temperature,
and to track its time evolution during the test. One thermocouple is located
very near the total-pressure sensor, the other is flush-mounted on the front
of the compression tube.
The four pipes that connect the vacuum tank to the suction slots are
also instrumented to measure the mass flow. Each pipe is equipped with
four total pressure piezoresistive probes, three static-pressure piezoresistive
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Figure 2.10: The theoretical test time versus the throat height at different
total temperatures
probes, and one type-K thermocouple. The four total pressure probes are
arranged at the same depth inside the pipe and are spaced by 90 degrees to
each other. This arrangement allows to have a fair representation of the in-
flow total pressure from the average of the probes measurements. The three
static pressure probes are flush-mounted pressure taps located at the same
distance from the pipe inlet as the total-pressure probes. The thermocou-
ple, then, being exposed to the freestream, measures the total temperature
of the flow. It is located at the same depth and same distance from pipe
inlet as the pressure probes (Fig. 2.11). Monitoring the mass flow of each
pipe allows to control how the upper and the lower suction slots work, and
whether they do work in the same correct way.
The same piezoresistive sensors used to instrument the aspiration system
are used to sense the static pressure inside the nozzle divergent. Their
response time is 0.1 ms. The upper ramp of the divergent is equipped with
five pressure taps, each one connected to one piezoresistive sensor (Fig. 2.12).
These taps are located close to the end of the ramp as to avoid acoustic
radiation onto the instrumented part on the lower ramp.
Only for the qualification test campaign, also the lower ramp was in-
strumented with ten pressure taps that allowed to plot the static pressure
evolution throughout most of the instrumented insert. These plots were
used to judge the successful start of the wind tunnel (Section 2.2).
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Figure 2.11: The front view of the four static pressure L-shaped taps and
the thermocouple that instrument each of the aspiration system four tubes
Figure 2.12: The two ramps instrumented for the qualification test cam-
paign: the upper ramp features five pressure taps, the lower ramp ten
2.2 Test section qualification
The wind tunnel qualification consisted firstly in proving the correctness
of the wind tunnel starting, i.e. the presence of a shock-free supersonic
expansion in the divergent. Secondly, the qualification campaign focused
on measurement of the wind tunnel noise to assess experimentally the wind
tunnel degree of quietness.
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Figure 2.13: Typical static pressure axial evolution throughout the whole
nozzle divergent (p0=4.2 bar)
2.2.1 Practical Mach range achievable
The wind tunnel was designed to operate at different Mach numbers, there-
fore its starting was verified for a range of Mach numbers. The absence
of the shock was verified by the use of the fifteen pressure taps described
in the preceding. The evolution of the static pressure at the wall along an
axial length of 36 cm was measured. These measurements, in turn, were
compared with pressure and Mach number axial evolutions of a supersonic
shock-free expansion produced by quasi-1-D calculations . These calcula-
tions had as inputs the measured total quantities of the run. An example
of comparison between the calculations and the measurements is illustrated
by Fig. 2.13 for the static pressure and by Fig. 2.14 for the Mach number.
These two Figures show how the measured pressure and Mach number
evolution along the divergent matches the theoretical evolution. This means
that no shock wave is present in the divergent, that is the wind tunnel is
correctly started for the total pressure value selected for the test. For the
sake of comparison, Fig. 2.15 shows the static pressure measurements for
a case when the wind tunnel failed to start. Between 800 and about 900
mm measurements are in fair agreement with the theoretical trend, as in
Fig. 2.13, but behind 900 mm they rapidly diverge to a higher value that
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Figure 2.14: Typical Mach number axial evolution throughout the whole
nozzle divergent (p0=4.2 bar)
seems to increase slightly and linearly after 100 mm. This rapid increase in
pressure is due to the shock wave sitting within the divergent. This shock
wave forces the flow to adapt to the nozzle back pressure, that is, the ambient
pressure. This happened because the ratio between the total pressure of the
test and the nozzle back pressure was not high enough as for Fig. 2.13.
This type of verification succeeded for the Mach numbers presented by
Table 2.1. Here are also presented the corresponding unit Reynolds numbers,
and total pressures for each Mach number.
MACH NUMBER UNIT Re p0
[-] 107 m−1 [bar]
1.6 4.1 3
1.7 3.8 3
1.9 5 4.2
2.3 5.4 5
Table 2.1: Mach number range, unit Reynolds numbers and total pressure
for the multiple-Mach-number wind tunnel
Note that, since the tests are made in the divergent of the supersonic wind
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Figure 2.15: Static pressure axial evolution in case of un-started wind
tunnel (p0= 3 bar)
tunnel, an axial location had to be selected to which refer the test Mach
number. This was 80 cm from the ramp (suction slot) tip, corresponding
more or less to the middle of the instrumented part of the lower ramp.
2.2.1.1 Vertical evolution of the static pressure within the divergent
The correctness of the wind tunnel operations was judged upon the axial
pressure evolution measured by sensors flush mounted on the divergent wall,
that is, away from the centerline. Quasi-one-dimensional supersonic flow
theory states that the static pressure should not change appreciably across
a divergent section whose angle is small. In the present case the largest
angle possible is 4.7◦, hence the pressure taps on the divergent ramps should
give sufficiently reliable measurements of the centerline values. Nonetheless,
numerical simulations of the flow throughout the entire wind tunnel were
performed to support the experimental campaign, and their results were
used to check also this aspect. In this respect, Fig. 2.16 shows the trends of
the static pressure with the distance from the centerline at three different
positions in the divergent, and for a freestream Mach number of 1.7.
The maximum absolute difference between the centerline and the wall
values is about 0.45% of the centerline value (∼200 Pa) at the location
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Figure 2.16: Static pressure evolution from divergent centerline to wall at
three different positions
marked 0.95 cm. It is thus evident how the pressure variations normal to
the centerline are very feeble and do not endanger the conclusions on the
flow drawn by the wall measurements.
2.2.2 Assessment of wind-tunnel noise by hot-wire
measurements
Quiet wind tunnels must generate very low disturbances, and these are
mainly due to the turbulent boundary layer along the wind tunnel walls.
However, also freestream fluctuations play a role at supersonic Mach num-
bers [19] and they are generated in the most upstream parts of the facility.
Hence, a complete assessment of wind tunnel quietness has to comprise
freestream turbulence quantification as well.
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Figure 2.17: The double hot-wire in the test section
The freestream turbulence measurements consisted in the measurements
of the mass-flow fluctuations, and were made with a double hot-wire probe
mounted on a boom on the axis of the test section (see Fig. 2.17). The
hot-wires were of the constant-temperature type, platinum-coated, 3-mm
long, and had a diameter of 9 µm. Only the wire with the highest over-
heating ratio (Rw/Ra = 1.6) was used for the measurements. The hot-wire
electronics allowed a maximum frequency resolution of 20 kHz.
The hot-wire calibration was made in situ, i.e. at the same time as the
measurements, in the following way. The mean flow quantities in each test
were calculated from p0, p and T0 measurements, and time intervals in which
they were mostly constant were singled out of the entire test duration. Then,
the mean values of ρU were plotted against the corresponding hot-wire volt-
age outputs so to have for each test a calibration curve of the type
E2 = A+B(ρU)0.5 (2.9)
for each test. From this calibration function, the inverse function (ρU) =
f(E) was obtained and applied to the time-dependent hot-wire output to
yield the values of the mass-flow fluctuations ρU ′.
As stated in the preceding, the upper limit of the fluctuations frequency
range was set at 20 kHz by the electronics, and for the lower limit some
considerations had to be done. It has been soon evident that the entire
facility vibrated during each test, and so did the boom hosting the hot-
wire. These low-frequency mechanical vibrations were recorded by the hot-
wire as flow fluctuations and thus had to be removed from the hot-wire
signals during the post-processing. An estimation of the range of these
vibrations has been possible thanks to some previous tests made with a
flat plate mounted as a cantilever in the test section and equipped with
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Figure 2.18: The flat plate with the accelerometer in the test section, and
a detail of the accelerometer position beneath the plate
an accelerometer (Fig. 2.18). This accelerometer (ENDEVCO 2250AM1-
10) recorded the vertical components of the plate vibrations. Even if the
mechanical system composed by the plate and its supporting beams differed
from that comprised of the boom and its support (the attachment to the
wind tunnel was the same, instead), we considered the accelerometer data
still as a good estimation of the mechanical vibrations suffered by the hot-
wire. The frequency spectrum of the plate mechanical vibrations is reported
in Fig. 2.19.
There appears how the strongest vibrations occur for a frequency less than
700 Hz. Hence, this value has been used as the lower limit for the frequency
range of the mass-flow fluctuations.
In conclusion, the intensities of the freestream mass-flow fluctuations mea-
sured in the frequency range [700÷20000] Hz are reported in Table 2.2 for
two different Mach numbers. These intensities are expressed as the ratio
between the RMS and the average value.
These RMS values are included in Fig. 2.20 where they can be compared
with data from other supersonic facilities. Here are shown (linked by lines)
data measured in the 1960’ in a JPL supersonic quiet wind tunnel as reported
in [5], plus additional data about freestream mass-flow disturbances in the
Russian ITAM wind tunnels T313 and T325 [20]. The JPL wind-tunnel
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Figure 2.19: Frequency spectrum of the mechanical vibrations of a flat
plate cantilever-mounted in the wind tunnel divergent
M∞ UNIT RE ρU ′
[-] 107m−1 RMS
ρU
1.72 3.8 0.63%
1.93 5 1.14%
Table 2.2: Freestream mass-flow fluctuations and the corresponding Mach
and unit Reynolds numbers
features a 1%-turbulence-intensity settling chamber with four screens and
one air filter; the ITAM T325 features a settling chamber with honeycomb,
ten screens, and a noise–reduction system not specified; finally, the T313 is
reported as conventional.
Regarding the JPL data, the curve of interest for the comparison is that
for the unit Reynolds number equal to (1.3 · 107 m−1) that features an
interpolated value of about 0.1% for the Mach numbers tested in the present
work. This means that the values measured in the VKI facility are six to
ten times those of this quiet wind tunnel, i.e. typical of non-quiet wind
tunnels. This is confirmed by the value from the ITAM T313 (even if for a
higher Mach number), and by the values of the ITAM T325 used at transonic
conditions. In this latter case, the ITAM T325 is reported as noisier than
as operated at supersonic conditions.
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Figure 2.20: Variation of mass-flow fluctuations with freestream Mach
number [5]
In this comparison, however, it must kept in mind that in the present wind
tunnel there are none of the noise/turbulence-reduction devices that the JPL
and ITAM facilities feature in their settling chambers. In this respect, next
paragraph presents an estimation of the possible sources of noise within the
compression tube of the present facility. Its aim is to offer some support to
the hypothesis that this lack of noise/turbulence-suppression devices can be
the cause of the difference in the intensity of mass-flow fluctuations found
in Fig. 2.20.
2.2.2.1 Spectral analysis of the mass-flow fluctuations and possible
cause of their intensity
As stated in the section 2.1, the supersonic wind tunnel is fed by a compres-
sion tube upstream of its convergent (Fig. 2.1), which, in turn, is directly
linked to a 300-bar pressurized line that provides the air for the tests. This
line feeds the compression tube at the back through two inlets, from where
air expands into the tube. This expansion is followed by flow impingement
onto a circular plate located about 30 cm in front of the inlets (Fig. 2.21).
The purpose of such plate is to give a resting location to the piston that usu-
ally slides within the compression tube when operated for turbo-machinery
testing. This piston is removed for supersonic testing, hence the compres-
sion tube is completely empty, except for the resting plate, and, therefore,
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Figure 2.21: Detail of the rear part of the compression tube (the two 300-
bar-line inlets are horizontal and side by side)
can be assimilated to a settling chamber.
This paragraph presents an analysis of the possible noise frequencies gen-
erated by the flow impinging onto this resting plate. These frequencies
once calculated have been checked against mass-flow fluctuation spectra.
This check wanted to find some possible support to the hypothesis of a
cause/effect link between phenomena within the compression tube and the
freestream fluctuations measured within the test section.
From the point of view of noise generation, the shear layer created by the
jet out of its inlet is more important than the jet itself. This layer, in fact,
is naturally unsteady and comprised of eddies and rolls of fluid advected
along the jet direction with an advection velocity different from the jet-core
velocity. If the shear layer impinges onto a solid surface (like the resting plate
of the present case) acoustic noise is generated at the impingement location
and radiated all around. And, if the advection velocity is subsonic, it is
also radiated backward through the shear layer. This backward radiation
results in an positive energy input to the fluid oscillations next onto the solid
surface, which, in turn, produce other noise as they impinge the surface, and
this noise is again radiated also backward, and so on. This continuous loop
transformation of fluid oscillations into acoustic power and of acoustic power
back into fluid oscillations makes the shear layer associated to the jet a self-
sustained primary source of jet noise [21].
It is possible to evaluate the frequencies of the main modes of such self-
sustained oscillations exploiting the following Rossiter’s equation:
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f = (
Uj
L
)
(n− β)
Uj
Uadv
+
Mj√
(1 +
(γ − 1)M2j
2
)
(2.10)
here the subscripts j and adv stand for jet and advection, respectively;
U is velocity; L is the characteristic distance between the shear layer im-
pingement point and the jet outlet; n is a characteristic integer number for
each mode of oscillation (n = 1 for first mode, n = 2 for second mode, etc.);
β is a phase lag constant; M is the Mach number; and γ is the ratio of the
specific heats.
For high-speed flows it is found β = 0.25 in [22], and Uadv/Uj ∈ [0.6÷0.89]
in [23].
In the present analysis the jet Mach numbers have been estimated by
considering the air expanding isentropically from the pressurized-line value
to the value within the compression tube just before the hot-wire test (i.e.
the test total pressure); both these values were measured during the hot-
wire test campaign. From the Mach numbers the jet velocities have been
derived through the velocity of sound, which, in turn, is calculated with the
temperature value within the compression tube before the test (i.e. the test
total temperature).
This approximated estimation implies an uncertainty on the calculated
jet-core velocities. This is tentatively put at ±15%, and also accounts for
the reading-error of the pressurized-line gauge, and the error in the tempera-
ture calculations. This uncertainty is transferred to the Rossiter’s frequency
values, and adds up to the uncertainty due to the eddies advection velocity.
In the following plots both uncertainties are shown as vertical bands differ-
ently colored: the uncertainty from the eddies advection velocity value is
colored in light-blue, while the uncertainty from the jet-core velocity value
is colored in light-green. They both refer to the frequency of the first oscil-
lation mode.
Figures 2.23 and 2.22 show the spectra of the measured mass-flow fluc-
tuations within the range as for the RMS calculations ([700 ÷ 20000]Hz),
and with the amplitude normalized by its maximum value. Both Figures
feature the highest peaks below 1500 Hz, and these peaks are of the single-
frequency type. Note, as well, how the number of such peaks increases with
the freestream Mach number through the whole frequency spectrum.
It is evident at once that all the highest peaks in Fig. 2.23 fall within
the bands of the first-mode self-oscillation frequency as from Eq. 2.10. The
same is in Fig. 2.22, except for the highest peak that, however, falls very
close to the rightmost edge of the uncertainty band.
These frequency correspondences may support the hypothesis that at least
one of the peaks measured by the hot-wire in the freestream of the test
section may be generated by the shear layer impingement onto the resting
plate.
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Figure 2.22: Spectrum of measured mass-flow fluctuations with estimated
range of first-mode self-sustained-oscillations frequency, M=1.7 (UcUj ∈ [0.6÷
0.89] ∆Uj = ±15%)
In conclusion, the estimations presented in this paragraph do not want
to be an exhaustive analysis of the noise generation by the jet impinging
on the resting plate. This would be a rather complicated problem and was
not in the objectives of the present work. These estimations, instead, are
here presented with the only purpose of giving some support to the possibil-
ity that the absence of any noise/turbulence-suppression devices within the
compression tube can be one of the causes of the freestream fluctuations as
measured within the test section. Whence, one may also infer that this lack
of suppressors may be the cause of the difference in fluctuations intensity
found in Fig. 2.20.
2.3 Conclusions
The multiple-Mach-number supersonic wind tunnel designed at the von Kar-
man Institute has been successfully started in a Mach range going from 1.6
to 2.3, thus proving the effectiveness of its design. The shift from one Mach
number to another during the qualification campaign resulted rather quick,
about ten minutes from the end of one test to the beginning of the next one,
thus allowing as many as twelve tests per day.
The suction-slot lip design resulted correct from the numerical computa-
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Figure 2.23: Spectrum of measured mass-flow fluctuations with estimated
range of first-mode self-sustained-oscillations frequency, M=1.9 (UcUj ∈ [0.6÷
0.89] ∆Uj = ±15%)
tions performed on the whole wind tunnel flow field. In fact, no recirculation
bubble has been found for the lowest as well as for the highest Mach numbers
tested, thus encompassing all the possible divergent angles. The measure-
ments of the test campaign to be discussed in the next Chapter 3 gave
further confirmations on the state of the boundary layer along the ramps.
From the point of view of the freestream noise, the hot-wire measurements
gave mass-flow fluctuations intensity comparable to those of non-quiet su-
personic wind tunnel, thus larger than those of quiet wind tunnels. It must
be said, however, that the realization of a fully quiet wind tunnel has been
so far accomplished as a sum of decade-long improvements and refinements
of a base design. And yet very few facilities in the world can be labelled as
quiet, especially for high flow velocities [24]. Therefore, there should be no
surprise that this brand new supersonic facility does not feature very low
freestream disturbance levels from its very first operations. And especially
so considering the specific features of the wind tunnels used as comparison in
Fig. 2.20. In fact, they have their settling chambers equipped with specific
devices to suppress freestream turbulence and/or acoustic noise, while the
present wind tunnel has none. And the analysis in paragraph 2.2.2.1 gave
some support to the possibility that some peaks in the measured freestream
fluctuation may indeed originate from phenomena generated and evolving
within the compression tube.
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It mus be noted that the absence of any turbulence/noise suppressor
within the compression tube is due essentially to its dual purpose as a super-
sonic test section and as a transonic test section for turbo-machinery airfoils.
The modifications to the general facility layout needed to implement any of
these suppressors would affect the compression tube itself, its air inlet from
the high-pressure supply system, and its outlet to the test section. But
mostly the functioning of the piston would be affected. Therefore, these
changes could heavily conflict with the actual primary purpose of the wind
tunnel that consists in turbo-machinery air-foil testing.
However, it must be emphasized that the very stringent quietness stan-
dards that have been tried to achieve with the present design, apply for
wind tunnel intended to reproduce natural boundary layer transition to tur-
bulence. They become less stringent if the tests are for induced boundary
layer transition to turbulence. In fact it is now accepted [10, 25] that dis-
turbances purposely introduced into the laminar boundary layer (as those
produced by a big single roughness) have such a high intensity to outplay
the effect of the disturbances induced by the facility, thus reducing to a
bearable level their bias effect on the experimental results.
Chapter 3
Effects of a single roughness
element on a supersonic laminar
boundary layer for different wall
temperatures
The goal of the experimental campaign here presented is the study of the
effects of a single roughness element on a supersonic laminar boundary layer
at different wall temperatures. Tests were performed at Mach numbers
2.3 and 1.6 in the multiple-Mach-number wind tunnel whose qualification
has been presented in the preceding Chapter. Two roughness heights were
tested, 0.1 mm and 1 mm, and the length and width of the roughness were
2 mm for both heights. Five wall temperatures were tested.
Two types of sensors have been used for the measurements: thin-films and
piezoelectric pressure transducers (PCBs). Thin-films were used to measure
the wall temperature time evolution during the tests, and the PCBs to mea-
sure the pressure fluctuations at the wall. Both types of sensors were hosted
into inserts flush mounted onto the bottom ramp of the supersonic wind
tunnel (Figs. 3.1 and 3.2). Figure 3.3 shows the whole wind tunnel diver-
gent, and the yellow line highlights the position of the instrumented inserts;
they replaced the line of pressure sensors used to qualify the wind tunnel.
Thin-films and piezoelectric pressure transducers (PCBs) will be discussed
in detail in the following Sub-sections 3.1 and 3.2. The five pressure taps
at the end of the top ramp were kept and provided the verification of the
test conditions. Furthermore, the time evolution of their signals was used
to evaluate the duration of each test as described in Sub-section 2.1.
Thin-films signals were low-pass- and high-pass-filtered before being ac-
quired. The low passed signals (≤ 750 Hz) were used for the measurements
of the flow mean temperature at the wall, from which the convective heat
flux was numerically computed. This computation was repeated for different
wall temperatures, and all the results were used to calculate the adiabatic
wall temperature trends along the insert. These trends were used to evaluate
the state of the boundary layer downstream of the roughness by compar-
ison with reference analytical trends. The high-passed signals were used
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Figure 3.1: The thin-films insert on the bottom ramp of the supersonic
wind tunnel divergent
to analyze the temperature fluctuations from 100 Hz up to the maximum
frequency allowed by the thin-films electronics (60 kHz).
The PCBs signals were also high-passed with the same filter as for the
thin-films. Because of their remarkably high frequency response, they were
used to analyze the pressure fluctuations. This analysis complemented that
of the temperature fluctuations in detailing the effects of the roughness on
the boundary layer flow. The wall temperature was not varied for the PCBs
measurements.
Results of the measurements made with thin-films and PCBs are presented
and commented from Section 3.4 to Section 3.8. The numerical computa-
tions that provided benchmarks for the measurements results are presented
in Sub-section 3.3. They provided as well insights on the flow along the in-
strumented insert that were not possible to the flush-mounted instruments.
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Figure 3.2: The PCBs insert on the bottom ramp of the supersonic wind
tunnel divergent
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Figure 3.3: General view of the supersonic wind tunnel divergent with the
inserts location highlighted
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3.1 Wall-temperature high-frequency
measurement system
Figure 3.4: A magnified view of a thin-film sensor
The thin-film (Fig. 3.4) is a thin serpentine of nickel fed with constant
current by two copper wires. The thermal strain induced by the flow on the
serpentine changes its electric resistance, thus the voltage across. Voltage
changes, in turn, are recorded and, after the application of a calibration,
yield the wall temperature measurement. The measurement provides not
only the average temperature but also its fluctuations; in fact the thin-film
features a rather good frequency response to the thermal inputs. This is be-
cause of the serpentine thinness (O(10−1)µm), that makes the characteristic
time response to thermal inputs
τchar =
t2TF
α
of the order of 10−9 s, and the corresponding frequency response
f3dB =
1
2piτchar
of the order of 107 Hz. However, this is the ideal response of the sole sensor
and is limited by the practical frequency range of the electronic components
of the measurement chain. In the present case the system of thin-films and
dedicated electronics was limited to about 60 kHz.
The insert used for the tests (Fig. 3.6) is equipped with sixteen thin-films,
each comprised of a single resistance element made in nickel evaporated
on a thin Upilex sheet. Each sensor is connected to copper leads (also
applied onto the Upilex layer), and, through them, to electrical connections
that provide the final link to the acquisition electronics outside of the test
section. A two-sided adhesive bonds the Upilex sheet to the metallic insert,
which was machined as to have the sheet flush once glued.
The thin-films are arranged on the plate according to the likely flow evo-
lution downstream of the single roughness elements to be tested. This ar-
rangement was designed taking into account turbulent-spot characteristics
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in supersonic boundary layers as in [26], and past experience on roughness-
induced transition experiments in hypersonic boundary layers [27]. Once
found the characteristic spreading angles of both the turbulent spot and the
roughness wake, the thin-film arrangement was designed as to cover as much
of the expected wake area as allowed by the number of sensors available.
To make tests at different wall temperatures, resistive heaters have been
applied to the bottom of the insert to uniformly increase its temperature.
The requirements for the heating are high power-density, in order to min-
imize the heating period, and minimum thickness, to avoid fitting prob-
lems into the nozzle ramp. Considering those specifications, Minco Ther-
mofoilTM heaters were chosen. They consist of a flexible etched-foil resis-
tive heating element, which is laminated between two Polyimide layers. An
aluminum backing foil combined with a layer of acrylic pressure-sensitive
adhesive allowed a simple application directly to the bottom of the insert.
The maximum operating temperature of this heater configuration is 150C,
but the maximum temperature reachable in testing is determined by the
Upilex adhesive properties. According to the company specifications, they
should not experience a dramatic degradation if 120C are exceeded. How-
ever, past experience with Upilex sheet has proven that the glue can already
form bubbles below the sheet if heated to temperatures much lower than
120C. These bubbles resulted in deformations of the flat surface, which, in
turn, affected the boundary layer flow. In the end, to avoid such bubbles
the heaters power was kept always as low as not to give a wall temperature
larger than 50C. Four heaters have been applied to the bottom of the plate,
one big quadratic element on the front, and three rectangular ones on the aft
covering as much as possible the surface around six screw holes (Fig. 3.5).
Finally, the effectiveness of the heaters layout was verified by infrared ther-
mography which showed the uniformity of the wall temperature on a similar
thin-films insert used as a flat plate in hypersonic experiments (Fig. 3.7).
This figure shows, that, due to the high thermal conductivity of the steel,
the heaters can produce an accaptably uniform surface temperature distri-
bution. Note also how the metallic parts on the insert surface seem to be
colder. This is due to their poor emission characteristics in the infrared
spectrum.
3.1.1 Thin-films calibration
The relation between the temperature of the thin-film and its induced electric-
resistance change has to be established for each sensor by a calibration pro-
cedure. This calibration has consisted in putting the whole insert into an
oven, which allowed an accurate setting of its internal temperature, and in
recording the electric-resistance of each thin-film at six different oven tem-
peratures. Since each of these temperatures was kept constant for one hour,
thermal equilibrium inside the oven was ensured, and the thin-films insert
temperature became the same as the selected oven temperature. This then
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Figure 3.5: The arrangement of the electric heaters on the bottom of the
thin-films insert
was accurately measured by a thermocouple placed on the insert surface.
The right plot in Fig. 3.8 shows the results of this calibration for some of
the sixteen thin-films used. There appears how the electric resistance of the
thin-film varies practically linearly with the temperature; in fact, the R2 of
the linear approximation resulted between 0.999 and 0.9999.
Also the relation between electric-resistance change and voltage change
imparted by the electronics of the thin-films had to be calibrated. This
calibration consisted in applying a given electric resistance in input to each
channel of the two electronic boxes used for the experiments, and in record-
ing the output voltage. These electronic boxes can either operate in absolute
or relative mode. The relative mode provides only the temperature change
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Figure 3.6: The thin-films insert embedded in the lower ramp of the super-
sonic wind tunnel
Figure 3.7: Infrared image of the thin-films insert top heated up by Joule
heaters glued on its bottom
compared to an initial value, and for this reason it is used to measure fluc-
tuations. The absolute mode, instead, provides the mean-temperature time
evolution, thus it is used to measure the wall temperature just before the
test, and to calculate the convective heat flux during the test. Because of
this two-mode character of the electronic boxes, distinct calibrations had to
be made for each operation mode. Eleven different electric-resistance values
were input to each channel of the boxes for the absolute mode, and ten for
the relative mode. The left plot in Fig. 3.8 shows typical calibration trends
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Figure 3.8: Example of thin-film calibrations:voltage vs. electric resistance,
electric resistance vs. temperature
for both modes, and how they result practically linear. For these calibra-
tions the R2 of the linear approximation was better for the relative mode
than for the absolute mode: between 0.999 and 0.99999 for the former and
between 0.999 and 0.9998 for the latter.
In practice, the linear relations above presented were reversed and used
in sequence to extract a temperature value from the thin-film final voltage
signal.
3.1.2 Sensitivity and uncertainty analysis of the heat-flux
measurements
The wall temperature values obtained as explained above were used as in-
puts for convective heat flux calculations. The calculations were performed
through the numerical solution of the 1-D heat-conduction equation normal
to the wall. The heat is considered to be conducted through the Upilex
sheet hosting the thin-films and the metal below it. This is because the glue
between the two is usually assimilated to the Upilex sheet from the point
of view of the thermal properties [28]. The assumption of semi-infinite slab
is taken, and the temperature of the metal far from the surface is assumed
constant and equal to the temperature of the wall just before the blow down.
This semi-infinite-slab assumption is supported by the blow-down charac-
ter of the wind tunnel that hinders the temperature equilibrium of massive
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PARAMETER UNCERTAINTY ˙qw SENSITIVITY
[-] [-] Si[%]
(
√
ρCk)Upilex 5% 0.13
(
√
ρCk)metal 5% 0.19
Tw 0.5 deg. 0.0
t 2.3% −1.2%
Table 3.1: Sensitivities of the heat flux measurements to the uncertainties
of four parameters
metal parts to be reached within the short test time.
The parameters playing a role in the heat-flux computation were: the
thermal properties of the Upilex sheet, (
√
ρCk)Upilex; the thermal prop-
erties of the metal insert, (
√
ρCk)metal; the accuracy of the temperature
measurements; and the accuracy of the measurement of the Upilex (plus
glue) sheet thickness (t). Uncertainties in the values of these parameters
sum up and cause the overall uncertainty on the final value of the heat flux,
thus they had to be quantified. This quantification consisted in the analysis
of the sensitivity of the heat-flux values to each of these parameters.
The sensitivity (Si) of the heat flux value on a single parameter (θi, i =
1, 2, 3, 4) is considered to be the ratio between the change in the heat flux
and the change in the parameter, while the other three are kept constant:
Si =
∆ ˙qw%
∆θi%
(3.1)
Hence, the sensitivity analysis consisted in: varying the values of each
parameter in input to the code used for the solution of the 1-D heat con-
duction equation, (θi)mod, keeping all the other parameters constant; run-
ning the code for both the lowest and the highest wall temperature tested;
recording the heat flux in output, ( ˙qw)mod; and calculating equation 3.1
with ∆ ˙qw = ( ˙qw)mod − ˙qw and ∆θi = (θi)mod − θi. In so doing more than
one sensitivity was found, and, as a conservative approach, the highest was
taken into account. The uncertainties on the thermal properties of the Up-
ilex and of the metal were taken both to be 5%, that is a conservative 1%
more than in [29]; the uncertainty on the thin-film temperature measure-
ment was taken to be 0.5 degrees, again more conservative than in [29]; and
the uncertainty on the Upilex sheet thickness was taken to be 2.3%. The
latter uncertainty was calculated, for want of a better method, as the differ-
ence between the measured thickness and the value reported on the Upilex
specifications sheet.
Table 3.1 shows the results of the sensitivity analysis. The highest sensi-
tivity is to the thickness of the Upilex sheet, and is negative. This means
that a decrease in heat-flux corresponds to an increase in Upilex thickness
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and vice versa. This is a sound conclusion as the heat flux is inversely
proportional to the thickness of the slab through which it is calculated.
The overall uncertainty on the heat flux values was eventually calculated
from the changes induced by each of the four parameters with the following
formula:
(∆ ˙qw)% =
100
˙qw
·
√
(∆ ˙qw)2Upilex + (∆ ˙qw)
2
metal + (∆ ˙qw)
2
Tw
+ (∆ ˙qw)2t (3.2)
Again, as for the sensitivity only the highest value from the computations
was retained, and this ended up to be 5%.
However, since these uncertainty calculations were made just for few sen-
sors and, in general, other hardly quantifiable factors can affect thin-films
measurements, a more conservative value of 7% was considered. This was
applied to the measurements to be shown in the following of the chapter, and
for the calculations based on them. Consequently, error bars corresponding
to this uncertainty level appear in the plots when their range is larger than
the vertical dimension of the symbol used.
3.2 Wall-pressure high-frequency measurement
system
The high frequency pressure fluctuations were sensed using PCB 132A31
piezoelectric pressure transducers. The characteristics of this PCB are listed
in Table 3.2. Piezoelectric pressure transducers rely on the piezoelectric
property of some solids to measure pressure fluctuations. The piezoelec-
tric property consists in generating electricity under mechanical stress. The
mechanical stress acts at microscopic level on the crystal structure of the
ceramic material by altering the spatial symmetry among its cations and
anions [e.g. 30]. In so doing it polarizes the crystal, and a voltage differ-
ence is set across the crystal external surfaces [e.g., 31]. The electric effect
of this mechanical stress is ephemeral and the produced charges eventually
annihilate [32]. This is why these sensors are best used to measure fluctua-
tions rather than steady quantities. Commonly, the piezoelectric material is
placed inside the sensor below and parallel to a flexible membrane. In this
way the piezoelectric material can feel pressure fluctuations from outside
through this membrane. Since the piezoelectric material is very stiff, even
feeble stresses yield a sensible electric output, so that sensors made with
this kind of crystals can have a remarkable dynamic amplitude range.
The transducers used for the present test campaign were operated with
two PCB 482C05 signal conditioners. Each conditioner has four channels
and serves as a power supply for the internal sensor electronics. The PCB
output was amplified with an eight-channel amplifier. The gain is 100 and
the nominal upper cut-off frequency is 1 MHz. The frequency response of
this amplifier was tested with an artificial sinusoidal input. The results of
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Figure 3.9: PCB amplifier frequency response
such tests are presented in Fig. 3.9, where it appears how all the channels
perform practically the same in terms of gain versus frequency.
The amplifier output was digitized at a sampling frequency of 1 MHz by
the data acquisition system.
Measurement range 345 kPa
Sensitivity (±30%) 20.3 mV/kPa
Maximum pressure (dynamic) 5516 kPa
Resolution 7 Pa
Resonant frequency ≥ 1000kHz
Rise time (incident) ≤ 3 µs
Low frequency response (-5%) 11 kHz
Operating temperature range (−18...+ 79)C
Discharge time constant (@20C ) ≥ 45µs
Diameter ∅ 3.18 mm
Length 7.6 mm
Weight 0.52 g
Table 3.2: Specifications of PCB 132A31 piezoelectric pressure transducers
3.2.1 PCB calibration setup
As for the thin-films, the voltage output of the piezoelectric sensors had
to be related to a specific pressure value by a calibration. However, unlike
for the thin-films, this time no steady pressure value could have been input
to the sensor because of its characteristics discussed above. Therefore, to
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Figure 3.10: PCB balloon calibration setup
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Figure 3.11: Static calibration curve of the Kulite used as reference in the
balloon-calibration procedure
simulate as much as possible the rise of a pressure fluctuation, a sudden
pressure change was chosen as calibration input.
The calibration input was achieved by applying the “balloon technique”
to each transducer. This technique consisted in placing the PCB and a fast
reference transducer inside a rubber balloon (Fig. 3.10). This balloon was
then inflated with pressurized air and sealed, as to have both sensors at a
pressure higher than ambient. At this point the balloon was cut with a razor
blade and burst. This burst made both sensors sense a sudden return to
ambient pressure that wanted to simulate a peak signal due to a pressure
fluctuation.
The fast reference transducer was a Kulite XCQ-062. Figure 3.11 shows
its static calibration.
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Figure 3.12: Normalized raw output voltages of PCB (∇) and reference
Kulite ()
3.2.2 Computation of the pressure sensitivity from the
balloon calibration
Since the PCBs cannot sense a steady pressure value but only fluctuations,
i.e. rapid, feeble pressure changes, its calibration should provide a relation
between the change in the pressure input and the change in the voltage
output. This reduces to finding the sensitivity of the PCB, S. The sensitivity
of an instrument is defined as the ratio between the indicated output and the
given change in the input that generated it [e.g. 7]. Therefore, the sensitivity
corresponds to the slope of the calibration curve in the (x,y)=(input, output)
plane.
The Kulite had a known pressure sensitivity that was used to find the
pressure sensitivity of each PCB. An example of the normalized raw output
voltages by the Kulite and the PCB is shown in Fig. 3.12. This figure
shows the signals for a time intervals starting 200 µs and ending 1000µs
after the balloon burst. Both transducers react very rapidly to the change
of pressure, but, unlike the Kulite, the PCB tries to return to its initial value
if the pressure transient is not sufficiently fast. This is seen in the increase
of just the PCB output voltage at about 800µs.
As a first attempt to obtain the pressure sensitivity of the PCB, a direct
comparison of the initial slopes of the two signals was performed. Knowing
the change of output voltage over time and the pressure sensitivity of the
reference sensor, the actual pressure change can be calculated. This in turn
can be used to compute the PCB sensitivity to pressure as
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Figure 3.13: Electronic model of a first-order high-pass filter
SPCB = SKulite
∂EPCB
∂t
∂t
∂EKulite
(3.3)
However, since the pressure change was not fast enough, this comparison
yielded pressure sensitivities about one order of magnitude lower than the
manufacturer values. This difference was considered unacceptably high and
led to discard these calculations, and to introduce a temporal compensation
of the PCB output. The purpose of this compensation is to allow a more
correct comparison between the Kulite and the PCB signals, despite their
differences in properties, notably in high-pass frequency threshold. Such
compensation was implemented in the frequency domain. In fact, due to
its internal electronics, the PCB can be assimilated to a first-order high-
pass filter, consisting of a capacitor and a resistance [32] (Fig. 3.13). As
such, the PCB cuts to (practically) zero the amplitude of all the pressure
fluctuations, whose frequencies are below a given threshold (i.e. 11 kHz).
In the frequency domain its transfer function is:
H(jω) =
jωτ
1 + jωτ
(3.4)
where the time constant is equal to the product of resistance R and ca-
pacitance C, τ = RC. For the PCB these values are known from the man-
ufacturer specifications, and yield a time constant τ ≥ 45µs [32]. Now, this
transfer function can be modeled numerically in Matlab, and this allowed
the temporal compensation to be performed in the frequency domain. The
compensation consisted in applying the inverse of the transfer function to the
PCB signal as to invert the effect of the high-pass filter: instead of lowering
to zero the amplitude of low-frequency signals, it amplifies it (Fig. 3.14) [6].
The best compensations were obtained by limiting the amplification at
very low frequencies. This was done by adding in series to the inverted
high-pass filter another high-pass filter with a much larger time constant τ2.
In conclusions, the PCB compensated output is:
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Figure 3.14: Frequency response (magnitude) of an inverted high-pass filter
and the PCB’s transfer function
Eˆout =
1 + jωτ
jωτ
· jωτ2
1 + jωτ2
· Eˆin (3.5)
where Eˆout is the Fourier transform of the PCB compensated output,
and Eˆin is the Fourier transform of the raw PCB output voltage to be
compensated.
As the PCB signals and the Kulite signals could be compared meaning-
fully, the PCB sensitivity was found by trial and error, i.e. varying it man-
ually until a good agreement with the Kulite measurements was achieved.
As matching criterion the correlation factor of both signals was used.
For each transducer five balloon calibrations were carried out. The resulting
data have been used for an estimation of the random calibration error based
on the standard deviation. That is, the standard deviation of the difference
between the Kulite signal and the PCB compensated signal was computed
at each time step after the rupture of the balloon, for each of the five tests.
In so doing, the ±2σ envelope of the final PCB output approximates the
95% confidence interval of the calibration. Finally, this interval can also be
used to estimate the uncertainty of the PCB’s pressure sensitivity.
Figures 3.15a and 3.15b show two examples of corrected pressure measure-
ments. Figure 3.15a shows the PCB compensated signal (called “correct” in
the legend) including the uncertainty estimate. It is seen that the 95% con-
fidence interval might be approximated by a ±15% uncertainty of the PCB’s
pressure sensitivity. As a proof-check, Fig. 3.15b shows that the inverted
transfer function applied to the Kulite raw signal yields the raw, i.e. not
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(a) EPCB · TF−1 (b) Eref · TF
Figure 3.15: Example of signal reconstruction using the PCB transfer
function
compensated, PCB output. It is seen that, in general, the transfer function
allows the reconstruction of the majority of the signal.
In the end, the PCB sensitivities resulting from the balloon calibration
are listed in Table 3.3 along with the manufacturer sensitivities.
LOCATION SERIAL NUMBER Sspecs Scal
[V/mbar] [V/mbar]
1 SN5273 0.259 0.220
2 SN5275 0.257 0.225
3 SN5274 0.245 0.205
4 SN5272 0.241 0.225
5 SN5271 0.253 0.185
6 SN5277 0.220 0.145
7 SN5270 0.179 0.180
8 SN5276 0.234 0.175
Table 3.3: PCB transducer pressure sensitivities from manufacturer
(Sspecs) and from present evaluation (Scal), including 100× amplification)
3.3 Boundary layer state at the roughness
location
Numerical computations of the two-dimensional flow field in the supersonic
wind tunnel have been performed to support the measurements. The same
mesh and commercial package as for the wind-tunnel qualification test cam-
paign presented in Chapter 2 were used; thus, computations were made for
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MACH NUMBER k Rek
[-] [mm] [-]
2.3 0.1 [570÷ 620]1 [5.1÷ 5.3] · 104
1.6 1 [5.4÷ 5.6] · 104
Table 3.4: Range of Rek values for the two Mach numbers and two rough-
ness heights (k) tested
the entire compression tube (Fig. 3.16). The pressure and temperature val-
ues measured by the sensors on the wind tunnel during the tests were used
as boundary conditions.
Numerical outputs were used to calculate the unit Reynolds number for
each Mach number tested, and, more importantly to calculate the Rek at the
roughness location. This is a Reynolds number calculated with ρ, µ, and U
evaluated at the roughness height (k):
Rek =
ρkUkk
µk
(3.6)
This is found to be an useful parameter to define the extent of the rough-
ness effects on a supersonic boundary layer. For instance, Morrisette was
capable of singling out the effective height of a single roughness element im-
mersed in supersonic and hypersonic boundary layers developing along flat
plate or cones by plotting Rek vs. Rex,k (i.e. the Reynolds number based on
the roughness position from the leading edge of the tests article). He defines
”effective” that roughness height above which the turbulence onset in the
roughness wake does not move anymore upstream. Furthermore, by plot-
ting Rek,eff−Rex,k versus the edge Mach number, i.e., the freestream Mach
number, he also singled out the effect of the Mach number on the distance
between the roughness and the point of turbulence onset in its wake [5, and
references therein]. Von Doenhoff and Braslow [33, and reference therein],
instead, associating the Rek to the roughness diameter-to-height ratio were
capable of setting critical values of roughness height below which the rough-
ness has no sensible effect on transition to turbulence. Specifically, they
found that as D/k > 10, the data appears to asymptote to Rek ' 100, thus
concluding with a “large-D criterion” of Rek < 100 for negligible impact on
transition.
Table 3.4 gives the ranges of Rek for the different test cases of the present
tests campaign. The ranges account for the slight variations of total test
conditions, and, more importantly, of the wall temperature. These values
are found higher than expected, and the reason is given in the following
Sub-section 3.3.1.
Numerical computations were also used to check the validity of the ana-
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Figure 3.16: CFD computation of the velocity field throughout the whole
compression-tube (2D, only the upper half is resolved)
lytical trends used as benchmark for the adiabatic wall temperature mea-
surements to be presented in Section 3.5. This was done by running some
simulations with the adiabatic-wall boundary condition, while the boundary
conditions on pressure and temperature were still from the measurements.
This check is presented and commented in Section 3.5.
3.3.1 Combined effect of favorable pressure gradient and
wall temperature on a supersonic boundary-layer
profile
Numerical results from the simulations of the tests highlighted a particular
characteristic of the velocity profile. This characteristic is a bulge at a cer-
tain distance from the wall, wherein the velocity within the boundary layer
results larger than in the freestream (first plot from the left in Fig. 3.17). It
is specific to a laminar boundary layer that develops along a hot wall and is
subjected to a strong-enough favorable pressure gradient.
This peculiar characteristic is due to the interaction between the density
and the viscosity gradients induced by the hot wall condition [11]. The hot-
wall condition means that the wall heats the flow instead of being heated by
it. This implies that temperature increases in going from the freestream to
the wall. Then, since the pressure is constant normally to the wall through
the (thermal) boundary layer, this temperature gradient yields as well a
density gradient along the same direction, but of opposite sign. That is, air
becomes lighter and lighter as the distance from the wall decreases. On the
other hand, since dynamic viscosity is directly proportional to temperature,
the dynamic viscosity increases as the distance from the wall decreases. And
so does the viscous drag. It happens that, within a certain height from the
wall, the effect of the density gradient can take over the effect of the viscosity
gradient. This take over forms a layer of air lighter than in the freestream,
whose viscosity is not yet so high, and that is still acted upon by the same
favorable streamwise pressure gradient as the freestream. Hence, the flow
velocities within this layer become larger than the freestream value, and the
bulge in the velocity profile is formed. Below this layer the viscosity effect
becomes predominant, while, above it, the density decrease is not enough
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Figure 3.17: The velocity, density, and dynamic viscosity profiles of the
supersonic boundary layer along a wind-tunnel ramp as from CFD compu-
tations (M=2.3, Twall=28 C)
to make a difference respect to freestream.
This mechanism is found in the present numerical results as from the
plots in Fig. 3.17. The first plot from the left shows that the bulge in the
velocity profile is between ˜80% and 34% of the boundary layer thickness,
and its tip is at 50% . The other two plots show that just below 80% density
and dynamic viscosity start diverging from their freestream values: density
decreases and viscosity increases. At 41% of the boundary layer thickness the
density trend features a flex: from this point down it continues to decrease,
but at a slower rate with the distance from the wall. The viscosity trend,
instead, gets a slightly larger rate of increase at 50%, at the bulge tip.
So the bulge features its maximum when viscosity starts increasing faster
and faster, while density decreases with a slower rate. Below 34% of the
boundary layer thickness, viscosity has increased enough to reestablish its
predominance, and the velocity bulge extinguishes.
The presence of this bulge in the velocity profile of the boundary layer
along the instrumented ramp, explains the Rek values larger than expected,
i.e. larger than for a Blasius-like, no-pressure-gradient profile in the same
freestream conditions. That is, the velocity at the roughness height is larger
because it falls within the bulge.
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Figure 3.18: The thin-films insert into the lower ramp of the supersonic
wind tunnel
3.4 Time-averaged heat-fluxes measurements
The heat flux measurements have been taken along and across an instru-
mented insert flush mounted into the lower ramp of the wind tunnel diver-
gent section (Fig. 3.18). The sensors on this insert were sixteen thin-films
arranged as in Fig. 3.19.
3.4.1 Streamwise and spanwise heat-flux trends
The heat-flux values have been calculated from the thin-films signals low-
passed at 750 Hz. However, these signals showed a rather high RMS and
required a further digital low-pass filtering to reduce dispersion. Many cut-
off frequencies were tried and the most effective resulted 1.2/τtest Hz, with
τtest the test time, for which Fig. 3.20 shows an RMS reduction of almost
1 kW/m2 respect to the original signal. This filter was then used to calculate
all the heat fluxes.
The sensors arrangement shown in Fig. 3.19 allowed for heat-flux mea-
surements in the streamwise direction, along the center-line of the ramp
(from thin-film 4 to thin-film 29 through thin-films 9, 14, 26), and in the
spanwise direction, across the three rows. In the latter case, we were also
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Figure 3.19: The thin-films layout
Figure 3.20: Heat-flux RMS reduction by filtering out the signal above
1.2
τtest
Hz (Tw = 41C, k=1 mm)
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Figure 3.21: Typical heat-flux spanwise evolution on the insert without
roughness (M=2.3, Tw=26 C)
capable of cross-checking the correct functioning of the sensors by compar-
ing their measurements for the no-roughness configuration, for which one
expects rather comparable values from sensors on the same row. Fig. 3.21
shows a typical result of this comparison. Here thin-film 17 on the second
row and thin-film 25 on third row give heat flux values very different (about
4 kW/m2) from those by the other thin-films on the same corresponding
rows. Since differences of such magnitude were found in all the tests for the
same two thin-films, we concluded that those two sensors were faulty and
that their measurements had to be discarded. Measurements from thin-film
1 resulted for most of the tests unreliable as well. The heat fluxes were
always far higher than the measurements from the other thin-films for the
clean configuration tests, and they showed no repeatability for the same
flow and wall conditions. For this reason its measurements have not been
included in the following heat flux streamwise trends. This was an unfortu-
nate circumstance because thin-film 1 was the only sensor upstream of the
roughness and was meant to provide reference values for the measurements
of the thin-films downstream of the roughness.
The same conclusion had to be drawn for thin-film 29, but just for some
tests and usually based on its frequency spectrum. In fact, even if the
heat fluxes it measured were not dramatically different from those of the
preceding thin-films, the comparison between the spectrum of the test signal
and that of the noise showed the noise higher than or comparable to the test
signal throughout almost the entire frequency spectrum. This comparison
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Figure 3.22: Heat-flux streamwise evolution downstream of the 0.1-mm
high single roughness (M=2.3, wall heating off)
is showed in the introduction of Section 3.6. For this reason in some of the
plots in the following the measurement from thin-film 29 is absent.
3.4.1.1 Streamwise heat-flux trends
The heat flux trends downstream of the roughness for the two roughness
heights and the two Mach numbers tested are presented by Figs. 3.22 to 3.24.
In all these three cases the heaters glued below the thin-films insert were
off. Note how for the Mach-1.6 case in Fig. 3.24, the heat flux values are
negative: this is because the wall is heating the flow. It is the opposite of
the two Mach-2.3 cases that feature higher recovery temperatures.
Figures 3.22 and 3.24 show similar trends: the heat-flux reaches its ab-
solute maximum just downstream of the roughness, then it goes to the ab-
solute minimum, and further downstream levels to a constant value kept to
the end of the instrumented plate. For Mach 2.3 and k=0.1 mm, Fig. 3.22
shows this value clearly intermediate between the absolute maximum and
the minimum, while, for Mach 1.6 and k= 1 mm, Fig. 3.24 shows it closer
to the absolute minimum. In Fig. 3.23 the maximum-peak/lowest-dip com-
bination occurs very close to the roughness. Then, the heat flux gains back
the highest values and goes back down to a level close to the minimum at
the location of the last reliable thin-film. This may suggest that the highest
roughness for the highest Mach number tested has an effect on the flow that
lasts further downstream than for the smallest roughness at the same Mach
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Figure 3.23: Heat-flux streamwise evolution downstream of the 1-mm high
single roughness (M=2.3, wall heating off)
Figure 3.24: Heat-flux streamwise evolution downstream of the 1-mm high
single roughness (M=1.6, wall heating off)
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Figure 3.25: Heat-flux streamwise evolutions downstream of a spherical
single roughness of varying height [10]
number, and than for the same roughness height but at a lower Mach num-
ber. In this last case, for the roughness height of 1 mm and Mach 2.3, the
overall variation of heat flux is also less than for the two previous cases in
Fig. 3.22 and 3.24. These trends can be compared to the results of ref. [10]
for a sensors arrangement rather similar to the one of the present study
(Fig. 3.25). Here we see that the heat-flux trend for k=1.2 mm is similar to
that in Fig. 3.22 with the maximum reached just downstream of the rough-
ness, a dip to the lowest values just downstream, and finally a plateau at
a value intermediate between the maximum and the minimum. Then, the
trend for k=1.6 mm may resemble that of Fig. 3.24, with the absolute maxi-
mum reached just downstream of the roughness and the minimum level kept
along further downstream. The difference is that in Fig. 3.24 the maximum
is sensed by the three thin-films closest to the roughness, while in Fig. 3.25
only by the first. This disagreement, however, may be due to the difference
in the sensors spacing between the present case and the reference.
Finally, Fig. 3.26 shows the heat-flux trend for the clean insert configura-
tion (no roughness) at Mach 2.3. This trend can be compared with those of
Fig. 3.22 and 3.23 to better appreciate the roughness effect. This compari-
son makes evident how the heat-flux is much more constant along the insert
in the clean configuration than with the roughness.
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Figure 3.26: Heat-flux streamwise evolutions along the clean insert
(M=2.3,Tw=26 C)
3.4.1.2 Spanwise heat-flux trends
The spanwise heat flux trends across the three rows of thin-films down-
stream of the roughness without heating are presented by Fig. 3.27 to 3.29.
(Consider again Fig. 3.19 for the schematics of the thin-films arrangement.)
The off-centered thin-films of the first two rows always sense a heat flux
higher than that sensed by the central thin-film for Mach 2.3 and k=0.1 mm
(Fig. 3.27). This is not the case for the third row, where the heat flux values
from all the thin films are rather similar to each other. They are, then, not
so different from the values of the central thin-films on the first and second
rows. This may suggest a roughness spanwise effect confined aside from the
center-line, and that fades away with the distance from the roughness.
In Fig. 3.28 the highest roughness tested at Mach 2.3, 1 mm, yields a
peak heat flux for one of the most external thin-films of the first row (thin-
films 7), but, also for those of the third row (thin-films 23 and 28). For the
second row, instead, the maximum is on the center-line. Respect to the 0.1-
mm-high roughness the difference between the heat fluxes from the external
thin-films of the first row is now greater. Therefore, one may conclude that
the 1-mm-high roughness sensibly affects the boundary layer flow further
downstream than the 0.1-mm-high roughness. This confirms the results
from the streamwise trends in Sub-section 3.4.1.1.
Finally, Fig. 3.29 shows that the largest spanwise variation occurs across
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Figure 3.27: Heat-flux spanwise trends (M=2.3, k=0.1 mm, Tw=24.5 C)
Figure 3.28: Heat-flux spanwise trends (M=2.3, k=1 mm, Tw=15 C)
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Figure 3.29: Heat-flux spanwise trends (M=1.6, k=1 mm, Tw=26 C)
the second row, while across the other two the heat fluxes values are compa-
rably more uniform. Across the second row the starkest difference is among
the heat flux value from thin-film 14 (just to the left of the center-line) and
the very similar values from thin-film 15 (just to the right of the center-line)
and from the remaining thin-film 12. Heat flux from thin-film 14 is not much
different from the heat fluxes sensed across the centerline on the first and
third rows, while the values from thin-films 15 and 12 are in absolute the
largest, and very similar to each other. This is unexpected because thin-film
14 and 15 are both just across the center-line, while thin-film 12 is about
14 mm apart from it: one would have expected similar heat flux values at
least from thin-films 14 and 15.
3.4.2 Streamwise and spanwise heat-flux trends: wall
temperature effects
The thin-films insert temperature is controlled by adjustable heating ele-
ments beneath. They were used to change the wall temperature of the
insert to investigate the effect on the boundary layer with or without the
perturbations induced by the roughness. The maximum wall temperature
was dictated by the behavior of the glue between the thin-films sheet and
the metal surface of the insert as commented in Section 3.1. As a result, the
wall temperature was kept below 50◦C in the present test campaign.
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Figure 3.30: Heat-flux streamwise evolutions at different wall temperatures
(M=2.3, roughness height 0.1 mm)
3.4.2.1 Wall temperature effects on streamwise heat flux trends
The following Figs. 3.30 to 3.32 compare the streamwise trends of the heat
flux for different imposed wall temperatures, for the two roughness heights
tested at Mach 2.3 and for the only one tested for Mach 1.6 (k=1 mm).
It is first evident from Figs. 3.30 and 3.31 for Mach 2.3 that, as the wall
temperature increases, the direction of the heat flux is inverted, and it is
the wall that warms the flow and not vice versa. And so much so as the
wall temperature increases. On the other hand, there is always a hot-wall
condition for Mach 1.6 (Fig. 3.32), whether or not the heaters are switched
on. This is because the flow recovery temperature is lower than for Mach
2.3.
Fig. 3.30 shows that the absolute maximum heat flux is attained within
70 mm downstream of the roughness, at the same location for the blue,
green, and yellow trends, and further downstream for the red one. The last
is also the trend that shows the highest differences in heat flux along the
thin-films insert. The green, yellow, and red trends do not show a plateau
at the end of the instrumented insert as clear as the blue trend. Thin-film
29, the last along the insert, failed in the tests represented by the green and
the yellow trends, and was rather noisy also in the test for the warmest wall
temperature.
Trends in Fig. 3.31 are rather similar notwithstanding the sixteen degrees
of difference between the warmest and the coldest wall temperatures. All of
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Figure 3.31: Heat-flux streamwise evolutions at different wall temperatures
(M=2.3, roughness height 1 mm)
Figure 3.32: Heat-flux streamwise evolutions at different wall temperatures
(M=1.6, roughness height 1 mm)
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them show an absolute minimum at the same location, that is more or less
duplicated further downstream, again at the same location for the green and
red trends and for the blue and yellow ones. Differences in heat flux values
at different downstream locations decrease passed about 170 mm from the
insert leading edge, that is from about 90 mm from the roughness location.
Figure 3.32 presents the highest absolute heat fluxes kept along 50 mm
through the first three sensors for the blue and the red trends for Mach
1.6. For the yellow trend, then, the peak is clearly only at the location
closest to the roughness. However, all the three trends show the tendency
to level down to a more or less constant value as from 90 mm downstream
of the roughness. Consequently, these comparisons show that the heat flux
trend downstream of the roughness does not change much with the wall
temperature, featuring always the maximum values close downstream of the
roughness and a tendency to level off moving further downstream of it. This
is valid for both Mach numbers, and for both roughness heights tested at
Mach 2.3.
One may note from Fig. 3.30 and 3.31 that, for the same Mach number, the
higher roughness produces the peak heat flux always at the closest location,
while the 0.1-mm-high roughness produces it further downstream. For the
same roughness height (1 mm), but for a different Mach number (Fig. 3.31
and 3.32), the most evident difference seems to be the persistence of the
maximum heat flux through the first three sensors only for Mach 1.6, while
for Mach 2.3 the second sensor always shows a minimum. However, one
should also consider the differences in wall temperature among the tests at
Mach 2.3 and 1.6, and among those at Mach 2.3 and k=0.1 and 1 mm. They
are not negligible, and an optimal comparison would have required the same
wall temperature for different Mach numbers or roughness heights.
3.4.2.2 Wall temperature effects on spanwise heat flux trends
The spanwise variation of the thermal quantities were measured for the
three rows of thin-films for the different wall temperatures imposed. The
temperature color code of the symbols in a plot is the same as for the
corresponding streamwise trend. The heaters-off tests, already commented
in Sub-section 3.4.1.2, are included as the benchmark for the estimation of
the wall temperature effects.
Figure 3.33 shows, for Mach 2.3 and k=0.1 mm, that the differences among
the heat fluxes sensed across the first row tend to decrease with the tem-
perature: the maximum difference is 0.8 kW/m2 for the coldest case and
reduces to 0.2 and 0.3 kW/m2 for the other two highest wall temperatures.
On the other hand, the trend across the second row seems to be preserved
at the higher wall temperatures: thin-film 14 senses always the lowest (ab-
solute) heat flux, while the most external one always the highest. Finally on
the third row the uniformity found for the coldest wall is lost when temper-
ature arises, and the differences in heat fluxes values become more sensible
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Figure 3.33: Heat-flux spanwise trends at different wall temperatures
(M=2.3, k=0.1 mm)
Figure 3.34: Heat-flux spanwise trends at different wall temperatures
(M=2.3, k=1 mm)
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Figure 3.35: Heat-flux spanwise trends at different wall temperatures
(M=1.6, k=1 mm)
with it. Note, however, how the heat flux from the rightmost thin-film on
the third row is very much higher than the average between the other two
at the highest wall temperature; and only for that temperature. This may
be a sign that thin-film 28 did not work correctly for that particular test,
thus the trend evinced from the other two heat flux values may be the more
probable. Then, there would not be much difference with the trend for the
intermediate wall temperature.
The wall temperature rise applied to the 1-mm-roughness Mach-2.3 case
seems to level off the differences among the heat flux values sensed across
the first row (Fig. 3.34): in the coldest case this is 1 kW/m2 and becomes
less than 0.1 kW/m2 for the warmest case. It is not so for the second row,
instead, where the spanwise trend of the coldest case is replicated without
much difference at the highest wall temperatures. Finally, on the third row
the temperature increase turns the heat flux value of the leftmost thin-film
from the highest to the lowest across the row.
For the Mach-1.6 tests, the temperature rise does not alter substantially
the trends across the first and the second rows (Fig. 3.35). For the first row
the difference between the maximum and the minimum values increases with
the temperature from 0.5 kW/m2 to more than 1 kW/m2. This happens on
the second row only passing from the coldest wall case to the warmest one.
On the third row basically the same spanwise trend is found for the coldest
and the warmest wall cases, while for the intermediate temperature case the
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trend becomes more uniform. The difference between the maximum and the
minimum values in the former two cases increases with the wall temperature.
In conclusion, at Mach 2.3 the wall temperature affects the first row of
thin-films in the same way for both roughness heights, that is, leveling their
heat flux values. On the second row is also common that the wall tem-
perature does not change the spanwise trend found for the heaters-off case.
Finally, the wall temperature seems to have a larger effect on the heat flux
trends with the high roughness than with the small one across the third
row. The comparison at different Mach numbers for the 1-mm-high rough-
ness brings out the most evident difference: at Mach 1.6 also the first row
trend is not affected by the wall temperature rise and not just the second
row trend as for Mach 2.3. Of course, regarding the cross-comparisons be-
tween different Mach numbers and different roughness heights, the warning
about wall-temperature uniformity among tests made in the preceding for
the streamwise trends is still valid, and thus has still to be considered when
drawing conclusions.
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3.5 Time-averaged adiabatic-wall temperature
measurements
The adiabatic-wall temperature trends have been used to check the state
of the boundary layer downstream of the roughness elements by comparing
the experimental results with analytical values characteristic of the laminar
or the turbulent states.
The estimation of the adiabatic-wall temperature out of the heat-flux and
wall temperature measurements has been possible thanks to the heaters that
allowed the raise of the wall temperature. Five different wall temperatures
have been set for each test case, i.e., for each combination of roughness
height and Mach number.
This estimation as been made through the interpolation of the experimen-
tal results on a (qw, Tw) graph. In fact, the heat flux values changed with
the wall temperature and the expected trend of this change is linear as from
˙qw = h(Tad − Tw) (3.7)
The pairs (qw, Tw) from the five tests provided a sufficient amount of
points to reproduce such linear trend. Then, the adiabatic-wall temperature
has been estimated as the temperature at which this linear trend crossed
the abscissa of the (qw, Tw) graph. That is, the temperature for which
the heat flux is zero. This procedure is illustrated by Figs. 3.36 and 3.37.
Fig. 3.36 shows a rather clear decreasing linear trend for qw = qw(Tw). But
except for one point that gives a higher heat flux for a wall temperature
practically the same as that of another in-line pair. This situation occurred
twice, that is, for two different wall temperatures and in two different test
cases. Since these outliers showed up in the trends of all the thin-films for
the same two wall temperatures, we concluded that the tests for those two
wall temperatures had to be discarded because the measurement chain failed
somehow. Fig. 3.37 shows how with the linear trend clearly identified the
interpolation of the adiabatic wall temperature becomes straightforward.
In this way the adiabatic wall temperature was estimated for all thin-
films in the streamwise direction. However, the Tad value from thin-film 29
resulted abnormally high in all the cases and was discarded. An abnormal
behavior of this sensor was in effect regularly detected at the beginning of
each test day, however it revealed in full only in the Tad results.
3.5.1 Adiabatic-wall temperature trends along the
thin-films insert
Figures 3.38 to 3.41 show the adiabatic-wall temperature trends for the
four configurations tested. For those configurations with the roughness, the
roughness position is also indicated. Each experimental trend is comple-
mented by two lines that represent the analytical trends of the flow recovery
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Figure 3.36: The (qw, Tw) pairs from five tests at different wall tempera-
tures for thin-film nr. 4 (M=2.3, clean configuration)
Figure 3.37: The (qw, Tw) pairs and the interpolated Tad value for thin-film
nr. 4 (M=2.3, clean configuration)
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Figure 3.38: The experimental adiabatic-wall temperature trend along the
thin-films insert (M=2.3, k=0.1 mm)
temperature for laminar and fully turbulent boundary layers, respectively.
These trends are calculated from the definition of recovery temperature [e.g.,
34]
Tr = T∞ + r
U2∞
2CP
(3.8)
in which r = r(Pr,M) and Pr = Pr(T ), and T∞ is the static freestream
temperature. Comparing the experimental trend with these analytical trends
enables the evaluation of the roughness effectiveness as turbulence trigger.
Figure 3.41 shows two more trends of adiabatic-wall temperature, again
one for a laminar boundary layer, the other for a fully turbulent one. These
trends are the results of CFD computations performed to validate the an-
alytical trends. As one can see the agreement between the analytical and
the numerical turbulent trends is rather good; less so between the analytical
and the numerical laminar trends. In this latter case the CFD result ended
up fluctuating across an average trend, and the error bars, present only for
this trend, account for the amplitude of such fluctuations.
Also the experimental points show an error bar; the way the uncertainty
on the Tad value has been calculated is the subject of the following Sub-
section.
Figure 3.38 shows that Tad peaks to a turbulent value just downstream of
the roughness, then decreases towards laminar values, gains back turbulent
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Figure 3.39: The experimental adiabatic-wall temperature trend along the
thin-films insert (M=2.3, k=1 mm)
Figure 3.40: The experimental adiabatic-wall temperature trend along the
thin-films insert (M=1.6, k=1 mm)
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Figure 3.41: Comparison among analytical and 2D-CFD numerical
adiabatic-wall temperature trends along the thin-films insert (M=2.3)
values, and finally, dips to a definitely laminar value. Figure 3.39, instead,
for the same Mach number but k=1 mm, shows Tad gradually increasing
towards turbulent values downstream of the roughness element. These val-
ues are attained at the same positions as in Fig. 3.38, and are followed by a
decrease to a laminar value for the last sensor, again as for k=0.1 mm.
For the Mach-1.6 case (Fig. 3.40), instead, the roughness effect on the
boundary layer flow seems to be weaker than for Mach 2.3, in the sense
that turbulent values are just approached and never reached. Furthermore,
this effect is also delayed to more downstream positions, since the first two
sensors downstream of the roughness still give laminar values, unlike for
Mach 2.3 in Fig. 3.39. However, the Tad value at the most downstream
location is still clearly laminar like for Mach 2.3.
3.5.2 Uncertainty estimation of the adiabatic-wall
temperature measurements
The uncertainty on the adiabatic-wall temperature estimation is calculated
from the uncertainty on the heat flux measurements. The interpolation line
that determines the Tad value can change its slope if one accounts for the heat
flux uncertainty, thus shifting the Tad value. And the maximum possible
shift of this value is taken as a conservative estimation of the uncertainty
on the value of the adiabatic-wall temperature. This procedure, depicted in
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Figure 3.42: Estimation of the uncertainty on the adiabatic-wall tempera-
ture value
Fig. 3.42, has been repeated for each test case and the resulting uncertainties
appear as error bars in Figs. 3.38 to 3.40.
3.5.3 Stanton number streamwise trends
With the heat fluxes and the adiabatic-wall temperatures from measure-
ments, the Stanton number can be calculated at each sensor location. This
is a dimensionless number that is frequently used to describe aerodynamic
heating in high-speed flows; it is defined as [35]:
St =
˙qw
ρ∞U∞(had − hw) (3.9)
where h = Cp · T is the static enthalpy.
For the present calculations of the Stanton number at each sensor location
˙qw, Tad, and Tw are from the measurements, while ρ∞ and U∞ are from the
CFD computations.
The Stanton numbers so obtained are checked against analytical trends for
laminar and turbulent boundary-layer flows calculated with the reference-
temperature method. This method is found to be rather accurate for Stanton
number values, thus it is currently used [35]. But it is rigorously valid only
for flat-plate flows, i.e. flows without pressure gradients. This is not the
case for the present experimental study, because the boundary layer along
the instrumented insert experiences a favorable pressure gradient from its
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very beginning in the subsonic part of the wind tunnel throughout the whole
divergent (see Fig. 3.3). To, at least, mitigate this inconsistency, 2D-CFD
numerical values and measured values are used for the calculation of these
analytical trends.
Following the definitions in ref. [35] the analytical expression of the Stan-
ton number for a laminar boundary layer is:
Stlam =
0.332√
Re∗xPr∗
2
3
(3.10)
where the apex ∗ means that the Reynolds number and the Prandtl
number are calculated with the reference-temperature value instead of the
freestream temperature value. The reference temperature is also used to
calculate Cp for Eq. 3.9. This reference-temperature, T ∗, is then defined as:
T ∗
T∞
= 1 + 0.0032M2∞ + 0.58(
Tw
T∞
− 1) (3.11)
For a fully-turbulent boundary layer flow, instead, the analytical Stanton
number is expressed as:
Stturb =
0.0592
2s(Re∗x)0.2
(3.12)
where s = 0.825 as from ref. [36], as suggested in ref. [35].
Figure 3.43 shows the Stanton number trends for k=1 mm and Mach 2.3;
each trend corresponds to a given wall temperature. The error bars account
for the measurement uncertainty on the heat flux and the adiabatic-wall
temperature. Here it appears that all the trends tend to collapse on a
common value for the same sensor; except for the very first thin-film at the
lowest wall-temperature case.
The Stanton number trends for the other cases are not shown because,
due to the relative scarce difference among the wall temperatures set and
the adiabatic-wall value, they have been judged misleading. In effect, one
can note that the sheer definition of the Stanton number (Eq. 3.9) predicts
a theoretically indeterminate value as Tw → Tad. In fact in this case the
denominator goes to zero and so does the numerator ˙qw because the heat
flux tends to vanish as the wall temperature approaches the adiabatic-wall
temperature. Actually, the indeterminate value would be if both numerator
and denominator tended to zero in the same way: in case the numerator
does it slower, the Stanton number would tend to infinity, if faster, it would
tend to nil. In conclusion, if the wall temperature is close enough to the
adiabatic-wall value, the Stanton number may assume values less and less
trustful. This was the case for the tests at Mach 2.3 and k=0.1 mm, for
which the difference Tad − Tw was as low as less than one degree. These
low differences led to very high Stanton numbers, far above the turbulent
level, and were taken as due just to this shortcoming of the Stanton number
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Figure 3.43: Experimental Stanton number trends along the thin-films in-
sert (M=2.3, k=1 mm)
parameter. Moreover, these trends do not even collapse to each other as
expected and seen in Fig. 3.43.
Also the experimental Stanton numbers at Mach 1.6 are found above
the turbulent levels for all the sensors. However, they are closer to the
turbulent analytical trend than for Mach 2.3 and k=0.1 mm. And the
different values for a given sensor, corresponding to each wall temperature,
are also much less spread out. Moreover, in this case wall temperatures
are farer from the adiabatic-wall value than for Mach=2.3 and k=0.1 mm.
It is then possible that the analytical model fails to give values accurate
enough and predicts a turbulent level too low. In fact, one should bear
in mind that the reference-temperature method is valid only for boundary
layer flows without any pressure gradient, whereas this is not so for both
present Mach number cases. And for Mach 1.6 the CFD-calculated favorable
pressure gradient along the instrumented insert was stronger than for Mach
2.3.
In the end, the Stanton number analysis predicts convection heating of
“transitional“ intensity for the cases at Mach 2.3 and k=1 mm, i.e. in-
termediate between the laminar- and turbulent-flow intensities. For the
remaining cases the prediction is too clouded by the proximity of the wall
temperatures to the adiabatic-wall value, or, possibly, by the inaccuracy
of the zero-pressure-gradient analytical model to be considered physically
sounding, thus trustworthy.
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3.6 Time-resolved wall-temperature
measurements
The thin-films signals high-passed above 100 Hz and sampled at 1 MHz
have been used for frequency analyses. These were aimed at detailing in
different ways and depths the flow evolution downstream of the roughness
element. Different techniques have been applied, each for a given goal: plots
of smoothed FFT-ed signals have been used to detail the spatial evolution
of the temperature fluctuations for the different Mach numbers, roughness
heights, and wall temperatures (Sub-section 3.6.1); signals RMS stream-
wise evolutions have been plotted against the insert length to highlight the
overall fluctuations behaviors (Sub-section 3.6.2); spectrograms (i.e., three-
dimensional plots of fluctuation amplitude versus frequency and time) have
been made to detail the time evolution of the fluctuations frequency content
through the test duration (Sub-section 3.6.3).
The goodness of the high-passed test signals was checked test by test by
comparing their frequency spectrum with the one of the signals acquired in
quiescent conditions. These acquisitions were made before each blow-down
with the wall temperature already set to the test value. In these conditions,
then, the sensors measured only what can be considered as electronic noise.
Figure 3.44 shows typical signal and noise frequency spectra of a well-
behaving thin-film. It is evident that the signal is not overwhelmed by the
noise, since it keeps an amplitude comfortably higher than that of the noise
throughout the entire frequency range.
The spectra presented in this Section will span a frequency range from
100 Hz up to 250 kHz. This was the range allowed by the Data Acquisition
System and is kept to show the widest frequency range possible. This is done
despite the fact that the thin-films electronics allowed a frequency resolution
up to 60 kHz. For other analyses presented in this Section all the signals
were further high-passed above 200 Hz.
3.6.1 Frequency analysis of the wall-temperature
fluctuations
The comparisons between the spectra at the lowest and that at the highest
wall temperatures have been performed to estimate the wall temperature
effects on the spectra of the temperature fluctuations. These spectra are
smoothed by the application of a Savitzky-Golay 5th-order filter1 to the
original signal for the sake of clarity.
Figure 3.45, for the clean configuration at Mach 2.3, shows a clear am-
plitude decrease with the frequency for all the sensors. At 20 kHz all the
signals have a drop of one order of magnitude. Thin-films 12 and 23 show a
broken line at around 300 Hz: in this range they have the noise larger than
1sgolayfilt in the MATLAB® Signal Processing Toolbox, version R2007b
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Figure 3.44: Typical signal and noise frequency spectra of a thin-film cor-
rectly working (M=2.3,k=1 mm)
Figure 3.45: Frequency spectrum streamwise evolution (M=2.3, clean con-
figuration, coldest Twall)
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Figure 3.46: Frequency spectrum streamwise evolution (M=2.3, clean con-
figuration, warmest Twall)
the signal, thus their spectrum is not reported. All the signals have their
highest peaks between 200 and 600 Hz, and only thin-films 1 and 23 feature
another high peak at about 2.5 and 1.5 kHz, respectively. Above 30 kHz
thin-films 5, 6, and 9 show a slope steeper than that of the other thin-films.
For the same configuration, but the warmest wall temperature, Fig. 3.46
shows the amplitudes of most of the spectra increasing respect to the coldest
wall-temperature case, especially at the lowest frequencies; thin-film 4 is the
most remarkable exception. The frequencies of some of the highest peaks
are slightly lower than in Fig. 3.45, but the frequency range within which
all the main peaks lay is now up to about 900 Hz. Again respect to the
coldest-wall case thin-films 1 and 6 have their peak moved from about 2.5
kHz to 3 kHz, and the one at about 6 kHz gains in amplitude. Finally, the
slope of all the spectra stays the same at the highest frequencies, unlike in
Fig. 3.46, and the total number of peaks decreases respect to the coldest
wall case.
For the 0.1-mm-high roughness at Mach 2.3, Fig. 3.47 shows that the spec-
tra are rather similar to those of Fig. 3.45 in terms of fluctuation amplitude,
but more peaks appear at lower frequencies. The spectrum of thin-film 4 is
less excited than for the clean configuration below 1 kHz. Thin-films 5, 6,
and 9 have the largest peak at about 350 Hz, and another peak at 3 kHz.
The general slope of their spectra with the frequency is not much different
from that in Fig. 3.45.
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Figure 3.47: Frequency spectrum streamwise evolution (M=2.3, k=0.1
mm, coldest Twall)
Figure 3.48: Frequency spectrum streamwise evolution (M=2.3, k=0.1
mm, warmest Twall)
The comparison between Figs. 3.47 and 3.48, for the coldest and the
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Figure 3.49: Frequency spectrum streamwise evolution (M=2.3, k=1 mm,
coldest Twall=15 C)
warmest wall, respectively, shows the amplitude shifting up with the wall
temperature as for the clean insert. The highest peak appears at a lower
frequency in Fig. 3.48 (200 Hz instead of 350 Hz), still for thin-films 5, 6,
and 9. Above 1 kHz the amplitudes seem to decrease slightly with the wall
temperature.
Figure 3.49 compared to Fig. 3.47 shows that for the higher roughness
at Mach 2.3 there are higher amplitudes throughout the whole frequency
range. But this may not be an effect of the roughness, because it happens
also for thin-film 1 upstream of it. Also the wall temperatures of these two
plots are rather different. Note the same relatively high peak at about 450
Hz for thin-films 4, 5, 6, and comparably less prominent for thin-film 9.
However, the maximum peak is for thin-film 1 at 200 Hz. Thin-film 4, the
closest sensor downstream of the roughness, has the highest peaks above
600 Hz: at about 750, 1400, 3000, and 5000 Hz. With thin-films 5 and 6 its
spectrum features also a kind of plateau between 10 and 20 kHz that is not
visible in Fig. 3.47. The spectra slope increases as well with the roughness
height, whilst the number of peaks with comparable amplitude decreases
with it at the lowest frequencies in all the spectra.
The wall temperature effect on the flow downstream of the 1-mm-high
roughness is shown by the comparison between Figs. 3.50 and 3.49: fluctu-
ation amplitudes are generally lower respect to the coldest-wall case. This
makes the spectra slope less steep than for the coldest-wall case. Thin-film
5 peaks the highest throughout the spectrum at a frequency about 100 Hz
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Figure 3.50: Frequency spectrum streamwise evolution (M=2.3, k=1 mm,
warmest Twall=43 C)
less than for the coldest-wall case. Thin-film 4 still features the highest
peaks above 500 Hz; at about 550, 750, 1000, 1400, 2600 Hz. The plateau
between 10 and 20 kHz as for the coldest-wall case is no more evident. The
number of peaks increases as well with the wall temperature. Respect to
the warmest-wall case for k=0.1 mm, the spectra are generally less excited
below 400 Hz and have comparable amplitudes elsewhere. The slopes of the
spectra do not change much between the two plots except for the decrease
starting after 1 kHz in Fig. 3.48.
Finally, for the Mach 1.6 case, Fig. 3.51 shows that there is a peak at
about 300 Hz for all the thin-films, except 9, and that the trends are rather
similar to each other, with the exception of thin-films 9. Spectra of thin-films
1, 23, and 12 have a very similar slope for f > 10 kHz.
The comparison between Fig. 3.49 and 3.51 shows that for the same rough-
ness height but a lower Mach number the fluctuation amplitudes are lower
throughout the whole spectrum. And this happens despite the higher wall
temperature. However, spectra features more peaks for Mach 1.6 than for
Mach 2.3. Thin-film 4 is still the sensor featuring the most excited spectrum.
The wall temperature effects on the temperature fluctuations downstream
of the 1-mm-high roughness at Mach 1.6 are illustrated by the comparison
between Figs. 3.51 and 3.52. Fluctuation amplitudes do not change much
with the 12-degree increase in wall temperature, except for thin-film 9. The
general slope of the spectra does not change much neither. Thin-films 9
and 6 now show both a sensible dip at about 5 kHz, whilst for the coldest
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Figure 3.51: Frequency spectrum streamwise evolution (M=1.6, k=1 mm,
coldest Twall=26 C)
Figure 3.52: Frequency spectrum streamwise evolution (M=1.6, k=1 mm,
warmest Twall=38 C)
case only thin-film 6 does. Thin-film 4 is still the most excited sensor, still
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between 200 and 400 Hz.
In the end, one can see that there are few features in the frequency spec-
tra recurring whatever the case tested: main peaks appear always below
a certain frequency generally lower than 1 kHz; above 20 kHz most of the
spectra show their amplitudes decreased of one order of magnitude from the
peak values; this decrease becomes of two orders of magnitude above 100
kHz.
The effect of the roughness at Mach 2.3 with the heaters off, is rather
feeble passing from the clean configuration to the roughness 0.1-mm high.
Amplitudes stay generally at the same level, and the frequencies of the main
peaks do not change sensibly. A difference can be the appearance of a peak at
3 kHz for thin-film 6 and, less pronounced, for thin-film 5. More remarkable
is that thin-film 4, the closest sensor downstream of the roughness, is less
excited below 1 kHz than for the clean configuration case. On the other
hand, as the roughness height is 1 mm, the amplitudes become the highest
among all the coldest-wall cases throughout the whole frequency range, and
the general negative slope of the spectra becomes steeper.
The most evident Mach-number effect on the heaters-off cases for the 1-
mm-high roughness are all the amplitudes decreasing sensibly as the Mach
number goes from 2.3 to 1.6. Then, for the lowest Mach number, peaks
repeat more frequently along the spectrum of all the signals.
The main wall-temperature effect on the clean and 0.1-mm-high roughness
configurations is an increase of the amplitudes at frequencies below 1 kHz.
But this is not the case for the 1-mm-high roughness configuration, for which
there is a general decrease of fluctuation amplitudes in passing from 15 to
43 Celsius. And the total number of peaks in the spectra increases for the
1-mm-high roughness configuration, while it stay practically the same for
k=0.1 mm and goes down for the clean configuration. A slight decrease in
amplitude is, actually, also seen for the 0.1-mm-high roughness above 1 kHz.
This, then, may suggest that the roughness height hinders the effect of wall
temperature starting from the highest frequencies downward. However, for
the same roughness height of 1 mm the fluctuation amplitudes at Mach 1.6
do not differ much between the coldest-wall and the warmest-wall cases (and
the wall temperature increases of 12 degrees Celsius in this case). Thus, if
the roughness really plays a role in the wall temperature effect, this also
seems to depend on the Mach number.
3.6.2 Signals RMS streamwise evolution
The Root Mean Square (RMS) of the thin-films signals have been calcu-
lated to give an overall estimation of the effects on the wall-temperature un-
steadiness of the parameters varied during the test campaign (Mach number,
roughness height, wall temperature).
RMS is also useful to assess the general repeatability of the noise from test
to test, and this assessment is firstly presented for two wall temperatures
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Figure 3.53: Three streamwise evolutions of noise RMS from the beginning
of different tests (M=2.3, Twall ' 25◦C)
representative of the lowest and the highest values tested.
The other RMS plots presented in this Sub-section are for a frequency
band of [0.1÷20] kHz. This range has been chosen because of the results of
the cross-correlation analysis to be showed in the following. These results, in
fact, sounded only in that range of frequencies. Note, then, how the spectra
presented in the preceding Sub-section show all the signal amplitudes at 20
kHz at least ten times less than the corresponding peak values. Hence, the
great part of the signal power is within this range of frequencies. This is
finally confirmed by Fig. 3.55 where the filtered and unfiltered signals are
plotted along with each other for the clean plate configuration at Mach 2.3.
There appears how the RMS values from both signals are very close to each
other.
3.6.2.1 Noise RMS evolution
Figures 3.53 and 3.54 collect each three trends of noise RMS. This is showed
dimensionless with respect to the average wall temperature of the insert and
in percentage.
For each thin-film one can see that the RMS levels from the three different
tests are rather similar, being the maximum difference in Fig. 3.53 '0.3%
for thin-film 4 among the value of test 93 and those of tests TZT5 and 86,
which are almost coincident. The maximum difference reduces to '0.2% in
Fig. 3.54 for thin-film 1. This means that the RMS of the noise is acceptably
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Figure 3.54: Three streamwise evolutions of noise RMS from the beginning
of different tests (M=2.3, Twall ' 41◦C)
Figure 3.55: Streamwise evolutions of filtered and unfiltered RMS (M=2.3,
clean configuration, Twall = 26◦C)
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repeatable from test to test, so that the electronics worked in the same
correct way in all the tests treated.
3.6.2.2 Streamwise evolution of wall-temperature fluctuations
Here are presented the RMS streamwise trends at different wall tempera-
tures, for different Mach numbers, and for both roughness heights tested.
These RMS have been calculated in the frequency domain exploiting the
Parseval’s theorem [37, pp. 492-493] that allowed the cleaning of the sig-
nal RMS from the electronic-noise influence. This theorem states that the
integral of the signal power spectral density per unit time over a range of
frequencies is equal to the mean square amplitude of the signal within that
range of frequencies. Thus, the test signal is here automatically cleaned from
electronic noise by applying this integration to the power spectral densities
per unit time resulting from the subtraction of the noise spectrum from the
signal spectrum, i.e., those presented in previous Sub-section 3.6.1. This
results in a procedure for noise elimination neater and more consistent than
subtracting directly the noise RMS from the signal RMS both calculated
separately in the time domain.
All the plots henceforth show not only values from the sensors so far used
for the streamwise trends, but also values from the others on the three rows
(×, ?, ∗). They give an estimation of the RMS spanwise trend, or can be
representative of the value from the sensor along the plate when this was
not available (e.g., thin-film 9 on the first row). The streamwise position is
given respect to the leading edge of the ramp, that is, the bleed slot lip (see
Fig. 2.2)
Figure 3.56 is for the clean configuration at Mach 2.3 and shows a rather
constant RMS trend along the plate, and also across the sensor rows except
for one thin-film on the second row.
Then RMS values in Fig. 3.57 show the effect of the 0.1-mm-high rough-
ness at Mach 2.3: the RMS just downstream of the roughness is lower than
the value upstream of it, it goes up back to it at about x=1 m, it overshoots
this value, and goes back to a lower value further downstream. Unlike the
central sensors, the lateral thin-films on first and second rows do not show
any RMS increase respect to the sensors just downstream of the roughness;
on the opposite, their RMS are slightly lower. Then, one of the sensors on
the third row overshoots, while the other gives an RMS coincident with that
from the central sensor. For comparison in the plot is reported the value 0.25
K along which the RMSs of the clean configuration evolve. It seems that the
roughness effect is confined to the very central sensors aligned downstream
of it, especially from 1 to 1.05 m, while away from the centerline (1.1 cm
on both sides and across both the first and the second rows) the differences
respect to the clean configuration are less sensible.
Figure 3.58, for k=0.1 mm and the highest wall temperature tested, shows
that the RMS is as sensible to changes in wall temperature as to show prac-
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Figure 3.56: Thin-films RMS streamwise evolution (M=2.3, clean insert,
Twall = 26
◦
C, fLP = 20 kHz)
Figure 3.57: Thin-films RMS streamwise evolution (M=2.3, k=0.1 mm,
Twall = 26
◦
C, fLP = 20 kHz)
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Figure 3.58: Thin-films RMS streamwise evolution (M=2.3, k=0.1 mm,
Twall = 33.5◦C, fLP = 20 kHz)
tically no roughness effect for an increase of 7.5 Celsius. In fact there is
no more any RMS increase between 1 and 1.05 m. The last sensor, how-
ever, keeps showing an RMS lower than that of thin-film 1 upstream of the
roughness. Spanwise, for the highest wall temperature, the external sensors
confirm the constant RMS value found streamwise, except one on the sec-
ond row (?) that has it lower; no sensor on the third row overshoots the
values from the others, this time. The wall temperature has, then, practi-
cally erased the RMS increase at the locations of the fourth and the fifth
sensors in Fig. 3.57.
Figures 3.59 and 3.60 show the RMS of the temperature fluctuations at
Mach 2.3, with the roughness 1-mm high, and at the lowest and the highest
wall temperatures, respectively.
The comparison between these two plots shows that the temperature in-
crease makes only a very slight difference in the RMS values; also for the
thin-film upstream of the roughness. But more noteworthy respect to the
previous cases is the effect of the highest roughness: the RMS of the tem-
perature fluctuations decreases monotonically with the distance from the
roughness, downstream of which now the RMS peak appears. This happens
for both wall temperatures. This trend, then, is practically the opposite of
that for the 0.1-mm-high roughness, for which the RMS increases with the
distance from the roughness up to a certain point. Spanwise, finally, one
can note that the differences in RMS across the second row reduces sensibly
with the temperature.
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Figure 3.59: Thin-films RMS streamwise evolution (M=2.3, k=1 mm ,
Twall = 15◦C, fLP = 20 kHz)
Figure 3.60: Thin-films RMS streamwise evolution (M=2.3, k=1 mm ,
Twall = 42.5◦C, fLP = 20 kHz)
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Figure 3.61: Thin-films RMS streamwise evolution (M=1.6, k=1 mm ,
Twall = 26◦C, fLP = 20 kHz)
The same comparison between RMS trends at different wall temperatures
is proposed for the Mach 1.6 cases by Figs. 3.61 and 3.62.
As far as the wall-temperature effect is concerned, there is no difference
respect to the Mach 2.3 case: again the 1-mm-high roughness makes the
RMS decrease monotonically along the insert, be it the wall temperature
the highest or the lowest. It is as well evident from both trends that the
absolute maximum is reached just downstream of the roughness, and that
the RMS trends end their monotonic decrease close to the value of thin-film
1 for both wall temperatures. The RMS values from the external sensors
across the rows confirm the general streamwise trend. On the second and
third rows they are practically coincident with the value from the central
thin-film.
In the end, signals RMS have yielded new insights in the general effect
of roughness and wall temperature on the temperature fluctuations. The
roughness effect is found to revert increasing the roughness height from 0.1
mm to 1 mm at the lowest wall temperatures and at Mach 2.3. For k=0.1
mm the lowest RMS values are closer to the roughness and tend to increase
along the insert. While for k=1 mm the RMS peaks just downstream of the
roughness to decrease monotonically to a value equal to or lower than that
upstream of the roughness. Wall temperature, instead, is found capable of
affecting the streamwise RMS trend only for the smallest roughness at Mach
2.3. Interestingly enough, this happens even if for k=0.1 mm and Mach 2.3
the difference between the maximum and minimum wall temperatures tested
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Figure 3.62: Thin-films RMS streamwise evolution (M=1.6, k=1 mm ,
Twall = 38◦C, fLP = 20 kHz)
is the lowest among the three test cases presented.
Regarding the Mach number effect for k=1 mm, the same streamwise
trend as for Mach 2.3 is also found at Mach 1.6.
A second general result is that the RMS amplitude evolves practically al-
ways around the same average value of 0.25 K. And this happens whatever
the Mach number, the roughness height (or presence), and the wall tem-
perature. This, then, seemed the most significant value to be compared to
literature data.These data are found in refs. [38, 39].
Laufer and Vrebalovich [38] present hot-wire measurements of tempera-
ture fluctuations within a supersonic laminar boundary layer with M∞ =
2.2, and Reu = 77000 in−1 in the frame of a study on natural stability and
transition. Kistler [39], instead, presents the same type of data, but for a
supersonic turbulent boundary layer with M∞ = 1.72, 3.56, 4.67, and Reθ '
30000. In ref. [38] temperature fluctuations in the laminar boundary layer
tend to a value of T ′/T∞ ' 0.0005 as the distance to the wall reduces, and
have their amplitude peak at T ′/T∞ ' 0.0016. These fluctuations are due to
the Tollmien-Schlichting waves present within the boundary layer still lami-
nar. In ref. [39], on the other hand, temperature fluctuations tend to about
0.03 as the distance to the wall reduces, but the quantity that describes them
is not T ′/T∞ but a function of T ′, T∞, Tw, and T0. This quantity has been
reduced to T ′/T∞ with the freestream and wall values of the present tests to
allow the comparison, it becomes: T ′/T∞ ' 0.032 for Mach 2.3 and 0.016
for Mach 1.6. Kistler finds that these turbulent temperature fluctuations are
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produced by the transport of the temperature field by the turbulent velocity
fluctuations.
Now, the RMS value of 0.25 K divided by T∞ taken at the roughness
position becomes 0.00165 for Mach 2.3 and 0.00127 for Mach 1.6. It is
evident, then, that both values are one order of magnitude less than Kistler’s
turbulent values, and that the value for Mach 2.3 is practically equal to
the peak of the temperature fluctuations induced by TS-wave in ref. [38].
This comparison, in the end, makes conclude that the wall temperature
fluctuations do not show a turbulent character, but, at least for Mach 2.3,
they are more akin to fluctuations due to instabilities still developing within
a laminar boundary layer.
3.6.3 Wall-temperature fluctuations evolution in the
(frequency,time) domain
Spectra throughout the test time have been plotted for each signal from
each thin-film to find the time evolution of the wall temperature fluctu-
ations spectral content. This particular plot is called a spectrogram. A
typical spectrogram is presented in Fig. 3.63, and is a surface describing
the amplitude of the fluctuation versus the time and the frequency. The
fluctuation amplitude is also reported by a color scale as the one shown in
Figs. 3.64 and 3.65. The FFT plots presented in Sub-section 3.6.1 can be
seen as the view along the time axis of a spectrogram, thus they ‘integrate‘
over the test time the frequency content of a signal. Only in a spectrogram,
then, one can see whether a frequency peak has been just a single occurrence
or repeats during the test time.
For the best clarity, in the following the spectrograms surface will not
be shown three-dimensionally as in Fig. 3.63 but from the top view as in
Figs. 3.64 and 3.65: time and frequency will be the plot axes, while the
color scale will illustrate the fluctuation amplitude. This amplitude in gen-
eral depends on the size of the window by which the signals samples are
treated, and usually has to depend on the test duration to have the best
plot resolution. However, the tests here analyzed have different durations,
thus for the sake of a meaningful comparison, a fixed window has been used
for all of them. This resulted in some spectrograms appearing coarser than
others. Moreover, a frequency resolution of 50 Hz has been used to avoid
too long times for the generation of the plots.
3.6.3.1 Roughness height and Mach number effects on the time
evolution of T’ frequency content
Figure 3.64 shows the spectrogram of the signal of thin-film 5 for the clean
insert-configuration. It is evident how frequency peaks do not occur through-
out the entire test time, but they appear at given instants and without any
apparent regularity. Another evidence is that the peaks are mostly con-
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Figure 3.63: Typical spectrogram of an unsteady signal: A = A(f, t)
centrated below a threshold value during the test time, while above it they
become rarer and rarer; in Fig. 3.64 this frequency is about 4 kHz. Above
about 17 kHz the fluctuation amplitudes reduce to at least 1/3 of the peak
value.
Figure 3.64 can be compared to Fig. 3.65 to single out the effect of the 0.1-
mm-high roughness for a wall temperature practically the same. And this
effect is indeed scarce: except for some more frequent activity at frequencies
higher than 4 kHz, and a relative increase in the number of main peaks
below the same threshold, there are no other differences. Note as well how
the main peaks keep the same amplitudes as in the clean insert case.
The spectrograms of the signals from the remaining sensors have all the
same features as of thin-film 5 spectrogram, thus their comparisons yield
the same conclusions. That is, the 0.1-mm-high roughness does not change
sensibly the fluctuations evolution in frequency and time respect to the
clean insert configuration. This is so except for thin-film 14 whose signals
are analyzed in the next two Figs. 3.66 and 3.67. This time differences are
evident in: the generalized increase in the spectrum of frequencies excited;
their higher frequency in time; and the larger number of main peaks. The
fluctuations highest amplitude, however, does not change much with the
roughness.
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Figure 3.64: Spectrogram of TF nr. 5 signal (M=2.3, clean insert,
Tw=27 C)
Figure 3.65: Spectrogram of TF nr. 5 signal (M=2.3, k=0.1 mm, Tw=28
C)
Next is the comparison between the clean configuration and the 1-mm-
high roughness configuration at Mach 2.3 for practically the same wall tem-
perature. Figures 3.68 and 3.69 show the effect of the highest roughness
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Figure 3.66: Spectrogram of TF nr. 14 signal (M=2.3, clean insert,
Tw=27 C)
Figure 3.67: Spectrogram of TF nr. 14 signal (M=2.3, k=0.1 mm,
Tw=28 C)
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Figure 3.68: Spectrogram of TF nr. 4 signal (M=2.3, clean insert,
Tw=41 C)
Figure 3.69: Spectrogram of TF nr. 4 signal (M=2.3, k=1 mm, Tw=41.5
C)
tested on the signal from the thin-film closest to the roughness.
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Figure 3.70: Spectrogram of TF nr. 6 signal (M=2.3, clean insert,
Tw=41 C)
Figure 3.69 shows more main peaks below about 4 kHz than Fig. 3.68,
and more activity above the same threshold. Also in this case the highest
amplitudes do not change with the roughness presence. Thus, the highest
roughness increases the range of excited frequencies of the signal of the
thin-film closest to it, while increasing as well the presence of main peaks
throughout the test time. As for the other spectrograms, finally, these main
peaks do not show any evident regularity in their appearance through the
test time.
The comparison between the spectrograms from thin-film 6 (Figs. 3.70
and 3.71) is representative of the comparisons for all the thin-films down-
stream of thin-film 4. One can see that the presence of the roughness: re-
duces the band of the most excited frequencies, from about 5 kHz to about
3 kHz; reduces the intensity of the main peaks; and reduces the value of the
lowest frequency excited. It seems to reduce the presence in time of a given
peak, as well: there seem to be more peaks aligned in time along a given
frequency with the clean insert than with the roughness. These effects are
the opposite of what found for the 0.1-mm-high roughness.
Finally, the effect of the 1-mm-high roughness at Mach 1.6 is presented
by Figs. 3.72 and 3.73. The tests with the most similar wall temperature
values are chosen for the comparison to highlight the roughness effect. Spec-
trograms are for thin-film 5, but conclusions can be extended to thin-films 4
and 6 as well. In these figures on can see that a higher frequency spectrum is
excited through the test time with the roughness, even if the amplitudes of
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Figure 3.71: Spectrogram of TF nr. 6 signal (M=2.3, k=1 mm, Tw=41.5
C)
these peaks do not increase respect to the clean-insert case. The main peaks
stay below about 4 kHz but are more present in time with the roughness
than with the clean-insert.
The spectrogram from thin-film 14, on the second row of sensors, instead,
is representative of what happens downstream of thin-film 6. Starting from
roughly 90 mm from the roughness, the roughness effect essentially fades,
and the spectrograms in Figs. 3.74 and 3.75 look rather similar to each other.
The roughness presence, however, still yields more activity between about 2
kHz and 6 kHz. The frequency around which the main peaks stay through
the test time seems lowered by the presence of the roughness.
3.6.3.2 Wall-temperature effects on the time evolution of T ′ frequency
content
The analysis of the signals spectrograms brought out two general effects of
wall temperature: the range of excited frequencies is enlarged, and peaks
repetition in time is increased. However, these features may not appear all
together, and, more important, do not appear at all in the spectrograms of
some sensors for some test conditions. Figures 3.76 and 3.77 show how an
increase of 9 ◦C in wall temperature yields an increase in the repetition in
time of main peaks, but range-wise the excited frequencies are more or less
the same as for the coldest wall.
The following Figs. 3.78 and 3.79 for the Mach-1.6 case, instead, show no
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Figure 3.72: Spectrogram of TF nr. 5 signal (M=1.6, clean insert,
Tw=27 C
Figure 3.73: Spectrogram of thin-film 5 signal (M=1.6, k=1 mm, Tw=26
C)
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Figure 3.74: Spectrogram of TF nr. 14 signal (M=1.6, clean insert,
Tw=27 C)
Figure 3.75: Spectrogram of TF nr. 14 signal (M=1.6, k=1 mm, Tw=26
C)
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Figure 3.76: Spectrogram of TF nr. 4 signal (M=2.3, k=0.1 mm,
Tw=24.5 C)
Figure 3.77: Spectrogram of TF nr. 4 signal (M=2.3, k=0.1 mm,
Tw=33.5 C)
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Figure 3.78: Spectrogram of TF nr. 5 signal (M=1.6, k=1 mm, Tw=26
C)
sensible differences in the spectrograms of thin-film 5 upon a wall tempera-
ture change of 14 ◦C.
This was the generalized behavior of the three sensors closest to the rough-
ness, and also of thin-films 6 and 9 for the 1-mm-high roughness case at Mach
2.3.
3.6.3.3 Wall-temperature fluctuations evolution in the (frequency,time)
domain: conclusions
The spectrograms presented in this Sub-section shed light on the time evo-
lution of the frequency content of the thin-film signals, thus complementing
the analyses made in Sub-section 3.6.2 and adding some new information.
It is evident how the spectrograms presented for the 0.1-mm-high rough-
ness Mach-2.3 case confirm the conclusions drawn from the comparison be-
tween Figs. 3.56 and 3.57, that is, only on the second row of sensors (thin-film
14) a sensible difference respect to the clean-insert case is found; the other
streamwise-oriented sensors yield the same fluctuation intensity as without
roughness. The same confirmation comes from the spectrograms for the 1-
mm-high roughness at Mach 2.3. Here again the important difference among
the fluctuations intensity at the location closest to the wall and that of all
the others is highlighted clearly as by the RMS trend in Fig. 3.59.
Finally, the spectrograms for the Mach-1.6 case also confirm the corre-
sponding RMS trends (Fig. 3.61): the roughness effect is confined down to
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Figure 3.79: Spectrogram of TF nr. 5 signal (M=1.6, k=1 mm, Tw=38
C)
thin-film 6, so that downstream of it changes respect to the clean-insert
configuration are not sensible.
The main difference among the cases above mentioned was generally an
increased amount of peaks along the test time for those signals with larger
fluctuation intensities, while the fluctuation amplitudes were almost the
same. The range of excited frequencies broadened, as well, but generally
main peaks never moved up in the spectrum respect to the less excited case.
The same evidences come from the higher wall-temperature cases. Thus,
one may tentatively conclude that both roughness and wall temperature in-
crease the overall intensity of the wall-temperature fluctuations in the same
way, that is, just by increasing in time the amount of peaks at frequencies
already excited in the clean and/or coldest-wall cases.
The generalized irregular appearance of frequency peaks along the test
time is the peculiar information from the spectrogram analysis. Even if in
some cases the main peaks look aligned along a given frequency, or appear
within a rather restricted band of frequencies, a clear repetition pattern in
time is hard to find. Another aspect brought out by the spectrograms is
that frequencies above 20 kHz stay unexcited throughout the entire test
time, relatively to the lower ones.
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3.7 Cross-correlation analysis of thin-films signals
The high-passed signals used in the previous Section for the spectral analysis
have also been processed for cross-correlation analysis. This analysis aims
at detecting possible phenomena passing through the boundary layer flow
along the instrumented insert. More important, it provides a propagation
velocity for these phenomena, in the form of the ratio of the distance between
two sensors and the lag time between their signals.
Meaningful results from the cross-correlations were output only after fil-
tering out the signals below 500 Hz and above 20 kHz.
Cross-correlations were calculated also for no-flow signals and for signals
during the wind-tunnel starting phase as a check of the validity of the results.
This was done to rule out any false match possibly coming from electronic
noise, or coming from facility noise detectable also in the early phase of the
wind tunnel flow. Figures 3.80 and 3.81 show the difference among cross-
correlation outputs from no-flow signals (also representative of signals from
the wind-tunnel transient starting-phase) and cross-correlation outputs from
test-time signals. For the no-flow cases either the lag time is 0 s (top plot),
that is no passing-phenomenon is detected, or there are many lag times
equally possible (bottom plot). In the case of the in-flow signals, instead, a
single clear peak is always present and yields a lag time different from zero.
Hence, one can conclude that the cross-correlation outputs found from the
signals taken during the test time come from phenomena happening only
during the test time.
3.7.1 Cross-correlation results
Figure 3.82 shows the propagation velocities found for different wall temper-
atures tested at Mach 2.3 with the clean insert. The wall temperature value
is color-scaled from blue (the lowest) to red (the highest) through green and
yellow. The propagation velocity is calculated for each pair of consecutive
thin-films along the instrumented insert, and this is why it is shown by a
horizontal segment: this segment extends between the two thin films of the
pair. The plot is complemented by the streamwise evolutions of freestream
velocity and speed of sound (both from CFD) as visual benchmarks.
It is evident how the same propagation velocity value recurs across four
pairs of thin-films starting from 0.95 m, that is thin-film pairs 5-4, 6-5, 9-6,
14-9. This value varies slightly or not at all with the wall temperature. The
remaining pairs of thin-films give much more changing values, especially
the first pair between thin-films 1 and 4. This situation is replicated for
all the other configurations tested as shown by Figs. 3.83 and 3.84, for the
1-mm-high roughness cases at Mach 2.3 and 1.6, respectively (the former
is also representative of the 0.1-mm-high roughness case at the same Mach
number).
The propagation velocity value is 0.8 ·u∞ for both Mach numbers, and is
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Figure 3.80: Typical cross-correlation outputs from no-flow signals (signal
band pass=[0.5÷ 20] kHz)
Figure 3.81: Typical cross-correlation outputs from signals at Mach 2.3 in
clean-insert configuration (signal band pass=[0.5÷ 20] kHz)
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Figure 3.82: Propagation velocities from the cross-correlations between
pairs of signals from thin-films along the insert (Mach 2.3, clean-insert con-
figuration)
Figure 3.83: Propagation velocities from the cross-correlations between
pairs of signals from thin-films along the insert (Mach 2.3, h = 1 mm)
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Figure 3.84: Propagation velocities from the cross-correlations between
pairs of signals from thin-films along the insert (Mach 1.6, h = 0.1 mm)
not sensibly affected by wall temperature or roughness presence or height.
This makes it hard to conclude that it is the propagation velocity of a
phenomenon generated by the roughness.
As written in the introduction, signal cross correlations were also per-
formed in no-flow conditions and at the starting of the wind tunnel, before
and during the establishment of the supersonic flow within the divergent.
They yielded no result similar to what found in Figs. 3.82 to 3.84. Thus
some other hypotheses for the nature of this phenomenon were investigated.
First, pure acoustic noise from some fixed source within the wind tunnel
has been considered, but readily ruled out because the propagation velocity
is larger than the speed of sound at which acoustic noise would propagate.
Also noise from a fixed source but close on the side(s) of the instrumented
insert can be discarded, because it was not found compatible with the prop-
agation velocities measured by the different sensors along the insert.
Secondly, vortical structures flow within the freestream were considered.
In view of the internal structure of the compression tube between the air-
feeding line and the nozzle convergent, one may suppose that some vortices
may be generated there, and then likely convected downstream throughout
the wind tunnel throat into the divergent, as to cause acoustic disturbances
traveling above and along the thin-films. However, the vortices convection
velocity is likely to be the freestream velocity, thus the absolute velocity
respect to the thin-films should be the sum of the sound velocity and the
freestream velocity, and, consequently, the propagation velocity of such a
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disturbance would be larger than the freestream value, which is not the
present case.
Finally, an electronic problem that happens only during the test is rather
unlikely.
In conclusion, the phenomenon that has generated the cross-correlation
peaks has not been clearly identified for the moment, but one could fairly
conclude that it is not due to the presence of the roughness nor to the wall
temperature value.
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3.8 Time-resolved wall-pressure measurements
The unsteady pressure measurements were performed in order to character-
ize the pressure fluctuations in the boundary layer of the supersonic flow
field under analysis. Unlike for the wall-temperature measurements, for
these measurements also the 0.1-mm-high roughness was tested at Mach 1.6.
In all the tests high-frequency pressure signals were acquired at seven loca-
tions, all downstream of the roughness elements. The surface flush mounted
pressure sensors were placed 3.5d, 25.5d, 46d, 58.5d, 71d and 86d away from
the roughness element. Measurements were made at two locations on both
sides +/-2d away from the centerline to observe the spanwise variation of
unsteady pressure fluctuations far downstream of the roughness element.
The position of the roughness element respect to the measurement locations
is depicted in Fig. 3.85.
Figure 3.85: The PCB insert mounted into the lower ramp of the super-
sonic wind tunnel
Piezo-electric pressure transducers of the type 132A31 with resonance fre-
quency of 1 MHz were used for time-resolved measurements. The signal is
low-pass filtered at 250 kHz and sampled at 1 MHz. The spectral analysis of
the high frequency signal has been performed to characterize the unsteadi-
ness in the boundary layer of the supersonic flow over the flat plate. Fourier
and Welch spectra of the pressure signal at each measurement location and
for every flow condition tested were extracted. The excited frequencies were
extracted in the mean and overall spectra. Furthermore, the temporal spec-
tra of each signal throughout the test duration have been analyzed by means
of spectrograms. The intermittent excitations become visible by such an
analysis.
Among the eight PCBs, the one in the middle of the spanwise row went
irresponsive during the first test and therefore is not reported in Fig. 3.85.
However, the other PCB sensors, except PCB 3, gave too low signal-to-
noise ratios for certain acquisitions. Hence, results are here presented only
for PCB 3, which resulted the only one with a trustworthy signal for all test
conditions.
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3.8.1 Fourier analysis of unsteady pressure signal
3.8.1.1 Broadband spectrum up to 250 kHz
The frequency spectra of the PCB signals were calculated to understand the
development of flow unsteadiness along the wake of the roughness element.
The spectra were first investigated for their broadband content. The power
spectrum density levels of the unsteady pressure fluctuations are plotted for
each test condition as depicted in Fig. 3.86. No spectra exhibit Kolmogorov
decay of (-5/3) for the fully turbulent boundary layer. Hence the state of the
boundary layer downstream of the roughness element cannot be concluded
from the broadband FFT analysis. The boundary layer state may either be
laminar or transitional. Moreover, no distinctive frequency excitation has
been observed on the unsteady pressure spectra beyond 10 kHz.
Figure 3.86: The broadband spectra of PCB sensors for the test at M=2.3
with 0.1 mm roughness
3.8.1.2 Narrow band spectrum up to 15 kHz
The low range frequency spectrum of the pressure fluctuations is exam-
pled in Fig. 3.87. The pronounced individual peaks are always observed at
the values lower then 6 kHz for all test conditions. An additional band of
frequencies between 7 and 10 kHz was observed to be excited for test at
M=1.6. The amplitudes of such band of peaks increase with the roughness
height. On the other hand, the strength of the fluctuations below 6 kHz are
better appreciated when the free stream Mach number is increased to 2.3.
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Furthermore, the amplitude of the low frequency peaks have reduced when
the roughness with 0.1 mm was introduced to the flow. The increase in
the roughness height also led to an amplification on those frequencies. This
trend in PCB spectra is further investigated by spectral analysis throughout
the flow time (Spectrogram analysis) in Sub-section 3.8.1.4.
Figure 3.87: The low frequency spectra of third PCB sensors downstream
of the roughness element for all test conditions
3.8.1.3 Quantification of unsteadiness downstream of the roughness
element
The variation in the pressure unsteadiness commented in the previous sec-
tion, and depicted in Fig. 3.87, was quantified by calculating the root-mean-
square (RMS) of the unsteady pressure signal of the PBC gauge of interest.
RMS values were calculated for each test condition and roughness height by
the integration of the FFT signal for the range of frequencies [100÷ 10000]
Hz in the spectra. The mean levels of RMS together with the standard
deviation resulting from the test repetitions are given in Table 3.5. It was
observed that the introduction of the roughness element of 1 mm height re-
sulted in an increase as high as 27% in the flow unsteadiness from the clean
configuration. But the opposite was found for the 0.1-mm-high roughness.
In this case, in fact, the RMS values do not increases but slightly decrease
respect to the clean configuration; and for both Mach numbers. Finally,
Mach-wise, the level of unsteadiness is the most pronounced for the highest
free stream Mach number for all the three configurations tested.
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clean insert k=0.1 mm k=1 mm
M∞ 1.6 2.3 1.6 2.3 1.6 2.3
RMS × 10−3 [V] 1.77 2.18 1.66 2.11 2.16 2.8
STDEV × 10−4 [V] 0.57 0 0 2.14 0.83 2.5
Table 3.5: RMS values of the pressure fluctuations measured by PCB nr.3
3.8.1.4 Wall-pressure fluctuations evolution in the (frequency,time)
domain
The temporal evaluation of the frequency spectrum has been made as for the
thin-films signals analysis. The function calculates the frequency spectrum
of the signal throughout the given flow time with certain windowing and
overlap. In this analysis, the window length and the overlap were chosen to
be 20000 samples and 19950 samples respectively to maximize the resolution
of the spectrograms. The spectrograms representing all test cases are plotted
in Fig. 3.88.
The time-resolved spectra validates the trends observed in the averaged
frequency analysis. The strongest unsteady activity below 6 kHz is observed
for the largest roughness element for the M=2.3 test. Nevertheless, the
unsteadiness is not observed continuously over the test duration but appears
rather intermittently throughout it. Moreover, Fig. 3.88 depicts that the
overall unsteady activity spreading the entire spectrum up to 15 kHz is
gradually reduced passing from the clean plate configuration to the 1-mm-
roughness configuration for Mach 2.3. That is, the excited frequencies tend
to concentrate toward a defined band below 8 kHz. For M=1.6, instead,
the excited frequencies at 8 kHz are amplified by increasing the roughness
height, and this concentration effect of the roughness is not as clear as for
Mach 2.3.
3.8.2 Conclusions on the unsteady pressure measurements
There are some general evidences that emerge from the pressure fluctuations
analysis.
Figure 3.87 shows peaks at about 1.5 and 3 kHz for all the three con-
figurations tested at Mach 2.3. Their amplitudes decrease going from the
clean-insert configuration to the 0.1-mm-high roughness configuration, but
increase again for 1 mm. The amplitudes for the 1-mm-high roughness are
the highest among the three configurations, hence, this roughness element
increased the unsteadiness within the boundary layer. This increse is con-
firmed by the RMS values in Table 3.5. This amplitude trend with the
roughness height seems to be more general, since Fig. 3.87 shows as well
that all the frequencies in the excited band for the clean-insert configura-
tion reduce their amplitudes for the 0.1-mm-high roughness and increase
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them again for the case with the high roughness. Nevertheless, all excited
frequencies are below 6 kHz for all conditions at Mach 2.3.
For Mach 1.6, instead, the band of excited frequencies centers around 8
kHz in both roughness configurations. Highest amplitudes are induced by
the highest roughness. In the clean configuration, instead, no bands are
clearly visible, but only one peak at about 2700 Hz. For this Mach number
amplitudes seem always to grow going from the clean-insert to the 0.1-mm
and to the 1-mm-high roughness configurations, but this is not what found
in the RMS analysis. Also for this Mach number, in fact, Table 3.5 shows the
RMS slightly decreasing with the smallest roughness, respect to the clean
configuration values. Probably the sole peak about 2700 Hz found for this
latter configuration is responsible of this difference.
Figure 3.88 confirms the extent of the excited frequencies bands in Fig. 3.87
for both Mach numbers, and adds the evidence that they are kept through-
out the whole test time. However, this happens intermittently and without
any clear regularity. Furthermore, the spectrograms show how the scarce
activity above these excited bands tend to concentrate within smaller and
smaller time intervals as the roughness height increases. In fact, what could
be described as ’threads’ of frequencies along large intervals of time become
more and more like ‘spots‘ of frequencies when the roughness is present and
its height increased. In other words, above 6 kHz for Mach 2.3 and 8 kHz for
Mach 1.6 pressure fluctuations become rarer and rarer with the roughness
height. Actually, even if with a more modest extent, this coarsening of the
spectrogram is evident at all frequencies. At Mach 2.3 it happens passing
from the clean-insert configuration to the 0.1-mm-high roughness, while at
Mach 1.6 it happens in passing from k=0.1 mm to k=1 mm.
Finally, one can also observe in Fig. 3.88 how, for the most excited configu-
rations, peaks are repeated during the test time more often than for the least
excited configurations. This aspect is in common with the wall-temperature
fluctuations analyzed in Sub-section 3.6.3.
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Figure 3.88: Time-resolved frequency spectra of third PCB sensor down-
stream of the roughness element for all test conditions
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3.9 Transition criteria and conclusions
3.9.1 Transition criteria
As a final general check of the experimental results from the thin-film mea-
surements, two general transition criteria, the Reda criterion and the Shuttle
criterion, have been applied to the experimental results. Both these criteria
for hypersonic boundary layer flows were used to cross check experimental
and numerical results in ref. [40]. The cases studied in ref. [40] were similar
to the present ones: a flat plate with a single roughness element of differ-
ent heights and variable wall temperature submitted to a supersonic flow at
Mach 3 and Mach 6. The following Figs. 3.89 and 3.90 report their results
to allow the comparison with the results of the same criteria applied to the
present tests.
Figure 3.89: From ref. [40]: the Reda transition criterion applied to nu-
merical and experimental results
In both Figures different diagonal lines appear. They are drawn as from
the original criterion or from the experimental and numerical results re-
ported in ref. [40]. Each of these lines is a threshold: if a test point falls
above it, the flow is predicted to be turbulent, if it falls below, the flow is
predicted to be still laminar. Reference [41] specifies that the turbulent flow
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Figure 3.90: From ref. [40]: the Shuttle transition criterion applied to
numerical and experimental results
is predicted to start at the location of the roughness as the test point is
above the threshold of the Shuttle criterion.
The two criteria are based on the boundary layer characteristics of the test
point (the momentum thickness, θ, or the physical thickness, δ), the flow
properties (the density and velocity at the roughness height, ρk and uk,
respectively), the properties of the freestream flow (density, velocity, and
Mach number, ρe, ue,Me, respectively), the wall temperature (only for the
Reda criterion and through the viscosity at the wall µw), and the roughness
height (k in Fig. 3.89 or h in Fig. 3.90). For the Reda criterion k is the
average height of the surface roughness distributed on hemispherical or blunt
conical surfaces (see ref. 3 in ref. [40]), while for the Shuttle criterion h is
the height of a single roughness element placed on a flat wall.
As the name suggests, the Shuttle criterion has been developed from Space
Shuttle in-flight and wind-tunnel data, the latter taken at Mach 6 and 8
and at high angles of attack. This criterion was developed to assess the
aero-thermodynamic dangerousness of protuberances jutting out from the
thermal protection system constituting the Shuttle external surfaces. In
time these data have been complemented by other data from successive
NASA hypersonic lifting-body programs, and the criterion was consequently
updated [41, 42].
Hence, the Shuttle criterion seems better suited than the Reda crite-
rion to describe the present results, even if it fails to account for the wall-
temperature effect. However, it must be noted that none of both criteria
accounts for the pressure gradient in the present tests, which, being negative
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(i.e. the pressure decreases along the velocity direction), favors boundary
layer stability, thus it delays transition to turbulence [e.g., 43]. More specif-
ically, Morrisette [44] performed measurements in hypersonic flows to assess
the effect of a favorable pressure gradient on transition to turbulence induced
by a single roughness. His test articles were blunt-leading-edge flat plates
and blunt cones. He found that the effective roughness Reynolds number
(calculated with the minimum roughness height for which turbulence starts
very close to the roughness) with a favorable pressure gradient was between
twice and seven times the value with zero pressure gradient. This means
that a roughness in a favorable pressure gradient flow has to be higher than
in a no-pressure-gradient flow to trigger turbulence. For the present tests,
CFD computations found the streamwise pressure gradient at the rough-
ness location equal to -50 kPa/m for Mach 2.3, and equal to -65 kPa/m for
Mach 1.6. These values correspond to a doubling of the effective roughness
Reynolds number as from the data in [44].
Figures 3.91 and 3.92 show the Reda criterion and the Shuttle criterion
applied to the present thin-film tests for both Mach numbers (2.3 and 1.6),
both roughness heights (0.1 and 1 mm), and all the wall temperatures. Both
figures report the plot limits in the corresponding ref. [40] figures by dashed
grey contours as to ease visual comparison.
Figure 3.91: The Reda transition criterion applied to the results of the
present thin-film experiments
Figure 3.91 reports only the two upmost diagonal lines in Fig. 3.89, “Reda
X-33 C=602” and “Line SOTON 420”, that are sufficient to conclude on the
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present tests. It is seen that the test points form two distinct groups: those
for Mach 2.3 and k=0.1 mm cluster all just below the Reda X-33 line and
practically on the SOTON line, around the abscissa 0.2; all those for k= 1
mm, instead, are well above both lines and lay just after the abscissa 10.
In the case of the first group only the Reda X-33 line seems to yield a clear
conclusion, that is, the boundary layer flows at Mach 2.3 past the 0.1-mm-
high roughness are still laminar. The SOTON line, instead, may suggest
that they are “transitional”, i.e., in the process of becoming turbulent, since
they all cluster just on the laminar/turbulent threshold, not clearly above
or below. In the case of the second group, instead, there are no doubts for
the prediction, because all the test-points clearly result turbulent according
to both lines.
All the present test-points in Fig. 3.91 fall off Fig. 3.89 plot limits because
of their higher ordinates and lower or (slightly) larger abscissas. In both
these differences the higher unit Reynolds number, lower wall temperatures,
different roughness heights, or the lower Mach numbers of the present tests
play a role. But they are essentially due to the momentum thickness higher
than that in the tests of ref. [40]. The momentum thickness at a given
location along a surface is directly proportional to the distance from the
leading edge of the surface, and in the present case the roughness/ramp-
leading-edge distance is about 0.93 m, much higher than the value in ref. [40].
In fact, for the latter the present author has estimated a throughout length
of the test article of about 0.16 m, thus the roughness/leading-edge distance
has to be even less than 0.16 m. This momentum thickness, then, appears
at the numerator of the ordinate and at the denominator of the abscissa, so
that the present test points are lifted up and put away from Fig. 3.91 range.
The latter effect is equally due to a difference in the roughness heights: the
present tests are for k=0.1 and 1 mm, ref. [40] tests have been made for k
ranging from 0.1 to 0.3 mm.
Finally, Fig. 3.92 reports all the diagonal lines in Fig. 3.90. It is clear that,
whatever the threshold chosen, all of them predict a turbulent boundary
layer downstream of the roughness for all the present cases.
3.9.2 Conclusions
A total of forty five tests has been performed to study the effects of a sin-
gle roughness element and of the wall temperature on supersonic boundary
layer flows. Tests were for freestream Mach numbers of 2.3 and 1.6. Two
roughness heights were tested, 1 mm and 0.1 mm; the roughness base was
2× 2 mm2 for both heights.
Two types of sensors were used: thin-films and piezoelectric pressure
transducers (PCBs). Thin-films were used to measure the convection heat
flux through the wall, and the temperature fluctuations at the wall. PCBs
were used to measure pressure fluctuations at the wall. From the heat flux
measurements at different wall temperatures the adiabatic wall temperature
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Figure 3.92: The Shuttle transition criterion applied to the results of the
present thin-film experiments
values were obtained for each configuration tested, and were used as indi-
cator of the state of the boundary layer. Reference values for the adiabatic
wall temperature were calculated with analytical models, whose validity, in
turn, was checked against CFD results.
The adiabatic wall temperature trends in Section 3.5 show that the general
roughness effect on the boundary layer does not persist with the distance
from the roughness. In case of the Mach-2.3 flows, in fact, the two roughness
heights produce turbulent levels of adiabatic wall temperature only as peaks
in two distinct locations (one of which is the closest to the roughness for the
lowest roughness height), while the rest of the values is either intermediate or
laminar. The Mach-1.6 flows show the same general trend, except that the
peaks are just approaching turbulent levels of adiabatic wall temperature,
while the others values are laminar. Moreover, none of these peaks is as
close to the roughness as for Mach 2.3.
Heat flux streamwise trends in Section 3.4 confirm that the roughness
effect is generally localized close to the roughness itself and does not extend
downstream to the last sensor available. Then, the spanwise trends for the
Mach-2.3 0.1-mm-high-roughness and the Mach-1.6 cases show that at this
position the flow is also rather uniform spanwise. In turn, the remaining
spanwise trends from the rows closest to the roughness confirm the most
sensible effect of the roughness there, showing more appreciable spanwise
heat flux changes.
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The combined use of heat flux measurements and adiabatic-wall tem-
peratures has let the calculation of the Stanton number trends along the
instrumented plate. These trends, in turn, have been used to inquiry the
boundary layer status. They, checked against analytical values for pressure-
gradient-free flows, picture a transitional boundary layer downstream of the
1-mm-high roughness at Mach 2.3 for all the wall temperatures tested. On
the other hand, for the cases of the roughness 0.1-mm high at Mach 2.3,
and of the roughness 1-mm high at Mach 1.6, the results of the Stanton
number analysis are judged too moot to be relied upon. This is likely due
to the proximity of all the wall temperatures tested at the Mach 2.3 to the
adiabatic-wall value, and to the inaccuracy of the analytical model used to
check the Mach-1.6 cases.
The analysis of the thin-films unsteady data has been carried out with
different tools with the purpose of allowing different points of view on the
same phenomena (Section 3.6); this helped confirming conclusions by more
than one result. PCBs results on pressure fluctuations complement this
analysis.
The frequency analysis in Sub-section 3.6.1 showed that fluctuations am-
plitudes increase with the wall temperature at frequencies below 1 kHz at
Mach 2.3, but not for the 1-mm-high-roughness configuration. In this case,
in fact, a general amplitude decrease is observed across the whole frequency
range. At Mach 1.6 and 1-mm roughness, fluctuation amplitudes do not
change much with wall temperature, suggesting that the Mach number may
outplay roughness height and wall temperature.
The most important effect of the Mach number, passing from Mach 2.3 to
Mach 1.6, was found to be a sensible amplitude decrease for the 1-mm-high
roughness cases. This conclusion applies also to the pressure fluctuations
measured by the PCBs; and also for the 0.1-mm-high roughness. Then, for
the low Mach number, peaks are observed to repeat more frequently along
the spectrum of all the thin-films signals, while they get centered around a
specific frequency for the pressure fluctuations. For the same Mach 2.3, the
roughness effect on the thin-films spectra respect to the clean configuration
is sensible only for the largest height tested.
Finally, highest peaks appear always below a certain frequency in the
spectra of the wall-temperature fluctuations, which is generally lower than
1 kHz. Above 20 kHz most of the signals amplitudes have decreased of one
order of magnitude respect to their peak values, and this decrease becomes of
two orders of magnitude above 100 kHz. Wall-pressure fluctuations highest
peaks also appear all below a certain frequency, but this time this is 6 kHz
for all the cases tested at Mach 2.3. For the cases at Mach 1.6, instead, the
peaks tend to concentrate around 8 kHz leaving the rest of the spectrum
relatively much more clean.
The main goal of the RMS analysis of the temperature fluctuations was
to highlight their general trend along the instrumented insert. This trend is
found to change in passing from the lower to the higher roughness at Mach
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2.3. For the 0.1-mm-high roughness, in fact, the RMS has its lowest value
closest to the roughness and its highest away from it. On the contrary, for
the 1-mm-high roughness the highest RMS is closest to the roughness and
decreases monotonically with the distance. The RMS streamwise trend at
Mach 1.6, then, is analogous to that at Mach 2.3 for the same roughness
height of 1 mm. This change is confirmed by the analysis of the signals
spectrograms, which provided also a hypothesis for the mechanism of fluc-
tuations amplitude rise. This mechanism may be the increased recurrence
in time of peaks already present in the less excited signals, rather than an
increase of the peaks across the frequency spectrum at a given time. Fi-
nally, intensity-wise, the comparison of the measured RMS with literature
data highlighted an one-order-of-magnitude difference respect to turbulent
values and a much closer proximity to laminar values for both Mach num-
bers.
No RMS trends resulted from the wall pressure measurements because
only one sensor performed acceptably. This is the one located in the middle
of the PCBs insert, and yielded RMS values with the 0.1-mm-high rough-
ness, and for both Mach numbers tested, slightly lower than for the clean
configuration. As for the wall-temperature fluctuations, the highest RMS
values were reached for the 1-mm-high roughness configuration.
The peculiar information from the spectrogram analysis is that, gener-
ally, frequency peaks of comparable amplitude are irregularly intermittent
throughout the test time: that is, they appear and disappear during the test
at times hardly relatable to each other. This intermittency is found for the
temperature fluctuations as well as for the pressure fluctuations. Also pres-
sure fluctuations spectrograms highlight how this intermittency increases
with the roughness height, but show as well how the peak amplitudes in-
crease more than for the wall-temperature fluctuations with the roughness
height and for both Mach numbers tested.
The cross-correlation analysis of Section 3.7 revealed a phenomenon likely
moving along the instrumented insert at 0.8 · U∞ m/s in all the test cases
considered; with or without the roughness. Therefore, this phenomenon
cannot be directly related to the presence of the roughness.
At this point one can summarize the results from the many analyses per-
formed, and try to conclude accordingly on the effects of single roughness
and wall temperature on the status of Mach-2.3 and Mach-1.6 boundary
layer flows. These analyses have stemmed from two types of data. First,
the steady data that allowed the calculation of the wall heat flux, the adi-
abatic wall temperature, and the Stanton number. The last two quantities
let an assessment on the boundary layer status, even if the Stanton num-
ber analytic trends do not account for the pressure-gradient effect. Sec-
ond, the unsteady data that allowed the spectral analysis of the pressure
and wall temperature fluctuations (across the whole test time and in the
frequency-time domain), the cross correlations, and the calculation of their
RMS trends. The latter trends checked against literature data also let an
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assessment of the boundary layer status.
Furthermore, there are the two transition criteria, whose results have to
be judged keeping in mind the warnings given in Sub-section 3.9.1; especially
for the Reda criterion.
For the case of the roughness 1-mm high and Mach 2.3 all the analyses on
the measurements converge to the same conclusion that the flow downstream
of the roughness is not fully turbulent but rather ”transitional“, i.e., in the
process of becoming turbulent. Both transition criteria, on the other hand,
predict a turbulent boundary layer flow for it.
For the case of the roughness 0.1-mm high and Mach 2.3, the analyses
on the measurements converge to the same conclusion as for the 1-mm-high
roughness, that is the boundary layer flow downstream of the roughness
is not yet turbulent but ”transitional“. This is now the same prediction
as from the Reda criterion, but the Shuttle criterion still predicts a turbu-
lent boundary layer downstream of the roughness. Finally, for the case of
the roughness 1-mm high at Mach 1.6, the RMS and the adiabatic-wall-
temperature trends give a boundary layer not turbulent and transitional in
a lesser degree respect to Mach 2.3. This latter prediction is shared by both
transition criteria.
The general view of a non-turbulent flow downstream of the roughness
in all the cases above mentioned is then reinforced by the spectral analysis
of the wall temperature fluctuations. In fact, the resulting spectra have all
peaks in a defined frequency range, and their amplitudes decrease rapidly
with the frequency. But this is not what is expected from a supersonic
turbulent boundary layer. In this case, in fact, fluctuations amplitudes
should stay comparable across a wide frequency range and should feature a
less steep decay with the frequency. For instance, measurements in ref. [39]
on a fully turbulent supersonic boundary layer give 90% of the turbulent
energy within a frequency range stretching up to 90 kHz, while in the present
cases beyond 20 kHz there is a drop in fluctuations amplitude of one order
of magnitude. Then, in case of a turbulent boundary layer, one would have
expected a decaying law for the frequency spectrum as -5/3, but all the
present spectra have a decay steeper than that, which is rather found to be
a characteristic of a turbulent flow in its earliest stage [e.g., 18].
In the end, all the analyses of the steady and unsteady measurements data
lead to the same conclusion for the cases at Mach 2.3 for both roughness
heights: their effect in conjunction to the several wall temperature values
is not sufficient to trigger a fully turbulent boundary layer along the length
of the instrumented insert downstream of the roughness. And this full con-
vergence of conclusions repeats also for the case at Mach 1.6. In fact, the
unsteady data analyses keep on picturing the same situation as for the Mach
2.3 cases, and the adiabatic wall trends are the closest of the lot to the lam-
inar limit. The above conclusions are practically never the same as from the
prediction criteria. This may be due to the criteria incapability to account
for the favorable pressure gradient experienced by the flows in the present
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tests, or to their specificity to flow and/or surface conditions too different
from those of the present tests.
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Chapter 4
Effects of oblique-shock-wave
impingement onto a Mach-2
transitional boundary layer
The test campaign at Mach 2 to be presented in this Chapter was conceived
to investigate the effect of the impingement of an oblique shock wave on
a supersonic transitional boundary layer. For transitional boundary layer
has to be intended the boundary layer that is in the process of becoming
fully turbulent and cannot be considered anymore laminar but neither yet
fully turbulent. Two types of transitional boundary layer can be distin-
guished: natural and induced. The natural transitional boundary layer is
the boundary layer that is becoming turbulent without any major external
forcing agent, but just because of the eventual growing of the instabilities
that inevitably it carries within. The induced transitional boundary layer,
instead, is the boundary layer that is forced to become turbulent by some
external forcing agent.
The main characteristic of a naturally transitional boundary layer is the
presence of turbulent spots [e.g., 45], i.e., lumps of turbulent flow com-
pletely embedded in the surrounding flow, still mainly laminar. Turbulent
spots continuous birth and subsequent evolution eventually set on the fully
turbulent boundary layer downstream of the location of their first appear-
ance [e.g., 12, 45, 46]. This is why the bounds of the naturally transitional
boundary layer are considered the location of appearance of the first tur-
bulent spots and the location where a fully turbulent boundary layer is
observed [e.g., 12, 47].
On the other hand, the main characteristic of a roughness element is that
its effect on the flow is well confined within a specific zone of fluid down-
stream of it: its wake. It is observed [e.g., 8, 10, 48] that the incoming lami-
nar boundary layer is sensibly modified within the roughness wake, so much
as to possibly become turbulent at a certain distance from the roughness.
This distance depends on many factors, among which the most prominent
can be considered the size (height) of the roughness [5, 11, e.g., and refer-
ences therein]. Since, in general, the wake of the roughness grows spanwise
with the distance [e.g., 45], a turbulent wake will fill with turbulence more
and more of the boundary layer as it flows along. Hence, only the wake of
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the roughness can be considered as the transitional part of a boundary layer
that is forced to become turbulent with a roughness element.
In the present test campaign the natural transitional boundary layer has
been simulated by the flow perturbed with an electric spark released at dif-
ferent frequencies. In fact, it has been observed that a turbulent spot can be
triggered within a laminar boundary layer in this way . This generation pro-
cess is so regular as to allow the detailed studies of the spots characteristics
and properties [46, 49]. However, to the author knowledge, the present tests
are the first attempt to generate a turbulent spot in a supersonic boundary
layer along a flat plate in such a way. Only one similar attempt [50] at hy-
personic speeds on an axis-symmetric body has been found by this author
in the open literature.
For the induced transitional boundary layer, then, a single roughness 1-
mm high, and 2-mm wide and long has been used to generate the wake
in the Mach-2 boundary layer. This roughness is actually the same as the
highest roughness tested in the test campaign described in Chapter 3.
4.1 Instrumentation and apparati for the
generation of electric sparks within a
supersonic boundary layer
For this test campaign the same sensors with the same electronics as for
the test campaign presented in Chapter 3 have been used. For the PCBs
the very same sensors in the same insert were used, whilst the thin-films
insert was different from that of Chapter 3, and equipped with eleven ther-
mocouples: four of them on the insert top and the rest on its bottom. These
thermocouples were used as reference for the thin-films measurements and
as gauge of the insert temperature during the continuous run of the Mach-2
facility. Figure 4.1 shows the layout of the thin-films along their insert.
The novelty of this test campaign was the use of an electric spark to
perturb the supersonic boundary layer. To produce this effect new devices
had to be designed and manufactured; they are presented in the following
Sub-section 4.1.1.
4.1.1 Hardware for the generation of electric sparks
To release an electric spark within a boundary layer, two electrodes can be
placed above the wall where the boundary layer develops [46]. Their height
has to be as low as to keep them within the boundary layer, but as high as
not to endanger the spark release with the proximity to the wall. A trial
and error procedure in a preliminary test campaign has been used to set
this optimal height. This test campaign will be discussed in the following
Section 4.2.
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Figure 4.1: The layout of the thin-films on the insert used for the Mach-2
test campaign (dimensions are in mm)
The electrodes need to be powered by an electric circuit that has to build
a voltage difference high enough to release the spark in the air gap between
them. In the present tests two different electric circuits were used as to
provide different spark release frequencies (Fig. 4.2). The first circuit was
comprised of a car battery, a 40-kV car induction coil, and a frequency
modulator [46] (Fig. 4.2 top). The latter was based on a 555-timer electronic
circuit that generates a tunable square wave to activate the coil. Tuning the
square wave resulted in tuning the spark release frequency. After devising
modifications of the circuitry and a specific procedure to operate the coil, the
frequency modulator was calibrated (see next Section 4.2). The frequencies
1, 10, and 20 Hz were finally selected for the tests at Mach 2. The second
circuit was comprised of a 12-kV transformer powered by the main (Fig. 4.2
bottom). This configuration allowed a release frequency fixed at 100 Hz
directly governed by the alternate current of the main.
The electrodes of both circuits were mounted in a plug that was flush-
mounted into the wall along which the boundary layer developed. Figure 4.3
shows the plug out of the wall during the tests for the characterization of
the spark shape. To avoid the spark happening behind the electrodes tips,
or even in the bulk of the plug, the cables to the electrodes had to be
electrically insulated, and the plug had to be made of a strong electrical
insulator. Therefore, special high-voltage cables were used in both circuits
to carry the current to the electrodes, and the plug was made of Vespel
Dupont® SP-1, a strong electric-insulator easy to machine. Easy machining
was a requirement because, as a further precaution, the plug was specifically
shaped as to keep the cables as far as possible from each other, and as to
have the shortest distance between the electrodes exactly at their tips. This
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Figure 4.2: The schematics of the two circuits used to generate the electric
spark
Figure 4.3: The spark plug activated and recorded by high speed camera
(the gap between the electrodes is 6 mm)
resulted in the plug featuring two diagonal passages for the electrodes with
slanted surfaces at their bottoms (Fig. 4.4).
The gap between the electrodes tips had to be chosen taking into account
the wanted size of the perturbed zone within the boundary layer, and the
voltage difference allowed by the circuitry. In fact, there is a relation between
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Figure 4.4: The cross section of the spark plug with its two convergent
passages for the electrodes
the electrode gap, the air pressure, and the voltage required to generate an
electric spark. This is shown in Fig. 4.5 by the Paschen law for plane-
parallel electrodes. Based on literature data [46, 49] and on the electric
power available to the electrodes, three gaps were chosen, 2, 4, 6 mm, and
three different plugs were manufactured accordingly. All of these gaps were
tested in a preliminary test campaign, and one gap was selected for the
supersonic test campaign.
4.2 Preliminary test campaigns
Once all the hardware for the generation of the spark was ready, the prelim-
inary test campaigns were carried out to: test and calibrate the frequency
modulator; test the reliability of the hardware; check the effective genera-
tion of a turbulent spot within a laminar boundary layer. For the latter
point three electrodes gaps were tried, and the electrodes height from the
wall was varied. Finally, the validity of some of the conclusions drawn from
these tests at ambient pressure was checked for Mach-2-like low pressures
by a further test campaign in a vacuum chamber.
The calibration of the frequency modulator has been made by visualizing
the spark releases at a given modulator position with the Phantom high-
speed camera (Fig. 4.3). Once calibrated, the modulator was capable to span
a frequency range from 1 Hz to 20 Hz. During a series of such tests following
the wind tunnel test campaign the power released by the spark to the air
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Figure 4.5: The relation between electrodes tip gap (d), pressure (p), and
voltage for spark release (Paschen law)[51]
was also estimated by measurements of voltage across and current along
the cables connecting the electrodes to the battery-coil and the transformer
circuits. The sampling frequency of these measurements was 1 GHz as to
sufficiently resolve the very short characteristic time of the spark release.
The measured peak power produced by the battery-coil circuit was 8.5 kW,
and the corresponding energy release 100 mJ. The cumulative peak power
produced by the transformer circuit was 124 kW with a corresponding energy
release to the flow of 250 mJ. This power is cumulative in the sense that is
the sum of nine distinct, major power-peaks that happened during one spark
release. Their powers ranged from a minimum of 10.4 kW to a maximum of
13 kW. Both energy releases have the same order of magnitude because their
times are different: the power from the battery-coil circuit was released to
the flow in 30 µs, while the power from the transformer circuit relative to
each of the nine peaks was released in 2 µs; the order of magnitude of these
times is confirmed by [51]. So, in the end, the transformer circuit input
about 2.5 times more energy into the flow than the batter-coil circuit.
To check the hardware reliability and its effectiveness on a boundary layer
flow, a test campaign was carried out in the low-speed wind tunnel shown
in Fig. 4.6.
This facility, open-loop and of the suction type, features a velocity tunable
from about 2 m/s up to 45 m/s, and a freestream turbulence intensity of
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Figure 4.6: A view of the low-speed wind-tunnel with the set up for smoke-
sheet visualizations
around 0.2%. The freestream velocity is adjustable by varying the speed of
the facility DC-motor. Its value is obtained from the measurement of the
static pressure, and for the present tests was fixed at 2 m/s.
The wind tunnel octagonal test section is 0.28-m wide and 1.3-m long
with wide Plexiglass windows on four sides. These windows allowed the
flow visualizations by which conclusions on the hardware effectiveness were
drawn.
For these visualizations, the boundary layer flow developing along the bot-
tom of the test section was made visible by the use of a smoke screen. This
was generated by a flush-mounted slit located just downstream of the spark
plug and perpendicularly to the flow direction. The bottom of the slit hosted
a narrow strip of Nicrom (an alloy specifically made to maximize Joule heat-
ing) connected in series to a DC power generator. The slit was filled before
each test with a thin layer of grease, which, once the DC generator was on,
rapidly vaporized into the boundary layer flow. This vaporization resulted
in a smoke sheet as wide as the slit that flowed downstream just above the
wall. Finally, this smoke sheet was made visible by bottom illumination.
(Figs. 4.6 and 4.7).
The visualizations revealed that the spark has indeed an effect on the
boundary layer, and that it appears downstream of the slit, along the hor-
izontal line through the electrodes location, or slightly displaced to its left
(Fig. 4.8). This result is in accordance with ref. [46], which reports that the
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Figure 4.7: A view of the smoke sheet generated on the bottom of the low-
speed wind-tunnel test section. The cabling for electrodes and Nicrom heater
is visible through the transparent bottom
spots are not generated just at the spark location, but always further down-
stream. The distance between the slit and the location of the spark-induced
perturbation was found to increase with the spark frequency.
The spark effect on the smoke sheet was found depending heavily on the
electrodes height from the wall. A difference of plus 3 mm above the optimal
value, or flush mounting, resulted in no visible effect at all. Hence, the fact
that no perturbation is seen on the smoke screen leads to the conclusion
that no perturbation at all was generated by the spark within the boundary
layer. In the case of the flush mounting, then, it was soon evident during
the characterization of the spark how a release very close to the plug sur-
face was to be avoided. In fact, the spark regularly burned away a rather
consistent amount of material from the surface within the electrodes with
the consequence of piercing a preferred path across the electrodes bases that
short-circuited the electrodes tips. In so doing, the spark in air extinguished.
In the end the optimal height of the electrodes was found to be 0.7 mm, and
was adopted for the tests at Mach 2.
Another evidence from the visualizations was that the appearance of the
disturbance on the smoke sheet was synchronized with the spark release
at the lowest frequencies. As the spark frequency increased, however, this
aspect was more difficult to single out from the visualizations.
Regarding the best gap between the electrodes, the heaviest effects on the
smoke sheet have been found with that of 6 mm; with both the battery-coil
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Figure 4.8: The effect of one spark release on the smoke sheet (spark
frequency=1 Hz, electrode gap=6 mm, the flow comes from above)
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Figure 4.9: The effect of one transformer burst on the smoke sheet (spark
frequency= 100 Hz, electrode gap=6 mm, the flow comes from above)
circuit and the transformer circuit. Figure 4.9 shows the top view of the
effect on the smoke sheet of an impulsive activation of the transformer (
“burst-mode”, that is, the transformer was turned on and just after turned
off). It is seen that the central part of the smoke sheet is distorted as to
feature dark zones from where smoke disappeared and brighter zones where
the smoke seemed to concentrate. And these brighter zones show sinuous
filaments of smoke. But, most importantly, all this happens in a well defined
zone of the sheet, whose surroundings stay unaffected. It is found that this
finiteness is the outmost feature of a turbulent spot, which can be idealized
as a lump of turbulent flow surrounded by an otherwise laminar flow [e.g.,
12, 45, 46, 49, 52].
Figure 4.10, then, shows a side view of the effects of the spark generated by
the battery-coil circuit. In this test the spark frequency was not kept fixed,
but continuously increased from 1 to 8 Hz, and Fig. 4.10 captures the flow
field at 8 Hz. The same dark and bright zones as in Fig. 4.9 are present, and
again the visible part of the smoke sheet bordering the perturbed flow stays
laminar. But, in this picture one can also appreciate the extension normal
to the wall of the spark-induced perturbation, i.e. its three-dimensional
character. Fig. 4.10, in fact, shows filaments of smoke lifted up from the
smoke sheet. These filaments are also sinuous like those in the top view of
Fig. 4.9.
To have a better idea of the nature of the perturbations visualized in
Figs. 4.9 and 4.10, one can compare them to the visualization in Fig. 4.11.
This picture shows a fully turbulent boundary layer naturally occurring
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Figure 4.10: The effect of sparks generated by the battery-coil circuit on
the smoke sheet (spark frequency continuously increased from 1 to 8 Hz,
electrode gap=6 mm)
along the bottom wall of the test section. Natural transition to turbulence
was achieved by continuously increasing the freestream velocity of the wind
tunnel. The increase was slow as to allow the camera to capture the initial
effect of turbulence on the smoke sheet. In fact, once the turbulent boundary
layer was fully established, the whole smoke sheet was cleared from the wall,
and no visualization was possible anymore.
Even if the zoom of the image is not as in Figs. 4.9 and 4.10, in Fig. 4.11
one can still detect the presence of zones cleared by the smoke aside to zones
were the smoke seems denser (thus resulting brighter). Where the smoke is
still visible, sinuous filaments are seen aligned to the main flow direction,
instead of the regular laminar streaklines in Fig. 4.7.
One can conclude from this comparison that the spark effects on the
smoke sheet in Figs. 4.9 and 4.10 present the same features as the turbulent
boundary layer naturally occurring in the same wind tunnel, except for the
fact that they are bounded in space. Furthermore, the images in ref. [53]
show the core of a turbulent spot featuring dark zones bounded by brighter
ones that highlight sinuous filaments of fluid. The visualizations in [53] were
made by a smoke wire, i.e. a spanwise-mounted wire from which smoke
streaks parallel to the flow direction originated. The freestream velocity of
the flow was 5.3 m/s.
Accurate measurements would have been needed to find out whether the
perturbations shown in Figs. 4.9 and 4.10 were real turbulent spots or not.
Notably, measurements of velocity average and fluctuation values [e.g., 12,
46].
In conclusion, the results from this preliminary test campaign are the
identification of: the best electrodes gap as 6 mm; the optimal electrodes
height from the wall as 0.7 mm; the successful calibration and testing of
the new hardware. In the end, the visualizations showed, at least, that the
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Figure 4.11: Smoke sheet visualization of the naturally-occurring turbulent
boundary layer along the bottom of the L2A low-speed wind tunnel
spark had a clear effect on the boundary layer flow. Even if this cannot be
surely considered as a fully developed turbulent spot, this effect was judged
enough for the validation of the two set-ups for the spark generation and for
their use for tests at Mach 2.
The last check on the spark-generating apparati consisted in testing them
at low static pressures, comparable to or lower than those of the Mach-2 flow
of the tests. In fact, the Paschen law (Fig. 4.5) states clearly a dependency
of the voltage on the air pressure, and the tests above presented were carried
out at ambient pressure, while those at Mach 2 feature a much lower static
pressure. This is not only because of the supersonic expansion that the air
flow undergoes, but also because of the characteristics of the continuous-
flow facility used. As explained in the following Sub-section 4.3.1, this wind
tunnel pumps out air from the flow within it in order to keep safe compressor
operations. It follows that the combination of supersonic expansion and low
mass of air brings the static pressure in the test section to values of the
order of 103 Pa (see Table 4.1).
The set up in Fig. 4.12 was used to replicate these low pressure values.
The plug with the electrodes was placed inside a sealed chamber, wherein
vacuum was made by the use of a vacuum pump. The effect of the pump was
controlled by a pressure calibrator, so that different pressures were possible
to set. At each pressure the spark was released and filmed by the high-speed
camera. The camera movies allowed the check of any major changes respect
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Figure 4.12: The spark plug within the vacuum chamber for testing at very
low pressures
to the ambient-pressure tests, and the individuation of the effects of the low
pressure.
Figure 4.13 show the sequence of three high-speed camera pictures of the
spark released within the vacuum chamber at three different static pressures:
ambient, 0.5 atm, and 0.01 atm (from left to right; note that in the rightmost
picture the view angle is more slanted than in the other two). These pictures
confirmed that the spark was correctly released also at pressures lower than
ambient, but show as well that its characteristics changed. Notably, the color
of the spark changes from orange to violet going from ambient to 0.01 atm,
and, perhaps more importantly, the spark becomes thicker as the pressure
decreases to the lowest value.
A possible explanation for the change in color is in the total mass of
air within the vacuum chamber decreasing with the pressure decrease. In
fact, the power released by the spark to the air within the electrodes is
independent of air pressure, but is received by less and less molecules of
air as the pressure goes down. Therefore these fewer molecules are more
energized than those excited at higher pressures, and emit light at a higher
frequency. This higher-frequency emission results in the spark color shifting
toward the upper edge of the visible spectrum, i.e. the violet.
Probably, then, this reduction of air mass with decreasing pressure is also
responsible for the spark thickening.
The pressure decrease had no effect on the frequency of the spark release,
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Figure 4.13: The spark released at three different static pressures: ambient,
0.5 atm, 0.01 atm, from left to right
but a sensible effect on the duration of the spark glow. However, the latter
was present only for the spark generated by the battery-coil circuit. This
effect is presented in Fig. 4.14 and consisted in a general increase of the spark
glow duration as pressure decreased from ambient (1000 mbar) to 0.1 atm
(100 mbar). Then, from this pressure down, only at a release frequency of 20
Hz the spark duration came back to the value of the ambient pressure (1000
mbar), while for the other two frequencies it stayed higher. As from Table 4.1
in the following, 10 mbar (0.01 atm), i.e 1000 Pa, is the static pressure
expected in the Mach 2 test section. Note that the times in Fig. 4.14 are two
order of magnitudes larger than the times of the spark energy release, but
they refer to two different phenomena: the energy release to air is the cause
of the spark glow, i.e. of the spark visibility. The glow is generated by the
vibrational relaxation of the air molecules, and this does not stop with the
energy release, but continues after it as long as the whole vibrational energy
in the frequencies of the visible light is exhausted. The order of magnitude of
the spark glow in Fig. 4.14 is typical of spark plugs for automotive use [e.g.,
54].
Finally, another noticeable low-pressure effect was at the rear of the plug,
where cables connect to the electrodes; it is visible in the third image of
Fig. 4.13. There appears that a spark is released between the cables at the
same time as between the electrodes. It is possible that, due to the low
pressure, the voltage difference across the two cables has become enough to
release the spark. Figure 4.5 shows, in fact, how a decrease of air pressure
of two orders of magnitude (from 1 bar to 10 mbar) for the same distance
between electrodes, can reduce the voltage for spark release from 40 kV to 1
kV. This second spark was not synchronized to the main spark, but appeared
sporadically. Nonetheless, more electrically-insulating material was added
at the connections between the electric cables and the electrodes for the
tests at Mach 2.
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Figure 4.14: The duration of the spark glow generated by the battery-coil
circuit versus air pressure
4.3 Mach-2 test campaign
The test campaign at Mach 2 has comprised one hundred tests, by which
the effects on the laminar boundary layer of the single roughness and of the
release of the electric spark have been studied. One roughness height was
tested, 1 mm, and four spark release frequencies, 1, 10, 20, 100 Hz. Tests
for both roughness and spark have been carried out with and without the
impingement of a 41-oblique shock wave as to highlight its effects on the
transitional boundary layer. Schlieren movies (Fig. 4.15) were shot for each
test by a high-speed camera to visualize the location and (possibly) some
effects of the oblique shock on the boundary layer.
The cause of the untidiness of the shock appearance in Fig. 4.15 may be
the vibrations of the shock generator that were evident during the tests.
Another explanation (or a complement to the previous one) may come from
the three-dimensionality of the shock around the wedge that generated it.
In fact, the wedge was not spanning the full test section, but left some space
between its lateral borders and the later wall of the test section. In this way
the shock generated by the wedge was not exactly two-dimensional, and its
lateral evolution may have been captured and super-imposed on its main
two-dimensional shape.
The post processing of the measurements did not pose any more difficulties
than for the test campaign described in Chapter 3, as far as the roughness
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Figure 4.15: Schlieren visualization of an oblique shock wave impinging
downstream of the roughness position (the electrodes for the spark tests are
also visible upstream of the roughness)
Figure 4.16: The Mach-2 S-1 Wind tunnel
tests were concerned. But it was more cumbersome for the tests with the
spark. In fact, in these tests Electro-Magnetic Interference between the
spark-releasing circuit and the thin-films and piezoelectric pressure sensors
(PCBs) showed up and polluted heavily the signals of these sensors. The
procedure by which this problem has been dealt with is detailed in 4.3.2 for
the thin-film signals. PCBs signals, in fact, resulted too noisy even in the
no-spark tests to be recovered in any way, and they all had to be discarded.
Therefore, in this Mach-2 test campaign conclusions are drawn just from
the thin-film measurements.
4.3.1 Mach-2 facility and experimental set-up
The test campaign at Mach 2 was carried out in the continuous transonic and
supersonic S-1 wind tunnel of the von Karman Institute for Fluid Dynam-
ics (Fig. 4.16). The wind tunnel is a closed-circuit continuous-flow facility
driven by a 615-kW motor compressor. Mach 2 in the test section is achieved
by a contoured convergent-divergent 2-D nozzle. A variable-incidence boom
can be used to position a shock generator in the test section (Fig. 4.17). And
this is the shock generator used for the present shock-wave/boundary-layer
interaction tests.
In order to avoid vapor condensation during the expansion to supersonic
velocities, the air recirculating in the wind tunnel is dried by a dedicated
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Figure 4.17: The test section with the shock generator, and the convergent-
divergent 2-D nozzle for Mach 2
device (Fig. 4.16). This prevents damages to the test article or the wind
tunnel walls by droplets impact. Compressor motor limitations make the
amount of air treated limited, thus a vacuum pump has to regulate it. This
is the cause of the rather low values of static and total pressures available
for testing that are reported in Table 4.1.
The test section has optical access for Schlieren and shadowgraph visual-
izations. This set up is comprised of a 55-Watt lamp as light source, and
two parabolic mirrors. These mirrors directed through a systems of focusing
lens the Schlieren image onto the SR-CMOS sensing element of a Phantom
v7.0 high-speed camera. This camera is capable to acquire images at a fre-
quency up to 100000 pictures per second, depending on the selected picture
size and on the recording duration. Schlieren visualizations have been used
in the test campaign to film the effects of the roughness on the boundary
layer.
General test conditions for supersonic experiments in S-1 are given in
Table 4.1.
The experiments were carried out along a 550-mm-long 400-mm-wide
plate instrumented with the thin-films and PCBs already described in Sec-
tion 4.1, and grouped in two distinct inserts. For practical reasons (due to
the continuous nature of the wind tunnel and the time required to set it at
regime) both the thin-films insert and the PCBs insert were kept mounted
side by side through the entire campaign (Fig. 4.18). Each insert had a
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PARAMETER SYMBOL UNIT TYPICAL VALUES
Total pressure p0 103 Pa 9...25
Static pressure p 103 Pa 1...3.3
Total temperature T0 K 300
Static temperature T K 160
Reynolds number per meter Re 106/m 1...2.5
Table 4.1: S-1 main test conditions for M = 2
Figure 4.18: The layout of the two instrumented inserts on the plate (the
PCBs insert is on the left, the thin-films insert is on the right)
dedicated electrodes plug or single roughness, both mounted at the same
distance from the plate leading edge (Fig. 4.19). In this way one had only
to switch cables for the spark circuits and for the Data Acquisition System
to switch from one measurement to the other without stopping the facility.
When testing with the spark no single roughness was installed, while the
electrodes plugs stayed mounted in testing the single roughness. The rough-
ness height was 1 mm, the highest tested in the test campaign of Chapter 3.
4.3.2 Thin-film data processing
For the Mach-2 test campaign the unsteady data, acquired at 1 MHz, from
the thin-films have been post-processed. No steady values of the wall tem-
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Figure 4.19: Zoomed view on the two instrumented inserts on the plate:
each of them has a dedicated electrodes plug or roughness
perature, and thus convective heat fluxes, were measured, as done in the tests
of Chapter 3. This was because the Mach-2 wind tunnel is a continuous-flow
facility. Thus, the continuous convection heating reduces the difference be-
tween the recovery temperature of the flow and the wall temperature more
and more as the wind tunnel is set to regime and test time goes on. In so do-
ing, the wall temperature tends rapidly to the adiabatic (recovery) value. In
this case, not only there is no much interest in measuring the wall heat flux
because it is near zero, but the thin-films themselves feature an increasing
error in their measurements, so that the measured values would also feature
a large uncertainty. Therefore, only the unsteady data have been judged of
interest and thus post-processed.
The post processing consisted in extracting the RMS and the spectro-
grams of the wall temperature fluctuations with the same procedure de-
scribed in Chapter 3, Section 3.6, that is, subtracting from the test signal
the electronic noise. However, for this test campaign it has not been pos-
sible to acquire the noise at the beginning of each test, as done in the test
campaign of Chapter 3, because of the wind tunnel modus operandi. Hence,
the electronic noise has been acquired at the end of the test campaign in a
series of fifteen dry tests with the whole set up re-build on a bench.
From the point of view of signal processing, no differences existed between
the roughness tests in this Mach-2 test campaign and those in the Mach-1.6
and -2.3 test campaign of Chapter 3. On the other hand, the presence of the
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Figure 4.20: Example of thin-film signal affected by the Electro-Magnetic
Interference of the spark release (fspark = 20 Hz, no shock wave impinging)
electric spark introduced a new source of noise in all the sensors signals, and
this further noise had to be treated specifically. The signals, in fact, resulted
heavily polluted by Electro-Magnetic Interference (EMI) from the electric
spark itself and the circuits that generated it. This pollution showed up in
the time series of signals and noise as very high peaks at the spark releasing
frequency and as many other peaks at its harmonic frequencies. Electro-
Magnetic-Interference was present no matter the spark releasing frequency.
Figure 4.20 shows an example of this pollution. There appear clearly main
peaks each 0.05 seconds, and, between them, series of relatively smaller
peaks regularly spaced of 0.0033 s. That is, the main peaks have a frequency
of 20 Hz, and the smaller ones of 300 Hz. These peaks are just followed by
a dip of equal intensity. This intensity, in turn, stays practically constant
throughout the entire test time. The main peaks have a characteristic shape
wherein the signal recovers from the dip with an overshoot of the mean value
followed by a second less ample overshoot in the opposite direction.
To better appreciate the frequency extent of the Electro-Magnetic Inter-
ference, the following Fig. 4.21 shows the spectrum of the signal in Fig. 4.20.
There appears how peaks repeat regularly beyond 20 Hz and up to about
700 Hz, equally spaced of about 20 Hz. The maximum amplitude is at 100
Hz, being also the peaks at lower frequencies smaller. However, this result
is misleading, since the unsteady signals are analogically high-passed above
100 Hz before being acquired. Hence, the intensities of the peaks below 100
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Figure 4.21: Example of the spectrum of a thin-film signal affected by the
Electro-Magnetic Interference of the spark release (fspark = 20 Hz, no shock
wave impinging)
Hz have to be considered much higher than shown, because the low-pass
filter greatly diminishes them.(Actually, the filter should have zeroed them,
and this may give an idea of their original intensity.) As for the presence of
the high-pass filter, one may conclude that the highest peak in the spectrum
may well be below 100 Hz, as likely if the main frequency is 20 Hz.
It is evident from Figs. 4.20 and 4.21 that the electromagnetic interference
is so heavy that has to be removed from the signals to have meaningful
measurements. In order to do so, it was decided to modify directly the time
series of the signal and noise, removing all those portions where the peaks
appeared. Then the remaining portions, unaffected by the interference, were
sewed together as to re-establish the continuity of the time series. As a by-
product, the usable time series ended up being shorter than the original.
The removal of the peaks has been accomplished by the use of a threshold
for the amplitude of the signal. If the amplitude at a given time was above
or equal to the threshold, the corresponding data point was eliminated, if
it fell below, it was maintained. The threshold value (Amedian) was set
as a multiple of the median of the amplitude throughout the entire test
time. The median was chosen as statistic quantity because of its better
robustness (respect to the mean value, e.g. [55, 56]) to the effect of outliers
in the data sample. These outliers in the present case are the EMI peaks.
Different threshold values were tried, and in the end 3 ·Amedian resulted the
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Figure 4.22: Example of the effect on a thin-film time series of EMI re-
moval (fspark = 20 Hz, no shock wave impinging)
best compromise between cleaning effectiveness and integrity of the original
signal. Figure 4.22 shows the effect of this treatment on a time series from
a thin-film measurement, and the following Fig. 4.23 shows the effect on the
frequency spectrum.
Figure 4.22 shows how all the most evident peaks of the original time
series have gone away by the peak-removal algorithm. Just a light “dent”
is still visible in the place of each major peaks. In effect, the spectrum of
the cleaned signal in Fig. 4.23 still features major peaks at low frequencies,
being the first one at 22 Hz instead of 20 Hz. This slight shift in the
frequency of the first peak may well be due to the slight shortening of the
time series after the application of the peak-removal algorithm. The number
of major peaks in the original time series and of “dents“ in the cleaned one
is the same, but the latter repeats through a time interval slightly shorter
than the original one, consequently, the ”dents“ frequency results slightly
higher than the peaks frequency. However, the tail of harmonics of this
peak is shorter than for the original signal in Fig. 4.21, since it disappears
around 500 Hz instead of going through 1000 Hz. This means that at least
at frequencies equal or higher than 500 Hz the cleaning has been effective.
Moreover, the frequencies below 100 Hz were not considered of interest in
the first place (thence, the analog high-pass filter), thus it does not matter
if harmonics are still present there. Finally, also to be noted, is the general
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Figure 4.23: Example of the effect on the spectrum of a thin-film signal of
EMI removal (fspark = 20 Hz, no shock wave impinging)
lower fluctuation amplitudes of the cleaned signal respect to the original
one, and the disappearing of the bulge at 4200 Hz that, apparently, was also
due to EMI.
The type of signal cleaning above presented was applied to both the signal
from the experiments and the signals from the dry tests, i.e. the electronic
noise. After these applications, the electronic noise was subtracted from
the measurement signals in the frequency domain, and RMS trends and
spectrograms were obtained directly from the resulting signal (as done in
Section 3.6 for the previous test campaign). This process of subtraction
determined automatically the frequency range of RMS and spectrograms as
that range wherein the signal was larger than the noise. This range was
practically the whole resolved spectrum just for some sensors and in some
tests. More often it was a band of some tens of kHz, whose width and
starting value depended on the sensor and the spark frequency. To allow
comparisons among the different tests, then, a common frequency range
had to be chosen, and its lower bound happened to be 20 kHz. As a result
of this choice a great part of the lower frequencies was cut out, and were
left only those frequencies for which the EMI was already feeble, and the
cleaning procedure more effective. Hence, the results of the spark tests in
the following Sub-sections, and so the conclusions drawn from them, can be
considered, at least, not severely clouded by Electro-Magnetic Interference.
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4.3.3 Effects of oblique-shock-wave impingement on the
wake of a single roughness element
Two series of tests have been carried out: with and without oblique-shock
impingement. They were repeated for the insert without the roughness and
with the roughness. In this way the measurements allowed the estimation
of: the effect of the roughness respect to the no-roughness configuration;
the effect of the shock impingement on the no-roughness configuration; and
the effect of the shock impingement on the roughness wake. Comparing the
latter two cases, one can find out whether the roughness presence makes a
difference or not in the effect of the shock impingement. It should be noted
that the no-roughness case cannot be strictly regarded as a real flat-plate
case because of the presence of the electrodes upstream of the instrumented
insert. In fact, as stated in the preceding, the electrodes were kept mounted
for practical reasons even when not needed. These electrodes were 0.7 mm
high above the wall, thus not much smaller than the 1-mm-high single rough-
ness.
The single roughness is located 26 cm from the leading edge of the flat
plate, and this distance corresponds to a Rexk = 5.2 · 105, since the unit
Reynolds number of the experiments is 2·106 [m−1]. The roughness Reynolds
number, i.e., the Reynolds number calculated with the flow properties at the
roughness height is Rek = 570. The roughness height relates to the local
laminar boundary-layer as k∗/δ∗ ≈ 0.85 and k∗/δ ≈ 0.42.
4.3.3.1 Streamwise evolution of wall-temperature fluctuations
The plots in this paragraph show the RMS streamwise trend as measured
by the thin-films in the same guise as in Section 3.6. Each plot features the
RMS value of all those sensors correctly responding for the tests in cause.
In fact, the number of these sensors was variable from test to test, thus
RMS trends can be illustrated by different points for different tests. Each
test has been repeated at least once to check for repeatability. However, all
the signals in this test campaign resulted particularly close to the electronic
noise, especially at the highest (>1000 Hz) frequencies. For this reason
some of the tests had to be discarded, and the comparisons among different
tests feature a rather short frequency range, at most from 100 to 600 Hz.
Considering the results of the frequency analysis in Section 3.6, where the
highest wall-temperature fluctuations are below 1 kHz, this short range is
considered enough for a meaningful comparison among RMS trends.
Many thin-films will appear at the same position in all the plots: they
were located on the instrumented insert on a single row across the flow
direction (Fig. 4.18). All the distances are calculated from the insert leading
edge. This is also the position of the roughness element when mounted on
the insert, thus implying that, unlike for tests in Chapter 3, no sensor was
located upstream of the roughness position.
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Figure 4.24: Comparison among trends of RMS wall-temperature fluc-
tuations with (3 tests) and without (1 test) the single roughness element
(fLP = 500 Hz)
Figure 4.24 shows the comparison among three RMS trends downstream
of the roughness element and one RMS trend along the clean insert. Among
the three sets of points for the roughness case two are very close to each
other (blue and brown) while the third (violet) has just the first two points,
and one of the second row, at a higher amplitude. The comparison with the
clean insert trend shows how the only sensible difference in amplitude is for
the thin-film closest to the roughness position, i.e. the first one from the left.
In fact, this sensor measures in all the three tests an RMS value higher than
that of the clean configuration, whilst, further downstream, starting from
the very second thin-film, differences are negligible. One can conclude, then,
that the roughness effect on the Mach-2 boundary layer extends less than 8
cm behind the roughness position and is negligible further downstream.
Also to be noted for the clean configuration is the sensible difference
among the RMS by the first thin-film and the RMS by all the others: if all
the latter are between 0.05 and 0.07 K, the RMS of the first is at 0.093 K.
This difference may be due to the presence of the electrodes that may act
as two single roughness elements. Since they are 3.15 cm upstream of the
roughness position, it may still be only the first thin-film that senses their
presence as for the single roughness configuration.
Figure 4.25 compares the no-roughness trend of Fig. 4.24 with one trend
for the same configuration but with shock wave impingement. The plot
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reports the impingement location observed in a Schlieren movie and the
one from inviscid theory for oblique shock waves. Note how the observed
location is ahead of the location from inviscid theory. This is in accordance
with Schlieren observations in ref. [57], where an experimental campaign
similar to the present one was carried out for a turbulent boundary layer at
freestream Mach numbers of 3.8 and 3.9.
The shock wave impingement appears to have two opposite effects on
the wall-temperature fluctuations, depending on the position respect to
the impingement location. In fact, the RMS values increase across the
observed and the theoretical impingement locations, but decrease further
downstream. Moreover, this decrease is to a value that stays practically
constant till the end of the instrumented insert. This decrease happens
abruptly between the 2.6 cm that separates the second thin-film from the
third one.
Figure 4.26, then, is the same as Fig. 4.25 but for the 1-mm roughness
configuration, and features more than one test per each case. This Figure
shows the same general effect of the shock wave impingement as for the
no-roughness case: RMS values are increased between the observed and
the theoretical impingement positions and decreased just downstream to a
common average value. For the tests in Fig. 4.26 more sensors than for the
test in Fig. 4.25 were available, thus RMS values are slightly spread across
the rows. Nonetheless, the mean value stays practically the same streamwise.
And, notwithstanding the difference of 100 Hz in resolved frequency range,
this value is practically the same as of the no-roughness case.
These similarities among roughness and no-roughness cases, in the gen-
eral trends, and in the RMS values at the end of the instrumented insert,
support the conclusion about the roughness effectiveness drawn from the
trends without shock wave impingement (Fig. 4.24). That is, the roughness
effect does not go a long way downstream, thus along the majority of the
instrumented insert the oblique-shock impingement has the same effect on
the boundary layer flow with or without the single roughness.
To comment the general effect of the oblique-shock, one may say that
it appears reversed depending on the position respect to the impingement
point. Just across this point the oblique shock increases the RMS of the
wall-temperature fluctuations, but, downstream of it, it decreases them to a
constant value. This behavior can be explained by the intrinsic unsteadiness
of the flow around the impinging point [57–60, e.g., and references therein],
and by the presence of a separation bubble just downstream of it.
In fact, a laminar boundary layer developing along a rigid surface hit by
a shock wave can be strongly modified by the ensuing interaction between
the abrupt pressure change (due to the shock) and its momentum gradi-
ent normal to the wall [e.g., 11, 61–63]. It happens that the pressure rise
downstream of the shock is transmitted upstream through the inner sub-
sonic part of the boundary layer. This, then, finds itself flowing against an
adverse pressure gradient, therefore, it slows down and thickens below the
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Figure 4.25: Comparison among trends of RMS wall-temperature fluctua-
tions with and without shock wave impingement (no-roughness configuration,
fLP = 600 Hz)
impingement point. If the shock is sufficiently strong, the adverse pressure
in conjunction with viscosity is capable of stopping altogether the flow in
the subsonic part of the boundary layer, and of reverting its direction. In so
doing a separation bubble is formed, in which a part of the boundary layer
flow is trapped and turns around as to have its direction at the wall oppo-
site to the direction of the main flow. The rest of the boundary layer flow
adjusts to the presence of the bubble by detaching from the surface, flowing
above the bubble, and reattaching further downstream of it. A sketch of this
flow field is reported in Fig. 4.27 [61]. In this illustration one can note how
the characteristic static pressure trend across the separation zone features a
plateau across the apex of the separation bubble. This characteristic is also
reported in ref. [60], where the separation bubble in a turbulent boundary
layer is caused by a frustum around an axial-symmetric body invested by
different supersonic flows.
More importantly, in [60] pressure fluctuations at the wall have also been
measured across the impingement location and downstream of it (Fig. 4
in [60]) and their trends show a large peak at the shock impingement po-
sition followed by a decrease to a plateau level in the fully-separated zone
between the shock and the frustum. That is, the same trend as of the wall-
temperature RMS in Figs. 4.25 and 4.26. Computations in ref. [64] confirm
lower pressure fluctuations at the wall below the separation bubble respect
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Figure 4.26: Comparison among trends of RMS wall-temperature fluctu-
ations with (2 tests) and without (3 tests)shock wave impingement (1-mm
roughness, fLP = 500 Hz)
to upstream values; also in this case the supersonic boundary layer studied
is turbulent. Finally, a sharp peak in wall-heat-flux fluctuations about 3
cm upstream of the theoretical impingement point has been measured in
ref. [57] by thin films in a Mach-3.9 turbulent boundary layer flow. This
latter reference is particularly valuable because the same type of sensor as
of the present study has been used. And it may help elucidating a further
aspect of the present results. In fact, one recognizes that, in the end, in
Figs. 4.25 and 4.26 the sole change induced by the shock-wave impingement
in all the RMS trends is the higher RMS value of the second thin-film from
the left. In fact RMS of the most upstream thin-film were already the high-
est in both configurations. At this point one can note that the distance
between the second thin-film and the theoretical impingement point (taken
as reference in [57]) is about 1 cm, much closer to the 3 cm of [57] than the
most upstream thin-film. (Furthermore, it is in ref. [57] that the observed
impingement point was ahead of the theoretical one). Hence, it may be that
is the second thin-film sensing the most of the shock impingement effect in
the present experiments instead of the first one.
In conclusion, one can say that the wall-temperature RMS trends in
Figs. 4.25 and 4.26 give the same picture of a shock-impingement-induced
zone of boundary layer separation as the wall pressure fluctuations in refs. [60,
64]. There are concordances also with the results in ref. [57] about the im-
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Figure 4.27: Sketch of shock-wave/laminar-boundary-layer interaction in
case of separation with skin friction coefficient and static pressure evolu-
tions [61]
pingement position and the highest peak across it. But less so respect to
their wall-heat-flux RMS trends below the separation bubble. In fact, they
show a second peak followed by a decrease to a plateau level, and a fur-
ther increase at the reattachment point. In the present results this second
peak is not found, and the reattachment appears to happen beyond the in-
strumented insert (see also Fig. 4.15). These differences may be due to the
higher number of sensors in ref. [57] respect to the present case, and to the
turbulent state of their boundary layer. For a turbulent boundary layer, in
fact, the overall size of the shock/boundary-layer interaction zone is shorter
than for a laminar boundary layer [e.g., 65–67].
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Finally, one can estimate the length of the separation bubble in the present
tests at about 14 cm, applying the results in ref. [68] to present test con-
ditions (oblique shock wave angle= 41, relative pressure jump ' 1.77,
Reu = 2.1 · 106). This value compares rather well with the extension of
the constant-RMS zones in Figs. 4.25 and 4.26, that is, about 13.5 cm (from
about 11 cm to 24.5 cm). However this latter dimension should be consid-
ered as the minimum length of the bubble, since no sensor was available
further downstream of 24.5 cm.
4.3.3.2 Wall-temperature fluctuations evolution in the (frequency,time)
domain
Spectrograms have been extracted from the thin-film unsteady data also for
the Mach-2 tests as for the measurements presented in Chapter 3. They are
here presented to complement the RMS trends in the study of the shock wave
impingement effect on the configurations with and without the roughness.
Figure 4.28 shows, for the clean insert configuration, the comparison be-
tween the spectrograms of the most upstream thin film along the insert. The
top plot is the spectrogram of the signal from the test without oblique shock
wave impingement, the bottom plot is the spectrogram from the test with
shock wave impingement. Data are from the same tests as of the RMS trends
in Fig. 4.25. As a first result, Fig. 4.28 shows clearly how the highest fluctu-
ation amplitudes are only for the case with shock wave, thus confirming the
RMS results. But, it is also interesting how these high amplitudes appear
grouped in intervals throughout the test time, and how these intervals have
variable extent. Counting from the interval at the beginning of the test, one
can even find a sequence of three of these intervals regularly spaced to each
other of about 0.17 s. They are the widest in time and feature the highest
amplitudes. This grouping is, in other words, an intermittent appearance
in the thin-film signal of time intervals where the wall-temperature fluctu-
ations have the highest amplitudes. This, in turn, implies intermittency of
the largest effect of shock-impingement on the flow at the thin-film location.
Figure 4.29 is the same as Fig. 4.28 but for thin-film nr. 4, the sensor
just downstream of thin-film nr. 32. The spectrograms here just confirm the
same picture as for thin-film nr. 32: the highest amplitudes appear only with
the shock-wave impinging, and are still grouped in intervals throughout the
test time. Actually, for this sensor the grouping in time of high-amplitude
zones is more evident than for thin-film nr. 32, because they alternate with
zones of amplitude lower than those in thin-film nr. 32 spectrogram. In this
case, a regular repetition of about 0.07 s is recognizable only for the high-
amplitude intervals between 0.2 and 0.5 s. Hence this repetition is shorter
and at a higher-frequency than for the most upstream thin-film.
Finally, Fig. 4.30 presents the same comparison as the previous two fig-
ures, but for a thin-film laying on the last row (the only other location where
comparison is possible). At this position it is evident how the spectrogram
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Figure 4.28: Comparison between the spectrograms of the signal by the
most upstream thin-film (nr. 32): shock impingement vs. no shock im-
pingement
of the case without shock impingement features slightly higher amplitudes
than the spectrogram of the case with shock impingement, thus confirming
the picture from the RMS trends. And, as a further confirmation of the
RMS trends, thin-film nr. 15 also shows much lower fluctuation amplitudes
respect to the two most upstream sensors for the case with shock impinge-
ment. Moreover, Fig. 4.30 shows no apparent grouping of high-amplitude
zones throughout the test time. In fact, the overall occurrence of amplitude
peaks is rather similar to that for the no impingement case. This leads to the
conclusion that the intermittency of large-amplitude zones in the spectro-
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Figure 4.29: Comparison between the spectrograms of the signal by the
second most upstream thin-film (nr. 4): shock impingement vs. no shock
impingement
grams is limited to sensors around the impingement position, and disappears
in the spectrograms by the sensors below the separation bubble located at
least 16 cm downstream of the theoretical impingement point.
A space-limited effect of shock impingement onto a supersonic boundary
layer has been also measured in ref. [57] (and references therein). In this
reference, intermittency was found in the heat-flux time evolution in the
form of ”disturbed-level” and “undisturbed-level” heat fluxes alternating in
time in the zone of the highest heat-flux RMS value. “Disturbed-level” is a
level of heat flux compatible with the most severe shock impingement effect,
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Figure 4.30: Comparison between the spectrograms of the signal by a thin-
film on the last row (nr. 15): shock impingement vs. no shock impingement
whilst “undisturbed-level” is compatible with a normal turbulent bound-
ary layer. Further downstream of where the highest RMS was sensed no
intermittency was found. They explain the localization of intermittency
across the shock impingement by offering the large-scale shock-system os-
cillations as its cause. These oscillations in turn, affect just the boundary
layer flow across the shock impingement point, so that the intermittency is
measured only by the sensors around it. Furthermore, in [58] Kistler found
a distinctive “on-off character” in the unsteady pressure signal just near the
separation point, and no more away downstream. This signal looked as a
square-wave, appearing at a frequency considerably less than 1 kHz, super-
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imposed to white noise, whose high frequencies had larger amplitudes at the
plateau of the square wave.
At this point the case with the 1-mm-high roughness is presented. Fig-
ure 4.31 shows the comparison between the spectrograms of thin-film nr. 32
with and without shock impingement. Data are from the same tests as of
the RMS trends in Fig. 4.26, and this comparison is representative of the
comparisons possible among all the tests for the same thin-film.
Figure 4.31 shows that more frequencies are excited with the shock im-
pingement than without, and for longer intervals, but the amplitudes with
and without the shock impingement stay rather comparable. And this latter
aspect makes more difficult than for the clean configuration to single out the
intermittency of the high-amplitude zones. Figure 4.32 shows the spectro-
gram for thin-film nr. 4. Here it is even more difficult than in Fig. 4.31
to find intermittency. Most of the spectrogram for the shock-impingement
case, in fact, is very similar to that for the no-shock impingement case.
Even if one considers the time intervals around 0.44 and 0.52 s (that are
just slightly larger than for the no-shock impingement case), the intermit-
tency appearance is much less neat than in the spectrogram by the same
thin-film for the clean configuration.
To repeat completely the set of three comparisons already made for the
no-roughness case, Fig. 4.33 presents the comparison for thin-film nr. 15
on the last row. This figure does not show much difference respect to the
clean insert case: the highest amplitudes appear in the spectrogram for the
case without shock impingement, and there is no distinguishable sign of
intermittency in the spectrogram for the case with shock impingement.
In conclusion, according to the present experimental results, the roughness
has had an effect on the frequency-time evolution of the wall-temperature
fluctuations, but this effect is limited to the proximity of the shock impinge-
ment point. This can be considered as a further confirmation of the result
found in the preceding RMS analysis, where the roughness effect was found
confined within the region of the two most upstream sensors. This effect
consisted in keeping the overall frequency-time evolution of the fluctuations
with and without the shock impingement much more similar to each other
than in the clean insert case. In this respect, one may conclude that the
effect of the roughness in the present tests stayed strong enough within
the first 10 cm of the wake as to be still recognizable through the shock
impingement point.
To a similar conclusion came the CFD computations in [69] for a Mach-
2.5 laminar boundary layer past a single roughness element. In this nu-
merical study the impingement of an oblique shock wave was simulated
onto the wake of the single roughness, and 2-D maps of static temperature,
wall-temperature normal gradient, and wall pressure fluctuations, as well
as streamwise skin friction coefficient trends, were calculated. The general
result was that the wake survives through the shock impingement point.
In fact, wall-temperature normal gradient and wall pressure fluctuations
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Figure 4.31: Comparison between the spectrograms of the signal by the
most upstream thin-film (nr. 32), 1-mm-high roughness case: no shock im-
pingement vs. shock impingement
within the part of the wake across the impingement point were found to
stay at values comparable to those without shock impingement. Further-
more, the pressure fluctuations map in [69] shows a streamwise decrease in
intensity aligned along the roughness centerline just after the impingement
point respect to the values for the no-impingement case. This finding may
support the present RMS measurements that revealed the same trend for
the wall-temperature fluctuations.
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Figure 4.32: Comparison between the spectrograms of the signal by the
second most upstream thin-film (nr. 4), 1-mm-high roughness case: no shock
impingement vs. shock impingement
4.3.4 Effects of an electric spark within a supersonic
laminar boundary layer with and without
oblique-shock-wave impingement
As for the experiments without spark release, also for the tests with the
spark release the number of available thin-films was varying from test to
test. And also the signal was larger than the noise only within a band of
frequencies.
For quite a few tests the number of sensors was not enough to produce
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Figure 4.33: Comparison between the spectrograms of the signal by a thin-
film on the last row (nr. 15), 1-mm-high roughness case: no shock impinge-
ment vs. shock impingement
meaningful trends. Therefore, it was decided to show only those tests for
which at least one thin-film was functioning on each location throughout the
whole instrumented insert. For this reason only the comparison between the
100-Hz and a reference case without any spark effect is presented in Sub-
section 4.3.4.1 for the case without shock impingement. The reference case
was a 1-Hz-spark case in which the spark was wrongly released 0.32 s before
the measurements start, that is, too early to still measure its effect on the
supersonic boundary layer flow.
More tests with shock impingement were successful. As many as to allow
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the comparison of all the four frequencies selected with a sufficient amount
of thin-films. To have this comparison as fair as possible, only the RMS
values measured by the same set of thin-films are shown in all the plots.
The transformer was operated in two different modes for the tests at 100
Hz: the “burst-mode” and the “long-mode”. The difference consists in the
duration of the disturbance to the flow, i.e. in the time the transformer
was kept on. For the “burst-mode”, the first 0.3 s of the test time, for the
“long-mode”, the whole test time. Only the test in ”burst mode” was suc-
cessful for the configuration without shock impingement, but, only the test
in long mode was successful for the configuration with shock impingement.
Therefore, no direct comparison between these two tests can be done.
The bands of frequencies wherein all the signals were comparable was 20
to 60 kHz, thus on the upper end of the instrumentation capability. This
range is different from that of the tests without spark in Sub-section 4.3.3,
so no significant direct comparison among those trends is possible.
Each plot starts its abscissa from the location of the electrodes between
which the spark is released. This location is 3.2 cm ahead of the instru-
mented insert (22.65 cm from the plate leading edge), and this is why there
was no sensor upstream of the electrodes.
4.3.4.1 Streamwise evolution of wall-temperature fluctuations
Figure 4.34 shows the comparison between two RMS trends of wall-temperature
fluctuations. One trend is for the spark released at 100 Hz and the other is
for a reference state without spark effect. The spark at 100 Hz was released
by the circuit with the transformer operated in burst mode.
The reference trend develops around the average value of 0.06 K, except
for two points, one on the first row and the other one on the last row of
thin-films. One of these points is the maximum value, about 0.11 K, at 12.2
cm from the insert leading edge, that is, at 15.6 cm from the spark release
location. In the case of the 100-Hz spark-release frequency the picture is
different. The RMS trend has its peak (0.14 K) at the position closest to
the electrodes, its second highest value (0.12 K) at the measurement point
just downstream of it, and values mostly between 0.6 and 0.8 K from the
third measurement point on. This is so except for the second thin-film on
the first row, at 15.6 cm from the electrodes, that sensed an RMS of 0.09
K. Hence, for 100 Hz, the highest spark-release frequency, the highest wall-
temperature fluctuations were sensed more upstream than for the reference
case. However, downstream of 10 cm from the insert leading edge, RMS val-
ues for both cases are very much comparable, and, except for two outliers in
the reference case, and one in the 100-Hz case, also rather constant stream-
wise. This may induce the conclusion that the effect of the spark released
at 100 Hz, and in one burst, is limited to the proximity of the electrodes
and does not survive more than 13 cm behind them.
Next Fig. 4.35 shows the comparison among the RMS trends produced
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Figure 4.34: Comparison between the RMS trends of the wall-temperature
fluctuations for fspark = 100 Hz and for a reference state (f ∈ [20/div60]
kHz)
by sparks released at 1, 10, 20, and 100 Hz for the tests with the shock
wave impingement. The single spark for the 1-Hz test was released 0.36 s
after the test start. For the 10- and 20-Hz cases the sparks were released
at the beginning of the test. Finally, the transformer for the 100-Hz case
was started at the beginning of the test, and was kept on until its end (long
mode).
Figure 4.35 shows clearly how the RMS trends for the three lower fre-
quencies, 1, 10, 20 Hz, are practically coincident to each other. These
trends develop along the instrumented insert between the extreme values
0.04 and 0.12 K, but mostly around the value 0.07 K. This latter value is
only slightly larger than the average value around which evolves the refer-
ence RMS trend in Fig. 4.34 (0.06 K). On the other hand, the RMS trend for
the 100-Hz case shows the largest values throughout the whole instrumented
insert, except at 21.4 cm, where it is lower than but still comparable to the
values of the other trends. The maximum RMS value is reached at the lo-
cation of the second sensor (0.51 K), and decreases sensibly from there, to
finally evolve around 0.2 K (except at 21.4 cm). This means that the largest
RMS differences among the 100-Hz case and the others are by the two most
upstream sensors, those closest to the electrodes, and near the theoretical
and observed shock impingement positions.
The relative streamwise constancy of the RMS values from the 1-, 10-,
and 20-Hz cases highlights the absence of the shock impingement effect on
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Figure 4.35: Comparison between the RMS trends of the wall-temperature
fluctuations for fspark = 1, 10, 20, 100 Hz and with shock wave impingement
the wall-temperature fluctuations found in Sub-section 4.3.3. This can be
explained by the fact that the RMS is calculated in a range of frequencies
that goes from 20 to 60 kHz. If the impingement effect on the fluctuations
RMS is due to impingement position instabilities as from refs. [57–60], one
can well expect that these instabilities have not a frequency of the order of
tens of kilohertz. This consideration make suppose that also the high RMS
trends for the 100-Hz case at the positions across the impingement location
are not due to the shock but only to the electric spark. This supposition will
be worked out in the following Sub-section 4.3.4.2, where signal evolutions
in the (frequency,time) domain are shown by the use of the spectrograms.
4.3.4.2 Wall-temperature fluctuations evolution in the (frequency,time)
domain
As well as for the shock-impingement tests made with and without the
roughness element, spectrograms are presented also for the tests made with
the spark. They will complement the information from the RMS trends also
for this batch of tests.
Figure 4.36 shows the comparison between the spectrograms of the most
upstream thin-film (nr. 32) for the reference case and for the 100-Hz case.
As said in the preceding, in the latter case the transformer is used in ”burst
mode”, and the duration of the burst appears clearly in Fig. 4.36 from
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Figure 4.36: Comparison between the spectrograms of the signal by the
most upstream thin-film (nr. 32): 100-Hz spark vs. no-spark-effect reference
state; no shock impingement (transformer operated in “burst mode”)
0 s to to 0.36 s. There also appears how the signal spectrum becomes
practically equal to that of the reference case just after the end of the ”burst
mode”. During this mode, then, the spectrum is excited regularly each
0.01 s throughout the resolved range; this time spacing corresponds to the
frequency of the spark release, 100 Hz.
The following Fig. 4.37 is the same as Fig. 4.36 but for a sensor on the
second row, at 21.4 cm from the insert leading edge (thin-film nr. 22). This
comparison confirms the results from the RMS trends: at this distance from
the electrodes the signal spectra from the two cases have become very similar
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Figure 4.37: Comparison between the spectrograms of the signal by a thin-
film on the second row (nr. 22): 100-Hz spark vs. no-spark-effect reference
state; no shock impingement (transformer operated in “burst mode”)
to each other.
Now Fig. 4.38 shows the comparison among the spectrograms of thin-film
nr. 4, for all the four spark frequencies. This sensor is the one measuring
the highest RMS in Fig. 4.35.
The most excited spectrum is clearly for the 100-Hz case, and, like in
Fig. 4.36, this excitation is equally spaced through the test time of 0.01 s,
i.e. the frequency of the spark release. However, note how the largest ampli-
tudes appear below about 37 kHz and are larger than in Fig. 4.36. Also in
the other three frequency cases one can distinguish clearly the spark release
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Figure 4.38: Comparison between the spectrograms of the signal by the
second most upstream thin-film (nr. 4); spark frequencies are 1, 10, 20, 100
Hz (tests with shock impingement; transformer operated throughout the test
time)
from the time spacing between two adjacent excited bands. However, in
all these cases the amplitudes of such excitation are far lower than for the
100-Hz case. Moreover, they also look to last less, considering the width
of the colored bands respect to that for the 100-Hz case. The evidence of
higher fluctuation amplitudes for the 100-Hz case can be explained by the
measurements of energy release presented in Section 4.2, where the trans-
former resulted yielding about 2.5 times more energy to the flow than the
battery-coil circuit.
Finally, the spectrogram of thin-film nr. 32 in Fig. 4.39, for the 100-Hz
case, is not different from that of thin-film nr. 4. That is, the highest
excitation of the whole frequency spectrum is timed on the spark release
throughout the test time. Both these evidences imply that the fluctuation
high amplitudes in the zone across the shock impingement are produced
by the spark and not by the instabilities of the shock position as found
in Sub-section 4.3.3. This finding supports the conclusion drawn from the
RMS trends for the 1-, 10-, and 20-Hz cases that the shock impingement
has no characteristic frequency above 20 kHz, thus it leaves no trace in the
frequency band here resolved.
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Figure 4.39: The spectrogram of the signal by the most upstream thin-film
(nr. 32); spark frequency=100 Hz; with shock impingement (transformer
operated throughout the test time)
4.4 Conclusions
This Chapter has described the test campaigns made at Mach 2 to inves-
tigate the effects of the impingement of an oblique shock wave on a super-
sonic transitional laminar boundary layer. The transitional boundary layer
consisted in the wake of a single roughness with dimensions h × w × l =
1× 2× 2 mm3, and in the laminar boundary layer perturbed by the release
of electric sparks.
The comparison of wall-temperature RMS trends with and without the
single roughness, and without shock impingement, showed that the effect of
the 1-mm-high 2-mm-wide roughness on the laminar boundary layer does
not extend further downstream of 8 cm. This implies that the effect of the
shock impingement on the roughness wake beyond this distance is essentially
the same as for the clean configuration. This effect has been found to be
twofold depending on the position respect to the shock impingement point.
In fact, in the zone across this point the RMS of the wall-temperature fluc-
tuations are higher than without shock impingement, whereas they become
lower further downstream. The RMS increase in the zone across the shock
impingement is larger for the clean configuration than for the roughness
configuration, especially for the most upstream thin-film. But, beyond 10
cm from the leading edge of the instrumented insert the RMS trend for both
configurations falls practically to the same constant value.
The explanation offered for this wall-temperature RMS trends is the in-
trinsic instability of the shock impingement position, and the presence of a
recirculation bubble downstream of it. The instability of the impingement
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position can be responsible for the high RMS of the two most upstream sen-
sors (and, possibly, more of the second one than of the first one). Whereas
the recirculation bubble can be responsible for the lower RMS from all the
other sensors, above which it may extend downstream of the impingement
point. The streamwise extent of this bubble, as evinced from the RMS
measurements, compares well with estimated values from literature.
The spectrograms of the signals from the thin-films across the shock im-
pingement position helped elucidating an aspect not evident in the RMS
trends. This is the intermittency throughout the test time of the shock im-
pingement effect for the clean configuration. In fact, the spectrograms of
the most upstream thin-films show time intervals within which the frequency
spectrum is excited, interposed between intervals wherein the spectrum fea-
ture the lowest amplitudes. All the same, this is not so for the 1-mm single
roughness case. In this case, in fact, there are no such evident intervals, and
the spectrograms of the two most upstream thin-films, for the cases with and
without shock impingement are much more similar to each other. This leads
to the conclusion that the roughness has an effect on the shock/boundary-
layer interaction in the form of preserving most of the character of its wake
through the shock impingement position. At least, more than a laminar
boundary layer is capable to do.
To disturb the supersonic boundary layer with the electric spark, a com-
pletely new set-up had to be conceived, designed, and tested. This type of
disturbance was chosen because literature data showed it capable of produc-
ing turbulent spots, i.e., the major feature of a natural transitional boundary
layer. However, the majority of the literature refers to subsonic, low-velocity
flow regimes, and only one to a supersonic case, which is, nonetheless, dif-
ferent in many respects from the case here under study. This lead us to
adapt for the present test campaign the set-up used for incompressible-flow
experiments as found in the open literature.
The smoke-sheet visualizations obtained in the preliminary test campaign
at low velocity, checked against the available literature on the subject, gave,
at least, positive hints on the set-up effectiveness in producing turbulent
spots. These hints were judged enough to try the same set-up to simu-
late a naturally transitional supersonic boundary layer for the Mach-2 test
campaign.
After the specific post-processing required by the signals acquired with
the spark on, the RMS trends and the spectrograms of the wall-temperature
fluctuations in the Mach-2 boundary layer flow were produced and inspected
to look for the spark effects. In the tests without shock impingement, and for
the spark released at 100 Hz in one burst, this effect was found in localized
RMS values higher than for the reference, no-spark-effect, case. The highest
RMS were measured at the positions of the two most upstream thin-films,
while further downstream the RMS rapidly decreased to the values of the
reference case. The spectrograms showed how the frequency spectrum of the
most upstream thin-film was excited in synchrony with the spark release,
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and how it became very much like that of the no-spark reference state, after
the spark release ceased. No sensible differences between the spectrograms
with and without the spark were found for the most downstream sensor,
thus confirming the conclusion from the RMS trend that the spark effect is
localized close to the electrodes.
The wall-temperature RMS trends from the tests with shock-wave imping-
ing revealed that the sparks released at 1, 10, or 20 Hz had the same effect on
the supersonic laminar boundary layer. In fact, these three trends are prac-
tically coincident to each other. Furthermore, they evolve closely around
an average value not very different from that of the no-shock-impingement
case. On the other hand, the RMS produced by the spark released at 100
Hz (in this case kept on during the whole test time), are always larger at
almost each thin-film location. But, again, like for the test without shock
impingement, the largest differences are found at the two most upstream
thin-film positions.
The evidence that RMS values for the 1-, 10-, 20-Hz spark-release fre-
quency with shock impingement, and RMS values for the no-spark-effect
reference case without shock impingement are comparable throughout the
instrumented insert can lead to two conclusions. The first conclusion is that
these three spark release frequencies are in the same way scarcely effective in
disturbing the supersonic laminar boundary layer; at least less so than the
100-Hz release frequency. The second conclusion is that there is no evidence
by the most upstream thin-films of a shock impingement effect, unlike for
the roughness case and its relative clean-insert reference case. This can be
due to the difference in resolved frequency range: 20 to 60 kHz for the tests
with the spark; 100 to 600-Hz, at most, for the tests without spark. Hence,
if the high RMS values across the shock impingement position are due to
its intrinsic unsteadiness, the present results show that this unsteadiness,
at Mach 2 and unit Reynolds number one million, features its highest fre-
quency contents below 20 kHz. This conclusion is supported by Kistler [58]
that found the “on-off character” of the pressure unsteady signal, measured
across the shock impingement position, at a frequency well below 1 kHz.
The above conclusion may lead to consider the RMS maxima for both
100-Hz cases also unrelated to the shock impingement. And, actually, this
induction is supported by the information in the spectrograms of the most
excited thin-films. They, in fact, clearly show how the frequency spectrum is
excited periodically through the test time, and how this period corresponds
to the period of the spark release. Between two adjacent excitation times,
or at the end of the ”burst mode”, instead, the spectra feature regularly the
minimum amplitudes. This confirms that the high RMS values are strongly
linked to the release of the spark.
In the end, the conclusions from the tests with the electric sparks can be
summarized as: the most effective spark-release frequency is 100 Hz, but
its effect is limited, at most, within 13 cm downstream of the electrodes;
the effect of the shock impingement is not detectable in the frequency range
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resolved, thus it has its fullest frequency content below 20 kHz.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
The present research has addressed the qualification of a multiple-Mach-
number supersonic wind tunnel, the experimental study of the effects of
single-roughness elements on supersonic boundary layers, and the exper-
imental study of the oblique shock wave impingement onto two types of
supersonic transitional boundary layer. The multiple-Mach-number super-
sonic wind tunnel was a blow-down facility comprised of a squared-cross-
section Laval nozzle with a variable-angle divergent part. Two single rough-
ness elements have been tested at Mach 2.3 and 1.6, both with the same
width and length, but with different heights. A 41-oblique shock wave was
made impinge onto the not-yet-turbulent supersonic wake of a single rough-
ness element, and onto a supersonic laminar boundary layer perturbed by
electric sparks. The investigation of the roughness effects has been car-
ried out through a test campaign in the qualified multiple-Mach-number
supersonic wind tunnel. The investigation on the effects of the shock wave
impingement has been carried out in a continuous-flow Mach-2 wind tunnel.
This latter investigation has comprised also a preliminary test campaign in
a low-speed wind tunnel to qualify the hardware for the generation of the
electric sparks. The qualification of the multiple-Mach-number wind tunnel
has consisted in the verification of its correct start in a range of supersonic
Mach numbers, and in the assessment of the freestream disturbances in-
tensity and frequency spectrum. These two tasks have been accomplished
by the measurement of the static pressure evolution along the wind tunnel
divergent in a range of Mach numbers, and the numerical computation of
the two-dimensional flow within the whole wind tunnel in a range of Mach
numbers.
These measurements and computations have provided the following find-
ings:
 the supersonic wind tunnel performs a shock-free supersonic expansion
in the Mach range between 1.6 and 2.3
 the design of the wind tunnel suction slots avoids successfully the for-
mation of a recirculation bubble in the proximity of the flow stagnation
point
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 the freestream mass-flow fluctuations have intensities of 0.63% of the
mass-flow mean value for M∞ = 1.7 and of 1.14% for M∞ = 1.9.
These values are in line with typical supersonic wind tunnel values,
and are acceptable for the study of boundary layer induced transition
to turbulence
The experimental investigation of single roughness effects on supersonic
laminar boundary layers has consisted on the study of the steady and un-
steady characteristics of the flow in the roughness wake at different wall
temperatures. This study has been accomplished by:
 time-averaged wall heat-flux measurements at different wall tempera-
tures
 time-averaged adiabatic-wall temperature calculations
 wall-temperature fluctuations measurements at different wall temper-
atures
 wall-pressure fluctuations measurements
The time-averaged effect of the roughness on the supersonic boundary layer
consists in increased absolute convective heat-flux intensities and adiabatic-
wall temperature values. This effect is localized close downstream of the
roughness, and does not propagate further downstream, neither stream-
wise nor spanwise. The general effect of wall temperature rise is an in-
crease of wall-temperature fluctuation amplitudes below 1 kHz, unless the
higher roughness is present. As far as the sole Mach effect is considered,
wall-temperature and pressure fluctuations decrease their amplitudes down-
stream of the higher roughness as the Mach number decreases. This is also
the case for wall-pressure fluctuations downstream of the lower roughness.
Wall-temperature and -pressure fluctuations change their spectral character
downstream of the higher roughness as the Mach number decreases. That
is, peaks of wall-temperature fluctuations repeat more frequently along the
frequency spectrum, while peaks of wall-pressure fluctuations center around
a specific frequency. The evolution of the RMS of the wall-temperature fluc-
tuations at the higher Mach number changes with the roughness height. As
the roughness is the lower, the RMS has its lowest value closest to the rough-
ness, and its highest values away from it. As the roughness is the higher, the
RMS has its highest value closest to the roughness, and decreases monoton-
ically with the distance. This latter trend is also found at the lower Mach
number. However, in all the cases the maximum RMS amplitudes stay well
below turbulent levels, and much closer to laminar ones. The frequency-
time evolution of the wall-temperature and -pressure fluctuations at a given
position is characterized by the recurrence in time of roughly the same ex-
cited frequencies throughout the whole test time. This recurrence was found
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higher for those tests where higher RMS was measured. Only for the wall-
pressure fluctuations at the lower Mach number this higher recurrence was
coupled with a peak amplitude increase. The RMS of the wall-pressure
fluctuations, by the sole pressure transducers that performed acceptably, in-
creases with the Mach number for both roughness heights and for the clean
insert. Then, downstream of the lower single roughness the RMS is found
to be slightly lower than for the clean configuration at both Mach numbers.
A phenomenon moving at 80% of the freestream velocity appears from the
cross-correlations of the wall-temperature time-resolved signals
These experimental evidences lead to the following conclusions:
 the combined effect of roughness presence and wall temperature rise is
not sufficient to trigger a fully turbulent boundary layer within the ex-
tension of the instrumented inserts. And this is for both Mach numbers
and both roughness heights tested, and at all the wall temperatures
set
 a possible explanation for the main mechanism of RMS increase ex-
perienced by wall-temperature fluctuations downstream of the single
roughness can be the higher repetition through the whole test time
of (more or less) the same excited spectrum, instead of the appear-
ance of higher peaks in the spectrum at given moments within the
test time. This is not so for the wall-pressure fluctuations that feature
the appearance of such peaks especially with the higher roughness
 there is no dependency of the phenomenon moving at 80% of the
freestream velocity on the presence of the roughness element for both
Mach numbers tried and for all the wall temperatures tested
The experimental investigation of the effects of the impingement of an
oblique shock-wave onto supersonic transitional boundary layers has con-
sisted in the study of the unsteady characteristics of the flow across and
downstream of the shock impingement position. This study has been ac-
complished by:
 measurements of wall-temperature fluctuations
 the use of the higher single roughness element as of the previous test
campaign to generate a transitional wake
 the release of electric sparks at different frequencies to simulate a nat-
urally transitional supersonic boundary layer
The effect of the single roughness on the laminar boundary layer is con-
fined close to the roughness location in absence of the shock impingement.
The effect of the shock impingement on the clean configuration and on the
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roughness configuration is two-fold depending on the position respect to
the shock impingement point: in the zone across it, the RMS of the wall-
temperature fluctuations becomes higher than without shock impingement;
in the zone downstream of it the wall-temperature fluctuations become lower
than without shock impingement. The RMS increase in the zone across the
shock impingement is larger for the clean configuration than for the rough-
ness configuration, but beyond one third of the instrumented insert length
it falls practically to the same constant value for both configurations. The
shock impingement effect on the wall-temperature fluctuations measured for
the clean configuration is intermittent in time. This intermittency is high-
lighted in the fluctuations frequency-time maps by the alternation of periods
where the spectra are most excited with periods where the spectra are most
unexcited. This intermittency is not found for the roughness configuration
The effect of an electric spark released at 100 Hz in one burst within
the laminar boundary layer without shock impingement is localized close
downstream of the release point. This effect is found in the RMS of the
wall-temperature fluctuations increased above the reference no-spark val-
ues. Further downstream of the release point the RMS values collapse to
the reference ones. The frequency spectrum of the wall-temperature fluc-
tuations is excited in synchrony with the spark release, and as long as the
spark is released. The effects on the wall-temperature fluctuations RMS of
electric sparks released at 1, 10, or 20 Hz within the laminar boundary layer
impinged upon by an oblique shock-wave are practically the same. These
effects do not change sensibly the RMS values respect to the clean-plate,
no-spark, no-shock-impingement case. The effect on the wall-temperature
fluctuations of an electric spark released throughout the whole test time
at 100 Hz, and within the laminar boundary layer impinged upon by the
oblique shock wave, consists in a generalized RMS increase along the whole
instrumented insert. However, the largest increases are localized close to
the spark release point. No intermittency of the shock impingement effect
is found in the wall-temperature fluctuations for any of the tests made with
electric sparks.
The experimental evidences from the case of the single-roughness super-
sonic wake lead to the following conclusions:
 the single roughness element has an effect on the Mach-2 laminar
boundary layer limited in space. This effect is not enough to trig-
ger a fully turbulent boundary layer in its wake
 a recirculation bubble can be present along the clean plate just down-
stream of the shock impingement position and up to or beyond the end
of the instrumented insert. It can be the cause of the RMS decrease
respect to the reference no-shock-impingement case for both clean and
roughness configurations
 the instability of the impingement position can be responsible for the
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high RMS sensed just across it
 the wall-temperature fluctuations in the roughness wake preserves
their frequency-time characteristics through the shock impingement
position more than in the laminar boundary layer
and the experimental evidences from the spark-perturbed supersonic laminar-
boundary-layer case lead to the following conclusions:
 among the four spark release frequencies tested, the most effective is
the highest, 100 Hz. Its effect on the wall-temperature fluctuations
last as long as the spark is released, and is synchronized with it. The
largest effect is localized in the space close downstream of the release
point
 the unsteadiness of the shock impingement position features its fre-
quency content below 20 kHz
This work has provided a significant contribution on two research topics
relevant to the design of turbulence triggers for high-speed aero-engine in-
take design. A multiple-Mach-number wind tunnel has been designed built
and qualified to address the first topic. The experimental research on the
steady and unsteady effects of a single roughness element on two supersonic
boundary layers at different wall temperatures has reported original findings
on the flow mechanisms that develop within the roughness wake. Prediction
tools, based on literature data and analytical models, are used to conclude
about the effectiveness of the two roughness heights tested in triggering a
fully turbulent boundary layer flow. The unsteady evolution of the flow
across and downstream of the impingement point of an oblique shock wave
was measured in a Mach-2 laminar boundary layer to address the second
topic. The observed evolution of wall-temperature fluctuations highlighted
the differences and the commonalities between the two types of boundary
layer investigated, and should serve to design effective turbulence triggers
when boundary-layer/shock interaction is considered.
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